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o
^^' In the winter of 1908-1909 I delivered a course of

< eight lectures at Columbia University on the Business

^ of Congress, and, somewhat revised, they are presented

t in this volume. It was my chief purpose to portray the

O important processes of legislation, avoiding, however, the

technicality essential in a parliamentary manual ; to pre-

sent the reasons underlying them, and to give a study in

government with Congress as the central theme. The

r^ time when the lectures were given must be borne in mind
CO

2? in order fully to understand the allusions to political con-

<= ditions, as well as to the rules of procedure. I have, how-
"^

ever, referred in foot-notes to the important changes in

^ the rules made prior to the Congress which has just

convened.

For many helpful suggestions I am under very great

obligation to the Hon. Asher C. Hinds, member of Con-

gress from Maine, who is unequaled as an authority upon

the rules and precedents of the House. I wish also to

thank my friend, Mr. W. B. Parker, for a very careful

5t reading of Ihe proofs.

^ SAMUEL W. McCALL.
Washington, April 12, 1911.
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THE BUSINESS OF CONGRESS

CHAPTER I

General Functions of Congress

In attempting to perform the work which I have un-

dertaken, I shall first endeavor to give some notion of

its general scope. I shall try to outline briefly the place

of Congress in our system of government and speak very

generally of its powers and of the special powers of each

of its two Houses, treating it as a political mechanism,

a practical organ of government, playing sometimes a

greater and sometimes a lesser part than that assigned

to it by the Constitution. I shall consider more mi-

nutely the character of its business, the way in which

it is transacted, the committees which study particular

measures and report upon them to their respective

Houses, and the development and nature of the power

of the Speaker. I shall consider also the conduct of

debate and the growth of obstruction which was the

prime cause in bringing about its limitation, and the

order of business which fixes the method of selecting

the necessary and important matters from the great

mass of measures introduced, a large proportion of

which cannot be considered for lack of time and some
of which it may be deemed best to shelve for political

considerations.

I shall concern myself in doing this less with the

history and development of procedure than with the
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procedure itself, dwelling upon that portion of its past

which will enable us the better to understand what it

now is. It shall be my primary aim to show how the

nation, through its chosen representatives, gives expres-

sion to its will and how it enacts laws for its own
government and in some instances not happily, as some

of us believe, for the government of other peoples. I

shall not concern myself with many of the minor details

of procedure, with the priority of ordinary motions, or

with many of the technical steps which are set forth in

the parliamentary manuals, but shall deem myself for-

tunate if I shall be able to explain its vital and essential

processes. It will be important also to point out the

practical manner in which the legislative and executive

departments, theoretically separate and independent,

are made to work to an extent harmoniously together

so that there may be the requisite degree of unity in

our system, that the nation may speak finally with a

single voice, and that there may be that definite party

responsibility for legislative and administrative action

so necessary in a representative government.

Our problem has been to make a somewhat hard and
fast political organism adapt itself to the changing con-

ditions and the infinite complexities of society, a problem

which on the whole has been very successfully solved.

Our fathers aimed to reduce all that concerned their

government to writing, and, after they had set it in

motion, they immediately fell to disputing what their

words meant. Whatever the advantages of a written

Constitution, and it has some very decided advantages,

they do not lie in the direction of the attractiveness

they lend to exposition or in the invitation they give
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to a light and picturesque style. To expound political

scripture, to contend technically about the meaning of

words, and to parse phrases, will ordinarily call into

play neither philosophy nor the imagination, although

the possession of the latter faculty can hardly be denied

to some of our writers upon the Constitution. And
when there is added to all this, in order to make a doubt-

ful meaning clear, liberal quotation of judicial decisions,

the lot of the ordinary reader becomes deplorable

indeed. Unfortunately during a portion of my first

talk I am compelled practically to illustrate the truth

of what I have just been saying, by treating of the

place of Congress in our system and sketching its con-

stitutional powers. That part of my work shall at least

be brief, and doubtless the things which I shall say will

be very obvious things.

Congress is the law-making department of the govern-

ment, and this function, in a government which is theo-

retically one of law, entitles it to preeminence under our

system. It is the established organ by which the people

are supposed to declare the policies that are to govern

them. Congress, however, is itself subject to the higher

law set forth in the Constitution. When it attempts to

go outside of that instrument and pass legislation which

is unauthorized or proliibited by its terms, it attempts

to make our government not one of law, but in defiance

of law, and such unauthorized or prohibited action

is legally entitled to no greater authority than would

be the same action taken by any mob in the streets.

In such a case it is the function of the judiciary to

protect the individual from the harmful effect of the

usurpation of power and to declare it null and void.
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The supreme and sole legislative authority of the

nation is vested in the Congress. The people, directly

through their representatives and indirectly through

senators, chosen through the instrumentahty of state

legislatures, make the laws; the judiciary interprets

them, and the President executes them. This in brief

is the mechanism of our government. The chief cause

of the Revolution, which in due time resulted in our

Constitution, was the passage of laws, and especially of

taxation laws, by a legislature in which the people of

the colonies were unrepresented. Our fathers had per-

haps an exaggerated notion of the importance of repre-

sentation in a parliamentary body. It may be due to

this circumstance that the first government established

by them contained but a single department and was

wholly the government of a Congress. The prime faults

of that government did not grow out of its method of

expression, but were due to the fact that it was a fun-

damentally weak government, possessing few really

important powers. The Articles of Confederation did

not confer sufficient authority upon the central govern-

ment and left it at the mercy of the discordant poUcies

of the States. The Constitution remedied this defect

by endowing the central government with definite and

important powers, and made it supreme within its

sphere over the state agencies. But unless we are to

suppose that the architects of the Constitution wasted

their efforts upon side issues, they clearly designed a

government of which the great central department

was the Congress. That is the first department set

forth in the Constitution. Three-fourths of that in-

strument is taken up with defining the composition of
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Congress, enumerating its powers, and establishing

restraints upon its action. Aside from the greater cer-

tainty and the greater extent of the grant of powers

to the central government and the creation of a con-

stitutional court, the important difference between

the Articles of the Confederation and the Constitution

is found in the circumstance that the latter established

an executive separate and apart from the law-making

authority, except with a limited power of veto. As the

legislative power was by the first article vested in

Congress subject to the veto, so by the second article

the executive power was vested in the President. But
even the executive functions are to an extent divided.

Congress may by law vest the appointment of such

inferior officers, as it may deem proper, in some other

agency than the President. This provision of the Con-
stitution could be made to cover the vastly greater num-
ber of executive offices. Very important functions are

exercised by the President only by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate. Congress wields the legis-

lative sovereignty of the nation, and from the very

nature of that function, and with the important powers

also exercised separately by the two Houses, it becomes,

as the courts have termed it, the political department

of the government.

There has been, however, a claim asserted on behalf

of the treaty-making power which, if well founded,

would make it necessary to qualify seriously what I

have just been saying. This claim would lead us to

question whether Congress is the sole legislative organ

of the nation, and to inquire whether it was not the

purpose of the Constitution to create two law-making
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agencies — the one composed of the representatives

of the people and the Senate, subject to the veto of

the President, and the other made up of the Presi-

dent and the Senate and any real or nominal foreign

power taking the place of the representatives of the

people. This question would seem a somewhat idle

one, were it not for the fact that claims of so sweeping

a character have occasionally been put forth from the

very beginning of the government, concerning the

scope of the treaty-making power, that they make it

necessary to ask it. The issue involved is certainly

an important one, and will justify a more than cursory

examination. It will be well, therefore, to consider

briefly the true scope of the treaty-making power as

compared with the legislative power, so far as the

assertion of legislative authority in the former is

concerned.

The Constitution, with great particularity, established

the mechanism of the central government, and then, as

that government must of necessity have relations with

foreign states, it conferred upon the President in a few

words the power to make treaties by and with the advice

and consent of two-thirds of the Senate. The sixth

article of the Constitution then provided that "this

Constitution, and the laws of the United States which

shall be made in pursuance thereof; and all treaties

made, or which shall be made, under the authority of

the United States, shall be the supreme law of the

land; and the judges in every State shall be bound
thereby, anything in the Constitution or laws of any
State to the contrary notwithstanding." It has been

contended by some eminent men that it followed from
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this article that there were two methods of making

laws, — one by the Congress and the other by the

treaty-making power, and that the laws made in either

way were of equal validity ; and even that those made
by Congress were subject to the limitations of the Con-

stitution, to which those made by treaty need not con-

form. The conflict began during the administration of

President Washington. Chief Justice Oliver Ellsworth,

at the time of the controversy over the Jay treaty,

uttered a very sweeping dictum. He gave it as his

opinion, but not in a judicial proceeding, that ''the

instant the President and the Senate have made a

treaty, the Constitution makes it the law of the land,

and of course all persons or bodies in whatever station

or department within the jurisdiction of the United

States are bound to conform their actions and proceed-

ings to it. Such a treaty i'pso facto repeals all existing

laws so far as they interfere with it . . . but on the

other hand a treaty cannot be repealed or annulled by
statute."

This opinion, it will be observed, would emphatically

make the treaty-making power the supreme legislature

and treaties the paramount law of the land, repealing

all inconsistent laws of Congress and not at all subject

to repeal by the regular law-making authority so care-

fully carved out by the Constitution. Attorney-General

Charles Lee at the same time expressed the opinion

that '4t is manifest that if a treaty contains any

stipulations inconsistent with acts of the legislature,

it supersedes them. If a nation has a law and makes a

treaty by which it is agreed that the law shall thereafter

cease, it exercises the power which it hath to repeal its
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own laws." Some have even gone so far, as I have just

stated, as to contend that the power to legislate by
treaty was more untrammeled than action by Congress,

for many limitations are imposed expressly upon the

latter, while the former power appears to be without

any express limitation whatever. From this extreme

construction it would follow that the framers of the

Constitution had such a profound distrust of the people,

as to provide that when they were acting tlii'ough

their Representatives there should be important limita-

tions upon them and upon the Senators as well, but

when their Representatives were dispensed with, the

limitations might safely be dispensed with also,

provided some foreign potentate should sanction what
might be done. It would thus appear that it was not

so much jealousy of governmental power, as jealousy

of the people, that anmiated the framers of the Con-

stitution. Thus, for instance, while Congress might

not establish a state chm^ch or abridge the freedom of

speech or of the press, the President and two-thirds of

the Senate and a foreign power might do those things

which in terms are only prohibited to Congress. It is

a little startling to contemplate some of the possibilities,

if this view were to prevail, but, as it has been put

forth by some eminent gentlemen, I do not feel at

liberty to ignore it entirely in considering the place of

Congress in our system of government.

Let us look first at the constitutional result of this

theory. The claim would require us to believe that the

framers proceeded with great care and elaboration in

creating Congress, carefully debating its structure

and each power that was conferred, appearing to give it
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great sovereign powers, cautiously putting limitations

upon it, devoting to it the greater part of the Constitu-

tion and of the time of the deliberations of the conven-

tion, offsetting in part the equal power in the Senate

of the small and great States with special powers in

the House, where the States were represented according

to population, and that then in two brief lines they

created, subject to no express restraint, a mechanism for

making laws in which the representatives of the people

were to have no share, and substituted for the Congress

thus laboriously constructed a legislative machine com-

posed of the President, two-thirds of the Senate, and

some foreign power. The constitutional basis of this

remarkable contention is found in a very literal inter-

pretation of a portion only of the sixth article which is

then detached from nearly all the remainder of the Con-

stitution, a method which has sometimes been employed

by theologians in interpreting passages of the Scripture.

It is pointed out that this article makes all treaties

the supreme law of the land, and that therefore

treaties are laws, and it is to be noted that there is no

requirement expressed, that they shall be in pursuance

of the Constitution, as there is in the case of other laws.

This latter circumstance, in all its extent and with

all its startling consequences, might well lead one to

question whether it was really intended to establish

two legislative agencies— the elaborate and carefully

constructed one with limitations, and the two-line struc-

ture without limitations. But the moment one with-

draws his attention from the words ''treaties" and

''supreme law "and permits it to be directed to the rest

of the Constitution and to the proper scope of this article
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as derived from its history, he will see that the framers

did not impose any constitutional restraint upon this

alleged law-making agency for the very good reason

that they did not make it a law-making agency at all.

In support of what I have just said, note the impli-

cation in this very article, "the laws of the United

States" and "all treaties made, or which shall be made."

The implication is clear that "the laws of the United

States" were something different from treaties. This

is no mere chance or finical distinction, but it is also

clearly made in that article which relates to the scope

of the judicial power. "The judicial power shall ex-

tend to all cases, in law and equity, arising under this

Constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties

made, or which shall be made, under their authority."

Here again there is the same differentiation between

treaties and "the laws of the United States." If there

were any room for doubt as to the substantial character

of this distinction, we have only to turn to the beginning

of the Constitution. After the majestic preamble recit-

ing the general purposes of the work, the very first

article declares that "all legislative powers herein

granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States,

which shall consist of a Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives." This declaration in the very forefront of a

Constitution, admittedly creating a government only

of granted powers, that all legislative powers therein

granted are vested in a Congress, not merely gives

emphasis to the clear distinction, to which I have called

attention, between treaties and "the laws of the United

States," but it effectively disposes of the contention

that the Constitution set up two law-making machines.
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If there still remains any room for doubt concerning

the correctness of this conclusion, let us consider for a

moment the development of the sixth article in the

constitutional convention and its general scope. It

would appear to be entirely superfluous, after estab-

lishing a Congress and endowing it with the powers

of a national legislature, to declare that its laws

enacted pursuant to the Constitution should have

the force of law over the people under its jurisdiction.

But when we consider that with the adoption of

the Constitution the very unusual, if not unprece-

dented, result was accomplished of establishing two

governmental jurisdictions, which should each exercise

sovereign powers and hold sway over the same terri-

tory at the same time, we shall see the propriety of,

and indeed the necessity for, a declaration fixing the

supremacy of the national organs of government

within their constitutional sphere over the organs of the

state governments. And that was the precise purpose

of this very article. The relations of the government of

the Confederation and the state governments to each

other had been marked by constant bickerings and

strife. Sometimes the States would submit to the

central government, but often they would not. Some
of them even attempted to put their own separate

construction upon the treaty of peace,— a proceeding

fraught with great danger to all the States. In March
of the very year in which the convention was held.

Congress passed a resolution declaring that the States

had no authority to pass laws explaining a national

treaty or retarding its operation, but that such treaties

were binding and obligatory upon the state legislatures.
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The idea was intolerable that thirteen different govern-

ments should assume to put separate and possibly

contradictory constructions upon a treaty, made in the

common interest b}'- the central government. It was

vital that the convention should deal with the relative

authority of the state and the federal governments.

The first form of the article, which was unanimously

agreed to in the convention and referred to the Com-
mittee on Detail, provided that the acts of the federal

legislature and the national treaties ''shall be the su-

preme law of the respective States." This was sub-

sequently reported by the Committee on Detail in a

form which declared laws and treaties to be ''the

supreme laws of the several States and of their inhabit-

ants and citizens." The article was again amended by
the convention, which added the Constitution to the

laws and treaties, but left unchanged the application

of the article to the States. It was again considered

by the convention, but was left unchanged in the re-

spect to which I have referred, and it remained un-

changed in that regard until the convention had finished

its work of drawing the hues of the Constitution and

framing its particular provisions, when it was referred

with the rest of the Constitution to the Committee on

Style for the purpose of perfecting the phraseology.

The present form of the article appeared for the first

time in the report of the Committee on Style shortly

before the adjournment of the convention, and there

was no word of discussion as to the change in language.

This development makes clear the purpose of the

framers and explains the limited character of the in-

junction with which the article concludes, that "the
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judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any-

thing in the Constitution or laws of any State to

the contrary notwithstanding." It was their prime pur-

pose in this article to declare that the Constitution and

the treaties and the constitutionally enacted laws of

the central government should be supreme over state

laws and state constitutions and should have force in

the state courts of justice. But even if we are to sep-

arate the article from the story of its evolution, it

would mean with regard to treaties merely that they

were to have the force of laws ; that is, that they were

to be binding in character. And they would have

such force even if the sixth article were not in the Con-

stitution. A treaty, as Jay well said in one of the Fed-

eralist papers, is ''a trade between nations," and when
such a trade is made by^^the constitutionally ordained

agents, it needs no sanction to add to the strength of its

obligation. As Hamilton very wisely said of a treaty

:

"It has the force of law, but it derives it from the

obligation of good faith."

But whatever force the article may add to the binding

character of our international contracts, it is clear

from the whole Constitution that the power to make
laws for the government of the American people is

confided indisputably to the Congress of the United

States and to it alone. It is not material to my purpose

to consider the scope of the treaty-making power,

except as it may affect or involve the authority of

Congress. The position of the House of Representa-

tives, with regard to the Jay treaty in Washington's

administration, was taken with remarkably good judg-

ment. The House at that time declared that the
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House of Representatives ''does not claim any agency

in making treaties, but when a treaty stipulates require-

ments on any of the subjects submitted to the power of

Congress, it must depend upon its execution as to such

stipulations on a law or laws to be passed by Congress."

A recent law writer of repute, who, I think, shows a

disposition to widen the domain of the treaty-making

power, declares that the position of the House to which

I have referred ''has finally been definitely accepted by
all the departments of the government." Chief Justice

Marshall said in 1829 that when either of the parties to

a treaty engages to perform a particular act, "the treaty

addresses itself to the political, not to the judicial, de-

partment, and the legislature must execute the con-

tract before it can become a rule for the court." Jus-

tice McLean said with regard to a treaty stipulation

to pay money that "every foreign government may be

presumed to know that, so far as a treaty stipulates to

pay money, the legislative sanction is required." The
act of Congress relating to the Alaskan purchase,

passed, of course, by both the Senate and House and
approved by the President, contained a preamble to

the appropriation declaring that the stipulations of

the treaty, providing for the payment of money, ad-

mitting certain persons to citizenship and accepting

the cession, could not be carried into full effect except

by legislation to which the consent of both Houses
was necessary. That very brilliant lawyer, Rufus
Choate, when a member of the Senate in 1844, in

reporting from the Committee on Foreign Relations

against the ratification of a treaty which dealt with

customs duties, said : "The committee believes that the
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general rule of our system is indisputably that the con-

trol of trade and the function of taxing belong without

abridgment or participation to Congress. They infer

this from the language of the Constitution, from the

nature and principles of our government, from the

theory of republican liberty itself, from the unvaried

practice evidencing the universal belief of all."

And this very question of raising revenue affords a

good test to apply to the claim of omnipotence in the

treaty-making power. The framers of the Constitution

attempted to recognize the peculiar relation of the

taxing power to popular freedom, by giving the repre-

sentatives of the people the sole power to originate

revenue bills. That was the great compromise of the

Constitution between the rights of the incorporations

called States and the rights of the people. And yet

the sweeping claim on behalf of the treaty-making

power would require us to believe that the share of

the people in this hard-won compromise was inconsid-

erately taken away, and that not only might taxes

be levied which did not originate in the House, but

that they might be levied without any participation

whatever by the representatives of the people, if only

the consent of some foreign power might be obtained,

the consent even of that one against whom they had

successfully asserted in war the principle, that taxation

without representation is tyranny. Contrary to the

opinion of Chief Justice Ellsworth which I have cited,

Congress has repealed treaties, and the courts have held

that it possessed that power.

This conclusion with regard to the relation of Con-

gress to the treaty-making power seems to me to be
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clear. When a treaty is not self-operative in its terms,

or where it trenches upon some subject confided by

the Constitution to Congress, the passage of a law is

necessary in order to give it effect. Congress has

usually suppUed the legislation necessary to give effect

and vitaUty to treaties, but sometimes it has not,

and the power to pass laws making them vital, or to

refuse to pass laws for such a purpose, is equally

within its sovereign legislative discretion. This seems

to be the rule in other nations. The power to make
treaties is a power of the sovereign in Great Britain,

but if a treaty calls for an appropriation of money, that

appropriation cannot be made without an act of Parlia-

ment. And more than one treaty has been permitted to

lapse because the requisite legislation was not passed.

The necessary laws commonly are passed, but it is

entirely within the province of the legislature to decide

whether they shall be enacted or not. This does not

impair the efficiency of the government, nor does it

violate its faith with foreign nations. Those nations

have notice of the distribution of the powers of another

government and certainly of one with a written con-

stitution. In the case of a contract which involves the

payment of money by this nation, they have notice

that the raising and the expenditure of money would

first require the action of that organ of government

having jurisdiction, before it could finally be opera-

tive. I shall therefore proceed in what I shall say on

the theory that all the legislative power of the national

government is vested in the Congress of the United

States, as the Constitution declares in the first article,

and I shall now recall to you an enumeration of its

more important powers.
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Congress possesses all the legislative authority that

those who made the Constitution saw fit to grant to

any agency. Not to enumerate all its functions, it

has the power to lay and collect taxes and uniform

duties, imposts, and excises ; to pay the debts and pro-

vide for the common defense and general welfare of

the United States ; to borrow money ; to regulate inter-

state and foreign commerce; to establish uniform

bankruptcy laws and a uniform rule of naturalization

;

to coin money and regulate its value ; to establish post-

offices and post-roads ; to pass patent and copyright

laws ; to constitute inferior courts ; to define and punish

piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, and
offenses against the law of nations ; to declare war, to

raise and support armies and navies, and to make rules

for their government ; and to make all laws necessary

and proper for carrying into execution the granted

powers and all powers vested by the Constitution in

the government of the United States or in any of its

departments or officers. These powers are subject to

certain specific limitations, for the framers with their

reverence for individual freedom sought to protect the

individual even against the government which they

were establishing. Thej^ prohibited those things which

they especially associated with tyranny. The writ of

habeas corpus must not be suspended, except when in

case of rebellion or invasion the public safety requires

it. Among the things prohibited are ex post facto

laws and bills of attainder, laws establishing religion

or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, abridging the

freedom of speech or of the press, or the right of the

people peaceably to assemble and to petition the govern-
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ment for a redress of grievances, or the quartering of

soldiers in time of peace in any house without the con-

sent of the owner, or in time of war except as prescribed

by law, or that one should be compelled in a criminal

case to testify against himself, or be deprived of his

life, Hberty, and property without due process of law.

The powders granted are sovereign and majestic in their

character and are themselves conclusive upon the place

assigned to Congress ; the limitations are of the very

essence of liberty, and comprehend the fruits of nearly

every great victory won for freedom in other lands.

The framers also imposed limitations in certain partic-

ulars, in which they wished to preserve the authority

of the States and as well to prevent encroachments by

the States upon the federal government. They thus

created a government clothed wdth ample power to

maintain itself both against foreign and domestic

enemies, with jurisdiction over all matters of legitimate

common concern and as definitely guarded against

undue centralization, by reserving to the States and

to the people all powers not granted to the central

government.

A distinctive thing about our system, which must be

kept in mind in comparing its operation with that of

other systems, is the species of isolation with which the

Constitution clothes our separate departments. Our

governmental powers are distributed among the three

great departments which are independent of one

another, although a way is provided in which the Presi-

dent may communicate with Congress recommend-

ing legislation, and the power is given him to veto

measures of which he does not approve ; and the Senate
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possesses important functions of an executive character.

This distribution of powers, especiallj^ those of a legis-

lative and of an executive character, is somewhat excep-

tional. In England, for instance, these powers, while

they might in the past have been exercised separate

and apart, are now practically blended. The King

has shrunk to the proportions of an ornamental figure-

head. The men holding the general offices of adminis-

tration are upon the floor of one or the other of the

legislative chambers, and they take the responsible

initiative in important legislation. Executive and

legislative powers are thus practically exercised by the

same men, and they wield the administrative authority

so long as they can command the support of the major-

ity of the House of Commons. There the governmen-

tal powers are concentrated ; here they are distributed.

The advantage of concentration is supposed to be

efficiency, and it certainly affords a method for quick

action and a ready means for locating responsibility.

The advantage of distribution is in the direction of

caution and safety.

Very much has been written about the relative merits

of the two systems. Whether some modification of the

British system would work better among us than does

our own is a question upon which I shall speak more

at length hereafter. But conditions in the two coun-

tries are fundamentally different. Great Britain is

small in area and its population is to a great extent

homogeneous. A man of fair intelligence is able at

least superficially to survey the whole field. Public

opinion is formed chiefly by the same body of news-

papers, so far as newspapers now really form opinion,
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and the differences, that come about in opinion, are

usually such as occur among men upon the same spot,

breathing the same pohtical atmosphere, and subjected

in a great degree to the same general influences. There

is thus a genuine national division, at least throughout

the far greater part of the country, upon questions of

any considerable importance. But in a vast country

like ours there is often a distinct opinion, which grows

up in one locality and does not extend to other locahties.

One community as a whole is subject to influences that

another community knows little or nothing about. We
thus have groups of opinions, sometimes contradictory,

in which case they are apt to neutralize each other, and

sometimes entirely independent, upon some question

upon which the general mass is not at all stirred, in

which event, if they are held by a powerful section, they

may lead to national action. It is well at such times

that the machine should not be too easily worked.

Then the rapidity of our physical development and the

transformation of the face of the country have ac-

customed the minds of men to startling changes. Until

a new and fast-expanding society has found itself, and

while it is lacking in long-established political and

social institutions and in that conservative deference

which time is necessary to produce toward the insti-

tutions which it has, it needs those restraints upon

hasty action which are found in a somewhat complex

mechanism of government, which is not instantly

responsive to a prevalent mood, and may not therefore

easily become a mere weather-vane.

Some foreign critics, who do not always exhibit a

profound practical knowledge of the operation of our
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system, endow us with virtues, to which we have by

no means the strongest claim, in order to offset faults

in our governmental machinery which do not exist.

Mr. Walter Bagehot, in his brilliant book on the English

Constitution, says of Americans that "if they had not

a genius for politics ; if they had not a moderation in

action singularly curious where superficial speech is so

violent ; if they had not a regard for law, such as no

great people have yet evinced, and infinitely surpassing

ours, — the multiplicity of authorities in the American

Constitution would long ago have brought it to a bad

end." The very multiplicity of governmental organs,

or rather the division of powers, of which Mr. Bagehot

does not approve, has helped make the contrast, to

which he refers, between violent speech and moderate

action. If all the governmental energy of the state

should be concentrated in a single organ of government

so that it could act on the instant upon any matter

about which all the public was excited, or a portion of

the public was excited and the remainder indifferent,

and if the restraints of a written Constitution should

be removed from legislative action, we should have re-

sults in law that it would not be agreeable to contem-

plate, and statutes would multiply at a frightful cost to

liberty. If, for instance, the bewildering wealth of re-

forms recommended in a single message, sent to Con-

gress in the not remote past, should be embodied in law

at a single session, a pace would be struck which would

in a short time bring about a statutory millennium,

where everybody would be made perfect by penal enact-

ment and our law-making bodies could be abolished,

—

a result all good citizens would then devoutly hope for,
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except for purposes of repeal. There is some ground

for the claim that our statute books show that we move

quite rapidly enough and that with all the checks against

hasty action, with all the constitutional expedients to

secure matured and well-seasoned policies, and with all

the division of powers, quite enough crude, adventurous,

and extemporized reforms are entered upon.

In a crisis our departments do not work at cross-

purposes, but they are likely to cooperate harmoniously

together, and the republic does not lack for concerted

action. The recent history of England will show,

notwithstanding the apparent concentration of author-

ity even, when she has "a, newly elected House of Com-
mons," which Mr. Bagehot calls the ultimate authority

in the English Constitution, that her governmental

organs are sometimes clashing and antagonistic. The
House of Commons of the present Parliament* is

engaged in passing legislation of a political character,

which the House of Lords is also engaged in treating

with very great disrespect. And the same thing was
true of so important a policy as Home Rule, upon
which Governments had gone in and had gone out, and
which was finally passed through a House of Commons
chosen upon that very issue and was then unceremo-

niously rejected by the Lords. As against a House of

Commons where the majority is not large, the House
of Lords may upon a great occasion prove a decisive

check.

This distribution of powers which we have takes

from the proceedings of our two Houses of Congress

something of the dramatic interest which belongs to

*1908.
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the legislatures of other countries. A parliameiitury

struggle upon great questions here and in Great Britain

differs as an engagement differs from a general battle.

There the governmental control of the country often

hangs upon the vote. The money is all on the table. A
group of members enter the session of the House as

mere fighting members of the minority, and may go

out after the division practically summoned by the

result of the vote to conduct the government of the

country. The greater size of the stake augments the

interest in the game. Here either or both of the Houses

may vote against a measure desired by an administra-

tion, and yet no Cabinet goes out of office, nor is there

a new election. It seems to disturb the critics that

there must be some delay, and that the passion of the

people must stay corked and pent up for a time. But
who shall say that their judgment will be the worse,

when finally expressed, because they have had a little

opportunity for reflection ? And if, before action has

been taken, what seemed to be popular opinion upon a

particular subject has been shown to be a temporary

passion and has subsided and been forgotten, the evil

brood of unnecessary laws has been kept smaller and

society has escaped some galling fetters which a tran-

sient impulse would have imposed.

The President serves out his term and the members
of Congress remain in their offices during the appointed

constitutional period. But, nevertheless, with us the

partisan struggle is constant, and, although an appeal

cannot usually be taken to the country upon a single

policy, all parties are accumulating material for the

regular periodical appeal that must be made, and the
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efifort to make the accumulation as large as possible

stimulates partisan activity. Wliatever the unfavor-

able results of this activity may be, it serves on the

whole to maintain interest in the proceedings of the

two Houses, even if very much of the current froth

and fustian shall have evaporated and passed off into

space when the time for voting finally comes.

There is greater coherency in the action of our legis-

lative and executive departments than might be inferred

from some writers of authority. While there is room

for individual initiative, the rules and practice and the

general development of our system have measurably

imposed restraint upon the individual, as I shall here-

after show, and have brought about a definite party

responsibihty. While there is no legal inequality

among members, there is a great inequality among
measures, an inequality created by rules, which are

themselves the outcome of necessity and w^hich give

the right of way to those matters of business especially

related to the efficiency of the government ; and a

further inequality created from time to time by the

special action of the majority. There is little hap-

hazard action so far as those policies are concerned

which the majority deem really important, and there

are constitutional ways in which the executive and the

majority of each House, although belonging to different

departments, may take each other fully into their con-

fidence and act towards a common end.

The accomplished clerk of the British House of

Commons, Sir Courtenay Ilbert, has said that the busi-

ness of the House of^'Commons is legislative, financial,

and critical, of which the legislative function is not the
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most important, and that it is not a governing body.

In the sense that it does not directly administer laws,

this is true ; but if, as Macaulay says, the Cabinet

consists exclusively of statesmen whose opinions on

the pressing questions of the time agree in the main

with the opinion of a majority of the House of Commons,
then it would follow that the House of Commons is,

in the highest sense, a governing body. The Govern-

ment must do in the long run just what the House of

Commons persistently wishes, and that body, therefore,

governs the governors. With us, there is a definite

allotment of powers among the legislative, executive,

and judicial departments of the government, the last

two departments having a species of responsibility to

the legislative department, and also to the separate

Houses. Our Congress, as a congress, possesses only

legislative powers, but the two Houses separately, as

I have said, possess powers of a different character.

The House of Representatives has the sole power of

impeachment, and this, taken in connection with its

power to originate all tax bills to raise money for pay-

ing salaries of officers and conducting the government,

would imply that it has constantly to scrutinize the con-

duct of those officers and bring impeachment proceed-

ings in cases where they are guilty of serious faults or

rather crimes. It is thus put in a critical attitude,

which is that of the House of Commons with reference

to administration.

Upon the Senate is conferred the judicial power of

trying impeachments, so that to the Senate and House,

but not merely in their capacity as legislative bodies, all

public officers are responsible for the manner in which
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they discharge their duties, and it is at least within the

power of a majority of the House and two-thirds of the

Senate to depose any officer of the government from

the President down. The Senate possesses further im-

portant powers of an executive character and must

ratify all treaties and confirm appointments to office,

while the House, in case of the failure of any candidate

for the presidency to receive a majority of all the votes

in the electoral college, has the power of electing a

president. The two Houses together and separately

possess, to employ the division of Sir Courtenay Ilbert,

critical powers of a most important character.

As legislative bodies, the powers of the Senate and

of the House are equal with an important exception.

All bills for the raising of revenue must originate with

the House of Representatives. This, as I have said,

was one of the important compromises of the Constitu-

tion. A minority of the States represented in the con-

stitutional convention contained more than two-thirds

of the entire population of the country, and some com-

pensation was sought by these large States to offset the

proposed equality of representation of all the States,

large and small, in the Senate. If a small minority of

the people, represented through their States in the Sen-

ate, were to exercise the powers of confirming appoint-

ments to office and ratifying treaties, the larger States

insisted that the popular body should at least have

some special power over revenue whichwas to be raised,—
either directly from the States in proportion to popu-

lation, or by indirect taxes that would fall upon indi-

viduals ; and a compensation for the equal power of

the smaller States in the Senate was given to the
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larger ones by providing that the House should have
the sole power to originate bills raising revenue.

In practice, this compensating power has been to a
large extent nullified and reduced to a mere shadow.
The Senate has freely exercised the power of amending
tax bills. More than once it has struck out all after

the enacting clause of a House bill and inserted measures
of its own. The House has indifferently resisted the

encroachments of the Senate, sometimes submitting

but more frequently opposing them. It has as a rule

asserted the right to originate bills imposing new taxes

or repealing old ones, and influential members have
contended that the power of the Senate to amend
simply extended to the specific taxes which were pre-

sented to it in House bills, as, for instance, if the House
should send to the Senate a bill imposing a tax upon

coffee, the Senate's right of amendment would be limited

to increasing or diminishing or rejecting the proposed

tax, and it would not be at liberty to impose taxes upon

other articles. This position was very strongly taken

by Mr. Garfield. The Senate has sometimes contended

that the right of the House applied only to bills raising

revenue, and that the former body might originate bills

which decreased the revenue or repealed taxes, and

more often it has maintained the position that when

the House sent up a tax bill relating to a given article,

the Senate might strike out that article and insert

another in its stead or insert any number of articles

as well as change the amount of the tax. Like all

important questions of prerogative between different

departments of government, this is likely to be defi-

nitely settled, if at all, only by some determined struggle.
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The body having the prerogative must assert it. It

can scarcely expect to be taken under guardianship by

another department hke the Court, except in a glaring

instance of invasion, and to have a right maintained

by others which it is too weak to assert for itself.

The position of the House as the direct representative

of the people is very strongly in its favor as is also the

inherent justice of the principle intended to be recog-

nized in the Constitution : that the people who pay the

taxes should have a special power in their imposition,

and in the harmony of that principle with the spirit of

our institutions. On the other hand, the shortness of

the term of the members of the House compared with

the much longer term of the senators, the rapidly

changing membership of the former body, and the

Senate's power over the patronage throughout the

different districts would give great practical advantages

to the Senate in a contest over the prerogative.

Not merely does the House frame revenue bills, but

the settled practice to-day, by the concession of a dis-

puted point by the Senate, is to treat the appropriation

bills as money bills and trust their formation in the first

instance to the House with the right of amendment to

the Senate. Thus all bills not merely for ''raising

revenue," but for spending it, originate in the House.

Having thus outlined in a general way the power of

Congress as a department of the government and the

distinctive powers of each of the two Houses, I come
to the question of procedure and the manner in which
theu" business is transacted.



CHAPTER II

SouECE OF Rules. Organization of the Two
Houses

The history of our congressional procedure does not

have its roots in a cloudy past as does the procedure of

the House of Commons, and it possesses little of interest

to the political antiquarian. The Houses are given by
the Constitution the authority to frame rules, and these

rules took as a starting-point the procedure of Parlia-

ment, which, as Mr. Jefferson said, was for a long time

"crude, multiform, and embarrassing," but which at-

tained "a, degree of aptitude beyond which little is

to be desired or expected."

The rules of the two Houses and the precedents of

more than a century form the body of our parliamentary

law. The procedure of the House of Representatives

is much more complicated and technical than that of

the Senate, and changes in the rules of the former body
are of more frequent occurrence, due chiefly to the fact

of its much larger membership. The size of the Senate,

on the basis of the full representation of all the states,

has gradually increased from twenty-six to ninety-two,

while that of the House has grown from sixty-five to

three hundred and ninety-one. This larger member-
ship has made necessary in the House important inva-

sions upon the right of the individual to speak and to

29
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offer ameDdments, and it also has had an important

effect in the development of a different order of busi-

ness.

The individual freedom is retained to a great degree

by the rules of the Senate, and in practice it has an ad-

mirable procedure, not unlike that of a board of direc-

tors, where things are done in an orderly manner, but

not according to technicalities. The small size of the

body is a most important factor in bringing about this

condition of affaks. As legislative bodies increase in

size, it becomes necessary, as in the case of increasing

populations, to impose greater restraints upon individ-

ual action ; and the ordinary course of business which

might be followed in a body of limited numbers would

become impossible of application in a larger assembly.

The greater length of the senatorial term, which is six

years, as compared with that of two years in the case

of a member of the House, probably also contributes

in a measure to make the procedure of the Senate what
it is. In some cases the necessity of making a record

in a very short term might lead to an insistence on

the part of the member which would not be shown if

he had a much longer period in which to produce

results. The short interval between elections of mem-
bers of the House makes them in a sense always candi-

dates, and they are under a constant temptation to

impress themselves upon their constituencies. With a

greater incentive to individual action, therefore, in a

body the number of which greatly reduces the part

which each individual may play, there will be found to

be a constant tugging against the fetters, which are

imposed out of the necessity of transacting the business
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of the assembly. It is inevitable, therefore, that there

should be a much greater freedom of individual action

in the Senate than in the House. The traditional dig-

nity of the Senate, which is usually respected by its

members, but sometimes notably infringed upon, also

has an influence in determining its practice.

It is rare that there is a parliamentary tangle in the

Senate, and the off-hand decision of the presiding officer

is usually placidly accepted as the rule of procedure.

It affords little field, therefore, for discourse upon pro-

cedure, and there are few points in its practice that can-

not easily be solved simply by reading its rules. There

is thus no reason nor excuse for any attempt at an elab-

orate treatment of its parliamentary methods, and on

account of the much greater complexity of the practice

of the House and its necessary departure from the simple

parliamentary procedure, its precedents will occupy

much the larger share of my attention.

The first Congress was able to avail itself of the ex-

perience of the Congress of the Confederation, of the

British House of Commons, and of the colonial as-

semblies which had existed in some of the colonies and

had been developing for more than a hundred years.

The House of Representatives of the first Congress

adopted its code of rules, and the Houses of the succeed-

ing Congresses have usually proceeded upon the theory,

that with each new Congress it was necessary for the

House to adopt its own rules, although in 1860 a rule

was passed making the rules then adopted "the rules

of that and succeeding Congresses unless otherwise

ordered." The validity of this proceeding was ques-

tioned in subsequent Houses, but the rule was acquiesced
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in until 1890, when it was finally dropped from the code.

Since that time the ancient practice of having each

House of Representatives adopt its own rules has been

followed. And by repeated reenactments the rules

of the House of Representatives of the first Congress

have come down to our time with omissions, additions,

and amendments, that appeared from time to time to

be necessary, and some of the rules of that House have

continued in force with very little change to this day.

The rules as they now stand represent a gradual devel-

opment, and nearly every material change can be traced

to the increase in membership, or amount of business,

or to some other changed condition in the House. The
most important single revision was that of 1860. The
revision twenty years later dropped a number of rules

that were practically obsolete, rearranged others, and

added a few new ones. The only revision since the

latter time, that of 1890, left nearly two-thirds of the

rules untouched, and changed the remaining eighteen

only in four important particulars— the counting of a

quorum, the size of the quorum of the Committee of the

Whole, the dilatory motion, and the order of business
;

so that the rules of to-day represent, as Mr. Dalzell

says, ''an evolution, the outgrowth of the parliamentary

experiences, necessities, and exigencies of all the hundred
years and more of our congressional life. The book
of rules contains no rule that had not a reasonable

necessity for its adoption in the first instance." I do
not mean to assert that none of the rules in the code is

lacking in wisdom, but that the rules as a mass are the

work of no one man, and are the outgrowth of our par-

liamentary experience. This slow and gradual change
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and approach to permanency give to the ruUngs of

Speakers and of the Chairmen of the Committee of the

Whole, and to the practice and customs of the House,

a great value, and make especially true of the House
the statement of Mr. John Sherman, made in 189G, that

''precedents and customs are this day the chief law of

both Houses of Congress."

Mr. Jefferson prepared a parliamentary manual for

the use of the Senate over which he presided when
Vice-President, and it has been accepted as authority

also in the House since that time. In 1837 a rule

was adopted, which still remains in force, providing

that Jefferson's rules should govern the House in all

cases in which they were applicable and were not in-

consistent with the rules of the House. The manual
is an excellent compendium of general parliamentary

law, as it existed one hundred years ago, but it is not

frequently referred to in the proceedings of the House.

When the first session of a Congress assembles, either

on the day fixed by the Constitution, which is the first

Monday in December, or upon some earlier day in the

instances when it is convened in extraordinary session

by the President, or by law, the Senate is an organized

body, but the House of Representatives is not. At

the ending of a Congress every two years, the terms

of only one-third of the senators expire. There is al-

ways a quorum of that body actually in ofhce. It

has a presiding officer, a body of rules, a clerk, commit-

tees, and is theoretically ready to transact business.

Thus the Senate when a new Congress comes together

needs only the assembling of a quorum of its members
in order to be prepared for work. At the beginning
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of a presidential term, the constitutional presiding

officer, the Vice-President, must qualify, but he has

already been chosen by the electoral college. The
vote has been canvassed and the result declared in the

presence of the two Houses, and it only remains for him,

upon the 4th of March, to take the oath of office, and

even before that formality has been complied with, the

Senate usually has a President pro tempore chosen by
itself, who discharges all the duties of the chair when
it is not occupied by the Vice-President.

On the other hand, the term of the entire membership
of the House comes to an end at the conclusion of each

Congress, at noon on the 4th of March of every odd-

numbered year, although technically the journals of

the two Houses show the 3rd of March to be the last

day of a Congress. The moment after the expiration

of a Congress, the House has no Speaker, no committees,

no rules, no sworn membership, and no actual existence

as an organized body. When a new Congress assembles,

the members-elect are called to order by the Clerk of

the preceding House. This action by the Clerk, how-
ever, is a matter of practice based upon a rule of the

preceding House rather than upon law. The names of

the members-elect are called from the roll bearing the

names of those whose credentials in due form, filed

with the Clerk, show that they were regularly elected

according to the laws of their respective States and of

the United States.

After the call of the roll, the business of the highest

privilege is the election of the Speaker, although the

unorganized House has sometimes exercised the right

to correct the roll, when the election of the Speaker
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was not first insisted upon. During the time of organi-

zation the Clerk also preserves order and decides ques-

tions of order subject to appeal. Many curious contests

have arisen concerning the power of the Clerk as a

presiding officer, and in at least one instance the mem-
bers-elect, when dissatisfied with his conduct, chose one

of their own number as their temporary chairman.

But although the practice is based upon a rule of the

preceding House, which technically is without force

because it expired with the House which adopted it,

it has become the settled procedure for the Clerk to

exercise the authority conferred by the rule, sanctioned

as the practice is by almost uninterrupted usage. The
power is exercised in the presence of the body, which

could in its discretion elect another presiding officer,

and would naturally be little subject to abuse.

After the presence of the constitutional quorum has

been shown by the call of the roll, the Clerk announces

that fact and declares the next business in order to

be the election of a Speaker. He then appoints four

tellers, representing the different parties, and upon the

calling of the roll each member announces his choice.

One of the tellers reports the vote, and the Clerk declares

the result. When it appears that any candidate has

received a majority of all the votes cast, the Clerk

appoints a committee of members-elect to wait upon

the Speaker-elect and escort him to the chair. The

oath of office is then administered to him usually by

the member-elect of longest continuous service. After

that formality, the Speaker in turn administers the oath

to the members-elect, who thus become transformed

into members. The Clerk is then chosen. The rules,
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usually those of the preceding House, are then adopted,

to remain in force until otherwise ordered, although,

as in the Fifty-first Congress, the House may proceed

under general parliamentary law until it shall adopt

its own special code of rules. The House then is an
organized body, and the Senate is informed that the

former is ready to proceed to business, and a joint

committee is appointed by the two Houses to wait

upon the President and notify him that Congress is

ready to receive any communication which he may be
pleased to make. Such, in brief, is the procedure

followed at the convening of a new Congress, by which
it puts itself in readiness to discharge the public

business. It will be seen that it is a very practical

proceeding, with Httle of the ceremonial that attends

the assembling of foreign parliaments.

Although the Senate is organized when the Congress

assembles, it attempts no general legislative business

until the House has been organized also, apparently

upon the theory that there is no working Congress while

one of the Houses is unorganized. It has, at a time

when the organization of the House has been delayed

by fruitless attempts to elect a Speaker, permitted a bill

to be introduced and referred to a committee, and it

commonly proceeds with its own executive business,

in the transaction of which the House has no constitu-

tional share.

The House is not prepared to do business until the oath

has been administered to its members, or at least enough

of them to make a quorum, and while it is the practice

to administer it to all whose names are borne upon the

Clerk's roll and whose credentials are in regular form,
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yet often the admission of a member has been objected

to, whose credentials were in proper form and whose

name was upon the rolL When objection is made, even

by one who has not yet taken the oath of office, the

Speaker will not administer the oath to the member
objected to until further action by the House. Im-

mediately after the Civil War it was quite common to

resist the swearing in of a member-elect on the ground

of alleged disloyalty, and at times there have been other

objections. In the case of Mr. Roberts in 1899, the

objection was made that he was a polygamist. In

the organization of the House it would appear to smack
somewhat of presumption for one member-elect, await-

ing the oath of office, to object to the administering of

the oath to another member-elect, whose prima facie

title was precisely as good as his own. Such a pro-

cedure would tend to produce chaos in an unorganized

body. A proceeding of this character seems in princi-

ple to strike so directly at the right of a constituency

to be represented by the man of its choice, that it will

be well to scrutinize it somewhat carefully.

The most important case in the last half century

where the House voted to exclude a member, admitted

to be elected and having the constitutional qualifica-

tions, and to declare his seat vacant, was the one to

which I have just referred, that of Mr. Roberts in the

Fifty-sixth Congress. On December 4, 1899, while the

members were being sworn in, Mr. Taylor of Ohio ob-

jected to the swearing in of Roberts. ''I do so," he

said, ''on my responsibility as a member of the House."

He then stated the grounds of his objection, the chief

of which was that Roberts was a polygamist. At the

i^r^<^«'^#'"» r~
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same time he presented memorials from over seven

millions of men and women '"protesting against the

entrance into this House of the Representative-elect

from Utah." The Speaker thereupon ordered Roberts

to stand aside until the other members had been sworn

in. A resolution was then introduced and adopted,

referring the matter to a special committee to be ap-

pointed by the Speaker and forbidding the swearing in

of Roberts until the committee should have reported

and the House have decided upon the report. A
majority of this committee ultimately reported that

Roberts ought not to have a seat in the House and

that his seat should be declared vacant. To accomplish

this result onb' a majority vote of the House would be

necessar\'.

The minority made a report to the effect that

Roberts, having been duly elected and ha\-ing the

qualifications requisite for admission, was entitled as

a constitutional right to take the oath of office, and

that his status as a polygamist afforded ground, not

for exclusion, but for expulsion, which would require

a two-thirds vote. The report of the minority found

that representation was a constitutional right. The
majority held in effect that the House was a species

of club to which constituencies had the right of nomi-

nating members, but with the power in the majority

of the House to refuse admittance to any nominee,

for any cause which they might deem sufficient. There

was nothing said in the Constitution about limiting the

right of a constituency to choose only those who were

not polygamists. If the House might impose a new test

of that character, it might equally well in its discretion
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exclude a regularly elected representative who held any
given political or religious belief, or who was personally

unpopular outside of his own constituency, or who
had red hair or any other physical peculiarity.

The action of the House in adopting the recommenda-
tion of the majority seemed to place representation upon
the basis of a favor and not of a right, and serves to

recall the famous Wilkes case in the British Parliament.

The precedent would destroy the constitutional right

of a State to representation. It is of the essence of our

representative government that the constituency should

be represented by the man of its choice within constitu-

tional limits. It might choose a man who would not

be approved by another constituency, but the other

constituency might choose one who would not be

approved by it. Upon the question of fitness each

constituency is the final judge, provided the require-

ments of the Constitution are observed. That instru-

ment provides that a Representative must be twenty-

five years of age, seven years a citizen, and at the

time of his election an inhabitant of the State in which

he was chosen. The absence of any of these qualifica-

tions affects the constitutional right of his State to

choose him, and may be the ground of objection, but

in the presence of these qualifications, the only consti-

tutional power of the House, by which a State might be

deprived of its representation, would seem to be expul-

sion, which could be accomplished by a two-thirds vote,

for any reason which the House might determine to be

a good one. It is extremely unreasonable to suppose

that the framers of the Constitution should think it

necessary to confer expressly the power to expel a mem-
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ber and requii'e a two-thirds vote to do so, even where

he might have been guilty of gross disorderly conduct

in the presence of the House itself, and permit to be

implied the power to exclude a member by a bare ma-

jority vote, whose prima facie title to a seat was beyond

question and whose constitutional fitness was conceded.

A somewhat similar case arose in the Senate a few

years later when an attempt was made to declare vacant

the seat of a Senator, also from Utah. It was proposed

in that case that the Senator should be declared dis-

qualified, upon other than constitutional grounds, and

excluded from the Senate by a bare majority vote.

The Senate, however, very decisively refused to declare

the seat vacant.

When the House is organized, as I have indicated,

it is then prepared to do business in a limited way, but

it is not practically equipped until its committees are an-

nounced. These committees are a species of miniature

legislatures, to which, under the rules, all measures are

referred in the first instance, although, of course, it

must always be borne in mind that the House fre-

quently dispenses with its rules by unanimous consent

or by suspending them, and sometimes, although rarely,

acts directly upon matters that have not been referred

to committees. The committees are the organs of the

House, charged with the duty of investigating ques-

tions referred to them. They are bi-partisan in their

composition, and are made up of majority and minority

members, with a comfortable working margin for the

majority. They conduct hearings, make such investi-

gations as they deem necessary, and, finally, when they

have concluded the consideration of a measure, if they
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decide to report it favorably, they perfect the bill or

resolution and report it to the House, recommending
its passage.

If they decide against a measure, it is usually not

reported at all, but ends its existence in the committee.

Sometimes, however, a measure is reported adversely,

and the House, on consideration, may overrule the

recommendation of its committee. It rarely does so,

however. In certain privileged cases, a motion may
be made in the House to discharge a committee from

the further consideration of a measure and bring it be-

fore the House for immediate action. But generally

the unfavorable action of a committee upon a bill is

decisive against it. The power of committees to ini-

tiate or to stifle legislation is thus very great.*

The committees are named by the Speaker, and the

first fortnight of the first session of a Congress is usually

consumed in their selection. This task is perhaps the

most difficult and important which the Speaker is called

upon to perform. He is compelled to consider the

claims of localities and of individual members, and much
pressure is brought to bear upon him both from within

the House and outside of it. He is interviewed and

sometimes importuned by members individually, and

is often inundated by petitions from organizations, great

and small, throughout the country. State delegations

frequently meet and indorse their members respectively

for various places, and high political influence is some-

times brought to bear. As a rule, when there is no

* During the Sixty-first Congress a rule was adopted for dis-

charging committees, but it was so sweeping and crude as to be

practically unworkable.
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change of party control, those who were members of

the preceding House are given the preference, where

they wish to have again the places they previously

held, and they are also usually preferred to new mem-
bers, where they desire appointment to some other

committees than those of which they were formerly

members. The present Speaker* made the task of

selection much easier by adopting the practice of

asking the minority leader to name the minority mem-
bers for committee places, and he generally made ap-

pointments in accordance with such recommendations.

The chief practical difficulty is found in placing the new
members and in promoting old ones to important

vacancies.

I shall defer for the time the further consideration of

the committees and their work and proceed to the ini-

tial step of legislation, which must first be taken before

the committees can become active. I refer to the

introduction of bills.

* Joseph G. Cannon,



CHAPTER III

Introduction of Bills. The Committees

Bills are introduced in enormous numbers on the

opening day of a session of Congress and are referred

to appropriate committees, although the membership
of the latter has not been announced, and no progress

can be made with their consideration until after the

personnel of the committees has been decided upon.

The clerk of the British House of Commons uses

the method of introducing a bill to illustrate how the

historic procedure of the House of Commons had been

compressed, so that forms are complied with in an in-

stant of time which formerly required days and even

weeks. Speaking of the practice which invariably ob-

tained down to 1902, and is still sometimes observed,

he says that ''the Speaker puts the question that leave

be given to introduce the bill and unless, as rarely hap-

pens, the motion is opposed, proceeds to ask who will

prepare and bring in the bill. The member in charge

replies with a list of names including his own, and then

goes down to the bar of the House and returns to his

place with a paper which is supposed to be the bill, but

is actually a dummy, which he formally hands in."

The forms are now gone through with in a few seconds,

where formerly there was first a debate on some alleged

evil and on the question whether it required legisla-

43
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tion, and then there might follow the selection of a

small body of members with some one as spokesman.

"It was this spokesman who subsequently moved for

leave to introduce a bill, and named his colleagues in

response to the Speaker's question, and when he went

down to the bar it was not for the purpose of imme-

diately returning, but for the purpose of retiring with

his colleagues to some suitable place" to deliberate and

prepare the bill.

In the present practice of the House of Representa-

tives a member prepares his bill, puts his name upon it,

and places it in the "box" at the Clerk's desk. If it

is a private bill or memorial, the member writes upon it

the name of the committee to which it is referable, and

other bills, public in nature, are referred by the Speaker

to the committee to which the rules give jurisdiction.

This simple procedure is the slow outgrowth from a

process very similar to that in the British House to

which I have referred.

In the early history of our national House, bills were

introduced on leave, when they were introduced at all

by the member, but it was the more common practice

for the committees, to which a petition had been

referred, or which had been instructed by a resolution

of the House to do so, to prepare the appropriate bill.

After forty years of this latter practice, it became much
more common to introduce a bill on leave, and the ques-

tion whether leave should be given was sometimes the

subject of a long debate. The practice of the House had

grown much more liberal by 1880, and the rules at that

time were changed so as to provide a call of states each

Monday morning for the introduction, without leave
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or notice, of bills, joint resolutions, and memorials. In

1890 the present form of the rule was adopted.

As there is now practically no limitation upon the

introduction of bills, excepting that imposed by the

degree of industry or forbearance of members, the

number of bills has been enormously increased, and

the importance attaching to the introduction of a given

measure has correspondingly declined. During the

first session of the present Congress,* twenty-three

thousand bills were introduced, only a small proportion

of which could by any possibility be considered. The
liberality of the present method is frequently taken

advantage of, so that all sorts of Utopian measures

are presented for reconstructing the entire statfe,

according to the notions prevailing in some particular

constituency or in some particular member's mind.

The present system has its obvious advantages and

disadvantages. It affords an easy method for present-

ing matters of real importance, and it saves time in the

introduction of business, but it permits without hin-

drance the bringing forward of all sorts of *' half-baked"

measures and sensational bills, which are sometimes

published widespread throughout the country and

excite unnecessary alarm among those who take them

seriously and who would be especially affected by the

proposed legislation.

Under the rules, all bills, resolutions, and memorials

are referred to the standing committees. These are

some sixty in number in the House of Representatives,

but they differ greatly in importance, according to the

* The Sixtieth.
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nature of their jurisdiction and the amount of work

which they are required to do. The temporary promi-

nence of some particular issue in pohtics will impart

a transient importance to a given committee, which

importance may be lost with a change of political con-

ditions. The Committee on Coinage, Weights, and

Measures, for instance, possessed in the early part of

the last decade of the nineteenth century a great prom-

inence, when the so-called silver question was upper-

most in Congress, and when Mr. Richard Bland was

its chairman, but during the last ten years, with the

subsidence of that issue, it has had practically nothing

to do with proposed legislation that finally passed or

that was at all connected with current politics, unless

we except the measure to restore ''In God We Trust"

to the coinage.

It is sometimes said of the House that it has as many
leaders as it has chau'men of committees. But as it is

unusual for more than half of the sixty committees to

have bills before the House, the number of leaders, ac-

cording to this definition, is very much reduced. And
again it must be borne in mind that many of these

bills are of minor consequence, are entirely non-political,

and such as those for which a government in Great

Britain would not assume responsibility. They are

much like the measures in Parliament which are brought

forward by private members, and, if one of the so-

called leaders in charge of such a measure fails to con-

vince the House of its wisdom, there is no consequence

remotely analogous to what would happen, if a leader

under a parliamentary system were voted down. The
really pohtical, or what may be called "government"
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bills, in the House of Representatives, come under the

control probably of no greater number of men than are

usually found among the members of a ministr}'^ in the

House of Commons, and the really political bills that

are brought forward, it may be added, almost invariably

command a majority of the House.

The chief work of the House is transacted in the first

instance by fewer than a dozen committees, although at

times a half dozen more may be important. The Com-
mittee on Ways and Means was established as a select

committee in the first session of the First Congress and

in 1802 was made, and has since continued to be, a

standing committee. It had jurisdiction over both

revenue and appropriation bills, and it also exercised a

general oversight over the public debt and the depart-

ments of government. Until near the close of the Civil

War it retained jurisdiction over bills both for raising

and spending money, and also those relating to currency,

but its work then became too great for one committee

to perform, and in 18G5 the Committee on Appropria-

tions was created, with a jurisdiction over certain

supply bills, and in the same year that on Banking

and Currency was established to take charge of cur-

rency bills.

The general political importance of taxation under

our government, added to that of bills for spending

money, easily gave to the Committee on Ways and

Means the primacy among the committees of the

House. Its chairman was given the place of titular

leader of the House, a position which he still retains

even with its diminished jurisdiction. As a natural

consequence, it has borne upon the roll of its chairmen
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some of the greatest names identified with the history

of the House of Representatives. Its present juris-

diction embraces all revenue bills, which the Constitu-

tion provides shall originate in the House of Represen-

tatives. It also has charge of measures relating to the

bonded debt of the United States. At a time of general

tariff revision its work becomes arduous in the extreme

and of the first importance, but, aside from general

tariff bills, it has many measures of prime consequence.

For instance, since the general tariff revision in 1897, it

has reported the Spanish War revenue act and the vari-

ous measures repealing the same. It had jurisdiction

over the Porto Rican tariff bill, which dkectly involved

the question whether we could hold and govern colonies

outside the restraints of the Constitution, and which

emphasized anew the intimate relations between taxa-

tion and liberty. It had charge of the various Philip-

pine tariff bills. It also reported the Cuban reciprocity

bills, the first of which under the parliamentary system

of Great Britain would, on account of its political im-

portance and the defeat of the administration, have

involved the retirement of a ministry or the holding of

a general election, and the second of which was made
the occasion for calling a special session of Congress.

It also had the direction of the bills relating to denatured

alcohol, the Alaskan seal herds, various reciprocity

agreements, and of many measures dealing with cus-

toms districts and the collection of revenue.

The Committee on Appropriations is the principal

committee having jurisdiction over supply bills, al-

though some of the great appropriation bills are in

charge of other committees. The most notable excep-
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tions are the Post-office bill, the greatest of the appro-

priation bills, carrying more than two hundred million

dollars each year, which is in charge of the Committee
on the Post-office and Post-roads ; and the Army and
Navy bills, carrying together more than two hundred
millions, which come respectively under the Committee
on Military Affairs and the Committee on Naval
Affairs. The Committee on Appropriations has juris-

diction generally over appropriations for legislative,

executive, and judicial expenses, for sundry civil ex-

penses, for fortifications and coast defenses, for the

District of Columbia, for pensions, and for all defi-

ciencies. The work of this committee involves a study

of the operation of the great departments, and requires

an intimate knowledge of the workings of the machinery

of our government. Its chairman is by prescription

a sort of official watch-dog of the treasury, and he not

only resists vigorously amendments increasing the

amounts carried by his own bills, but he is very critical

of the bills appropriating money, reported from other

committees, such as the Army and Navy and Agricul-

tural bills.

It would probably be better if all the supply bills

came from a single committee. Expenditure would

thus be better proportioned between the departments

of the government, and to the revenue as well ; experi-

ence in dealing with many bills would produce a more

capable body of men, and the danger also would be

averted which has more than once been hinted at,—
that a committee with a single bill might attempt to

increase its own importance by augmenting the size of

its appropriation.
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Our system at this point is criticized in comparison

with the system prevaihng in the British ParHament.

There is an obvious advantage in having the Govern-

ment directly represented on the floor of the House,

as is done in Great Britain, especially during the con-

sideration of supply bills. But the difference between

the two systems is much exaggerated, for very nearly

the same thing in substance is seen in our own House.

The departments are required to submit in advance

the most detailed estimates of their requirements for

the fiscal year under consideration. Often the chief

secretary, and invariably the trained experts, who are

more deeply versed in the details of the business of

their departments than is any political secretary, ap-

pear before the committee making up the bill. They
are examined and cross-examined with great care, and
their testimony is taken down by stenographers. In

cases where there appears to be any ground for it, in-

dependent investigations are undertaken by the com-

mittee, and the chairman and his associates become
acquainted with every detail of the needs of the

departments and, incidentally, with the methods of

their administration. Thus the members of the com-

mittee are likely to discover the existence of abuses,

which would not be so apt to come to the surface, if

the formation of a bill were entirely in charge of a

department chief. They finally formulate the bill

and report it to the House, where it is considered in

Committee of the Whole, first in general debate and
thenunder the so-called five-minute rule. The chairman

of the conunittee, or any other member representing

it, is interrogated upon the floor precisely as an English
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minister is interrogated, and, indeed, with more free-

dom, and every questionable item of his bill is subject

to attack and liable to be increased or decreased, or

even stricken out, by amendment. A chairman of the

Committee on Appropriations, who is well fitted for

his work, like Mr. Cannon or Mr. Tawney, becomes one

of the institutions of the House, and it would require

a cabinet minister of the first rank to make as safe and
as effective a leader.

The Committee on Naval Affairs has jurisdiction not

merely over the naval appropriation bill, but over bills

relating to the number of battleships, the number of

sailors ; and, in general, all legislation relating to the

Navy. The Committee on Military Affairs exercises

the same jurisdiction over proposed legislation con-

cerning the army.

The committees on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

on Rivers and Harbors, and on the Judiciary are of

prime importance. The first-named committee has juris-

diction over bills relating to commerce between the

States and with foreign countries, and has jurisdiction

also over the Panama Canal. It has reported and has

had the direction of measures relating to pure foods and

drugs, as well as of the various bills for the regulation

of railroads. The Committee on Rivers and Harbors

has charge of projects for the improvement of rivers

and harbors and for the construction and improvement

of artificial waterways, while the Judiciary Committee

has jurisdiction relating to judicial procedure and to

the courts generally, to impeachments of public officers

and to constitutional amendments. Bankruptcy bills

and those estabUshing new districts for courts increase
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the work of this committee, while it acts upon legal

matters as a sort of adviser to the House. Difficult

legal questions, arising in the course of business, are

often referred to it. The work of this committee is

probably as laborious as that of any of the committees.

The Committee on Rules is an important committee

in the political sense. Originally its jurisdiction ap-

pears to have been only to prepare and report the per-

manent body of rules at the beginning of a Congress.

Its importance was augmented in 1858, when the Speaker

was added to the membership. In 1880 it was made a

standing committee, and, eleven years later, it was

given the important privilege of calling up its reports

at any time for consideration, although it seems pre-

viously to have exercised this privilege by usage. At

the first session of the Sixtieth Congress, however, a

report of the Committee on Rules, on a subject other

than the rules and order of business, was called up,

and Mr. Speaker Cannon held upon a point of order,

made by Mr. Mann, that, as the report in question

did not relate to the procedure of the House, it did not

possess the privilege of the rule. He made this decision,

notwithstanding the fact that, as chahman of the com-

mittee, he had acquiesced in the report in the belief

that it was entitled to immediate consideration. This

privilege, therefore, only extends to such measures as

relate to the procedure. And it is a very important

privilege for the House. It enables the Coimnittee to

intervene during the consideration of any measure ; and

when the House becomes hopelessly tangled in its own
rules, as it sometimes does, the Committee on Rules

may provide a means of escape through a rule especially
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devised for the situation. It is in the power of the

Committee to propose any method of procedure, and the

right to call up its report at any time and the previous

question make its specifics immediately available, if the

House wishes to take them. In effect this power is

not different from that, conferred by some of the special

orders, which at times has made the English speaker

a parliamentary dictator, except that any given order of

the Committee on Rules must, before it becomes opera-

tive, receive the sanction of a majority of the House,

the existing practice simply enabling it to bring the order

immediately before the House for action. The Com-
mittee has no power to prevent the passage of a bill.

Professor Redlich, in his very learned work on ''The

Procedure of the House of Commons," says that "al-

teration in rules is nowhere subject to so few difficulties

as in the House of Commons;"— nowhere, perhaps,

unless in our House of Representatives, w^here special

rules of the most revolutionary character may be

brought in by the Committee on Rules and adopted by

a majority, after the forty minutes' debate allowed

under the operation of the previous question. An
obstructionist, while in the act of delaying the House,

may be taken from the floor by a report of this com-

mittee, and a special rule or order, without limitation as

to its character, may be brought before the House for

action. Theoretically, the entire code of rules may be

changed in this way and the whole order of business

revolutionized. It is not conceivable that there could

be an easier way of altering the procedure of a legisla-

tive body. The extraordinary power of this committee

is only one of initiative as to procedure, and its recom-
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mendations do not become operative unless sanctioned

by a majority of the House. The ordinary procedure,

for the transaction of business in a large assembly, may
be employed for the purpose of preventing the trans-

action of any business at all. The chief function of the

rules committee is to prevent the House from becoming

the slave to its own forms of procedure, and to give it

the opportunity to decide upon occasion to dispense

with them, or, in other words, to permit the majority

at any given moment to assume control.

In addition to the committees to which I have

referred, there is another class called select committees,

appointed for some special purpose. The distinction

seems to be that the standing committees are created

with a definite jurisdiction in the general code of rules,

and, with their formal adoption every two years, con-

tinue as established organs of the House from Congress

to Congress, while a select committee is, as a rule,

created by some special resolution for the performance

of a particular duty, as for instance the conduct of an

investigation, with the performance of which it ceases

to exist.

The committees of the Senate are appointed by the

Senate itself upon the nomination of a committee of

Senators made up from both parties. They generally

exercise an authority corresponding to that of the House

committees. The Committee on Finance of the Senate,

which corresponds to the Ways and Means Committee

of the House, has the jurisdiction of the latter com-

mittee and also generally a jurisdiction over financial

matters. The Committee on Foreign Relations has a

much more important work than the corresponding com-
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mittee of the House. This follows from the fact that

the Senate has jurisdiction over treaties with foreign

powers, and they are referred in the first instance to

the Senate committee.

The jurisdiction of the various committees in the

Senate is further extended on account of the work of

confirmation to office of those nominated by the Presi-

dent. The judicial appointments, for instance, are

first considered by the Committee on Judiciary, post-

office appointments by the Post-office Committee,

army appointments by the Committee on Military

Affairs, and so on through the different grades of

service.

I have not thought it material to consider in detail

the jurisdiction of the various committees, except those

of the most importance. As a rule the name of a com-

mittee indicates pretty well the character of the bills

and other measures referable to it. While bills are

referred to committees under the rules according to the

general jurisdiction of the committee, yet either House
itself may, if it should decide to do so, refer any bill

to a different committee, and the committee will take

jurisdiction through the special action of the House.

The standing committees of the two Houses do not

act jointly, but they are the organs of their respective

Houses. A very limited number of the committees,

however, are joint committees, notably those on Print-

ing and on the Library, but these committees exercise

jointly certain administrative powers, given them by

statute, and only in exceptional cases do they act jointly

with reference to proposed legislation.

The first member of each committee named by the
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Speaker becomes the chairman, and the rank of the

other members is determined by the order in which

their names appear. In the appointment of select

committees under special resolutions, the old practice

of appointing the member who offers the resolution as

the chairman is not now usually followed, except as to

committees of ceremony.

The committees, wdth the exception of the one on

rules, are not permitted to sit during the sessions of the

House without special leave. Their proceedings are

usually public, although it is within their power to hold

sessions in secret. But the latter course is usually

adopted, onl}^ for the purpose of discussing business and

voting upon measures. It is not unusual, however,

for investigating committees to conduct their investiga-

tions in secret. Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts, when this

question was under discussion in the House of Rep-

resentatives, declared that with the single exception

of the Credit Mobilier investigation in the House, it

had been left to the committee to decide whether the

investigation should be secret or open, and in that

investigation publicity had been detrimental, since it

gave opportunity to persons, who might testify to

important facts, to put themselves beyond the reach

of the committee.

It has sometimes been urged that the bi-partisan

composition of committees is antagonistic to the idea

of responsible party government,* but this point is,

I think, not a sound one. It is by no means neces-

sary to have a committee unanimously of one party,

* Woodrow Wilson's " Constitutional Government in the United

States," page 99.
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in order that it may report a party measure. There

is always a decided preponderance of membership taken

from the party controlling the House, so that upon

a partisan question the committee will almost in-

variably reflect the views of the majority of the House.

That being the case, the representation of the minor-

ity upon committees rather intensifies than does away
with partisanship. Upon all political questions the war-

fare begins in committee. The provisions of bills are

sifted, witnesses are examined and cross-examined, and

arguments are made in this miniature assembly as they

would be in the House itself. The proceedings often are

not lacking in acrimony and party passion, and, when

the question is finally brought before the House, both

sides are better armed to wage a party warfare. The

minority, as well as the majority, is enabled to perfect

its policy, and oftentimes it antagonizes the measure

recommended by the majority with a bill of its own.

The membership of our Houses is as a rule wholly

divided between the two great parties. There may
occasionally be alliances between one party and a sec-

tion of the other, but groups or ''caves" are almost

unknown, and the member who fights between the party

lines, either in committee or before the House, usually

fights in a position of especial danger. There is quite

too much rather than too little partisanship in the

two Houses.

As to non-political measures, there would seem to

be no good reason why they should not be considered

by committees made up from both parties. Many
measures of that character deal with the special in-

terests of different locaUties, and, upon the basis of the
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membership in the present Congress, if the committees

were wholly taken from the majority, a great section

of the Union would have no representative to take care

of its interests in the preparation of certain bills. In

the preliminary preparation of the River and Harbor

bill, for instance, the representatives of States, holding

the lower Mississippi and bordering upon the Atlantic

and the Gulf from Newport News to the Rio Grande,

would practically have no voice. As to a multitude of

the measures, which come within the jurisdiction of

Congress and engage its attention, there is no more

reason why partisanship should govern in their consid-

eration than that it should govern in the proceedings

of the courts.

The Parliament of Great Britain is in effect con-

ducted upon the committee system. First, omitting

the Committee of the Whole, which in this sense is not

a committee at all, there is the cabinet, which is really

a committee of the two Houses and is responsible for

measures for which it chooses to assume the responsi-

bility. Then there are the two great standing commit-

tees, with their bi-partisan organization, and differing

from our American committees chiefly in the some-

what cumbrous method of their appointment. Then
it has its sessional committees and a large number of

special committees, sometimes amounting to more
than forty in a single session.

Say what one may against the committee system,

it is manifestly impossible for a large legislative as-

sembly, having jurisdiction over a great nation, to

transact its business without some such organization.

It must of necessity have its eyes and ears ; it must
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create its special organs to gather and systematize the

information necessary for final action. What could

our Houses as a whole know of the merits of a bill for

a street in the northwest quarter of Washington, or for

a bridge across a navigable river in Oregon, or indeed of

any one of nearly all the great number of measures

pressing for action, unless they were first investigated

by committees established for the purpose ? And it

hardly needs to be said that the vast amount of in-

formation, so necessary for the guidance of Congress,

should not be collected by organs entirely partisan.

The committees have clerks who are sworn and who
make a record of the proceedings, and in general the

procedure of the House of Representatives is followed.

If a quorum is present, a majority vote may authorize

a report, although it may be but a minority of the whole

committee. The report of a standing committee is

made by a single member, usually, but not always, by

the chairman, and the minority views are signed by the

members who dissent from the report. These views

under the rules are presented to the House at the

time the report is made, although it is the common
practice for the House to give its consent to the

minority to present its views after the report has been

made. Strictly, however, the minority members can-

not make a report presenting a proposition of legis-

lation which will have the status of a report. If an

opportunity is given during the consideration of a

measure, they may present a proposition upon which

they have' agreed, as an amendment to the bill reported

by the committee, but under the rules it would have no

parhamentary status different from that of any other
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amendment, which might be in order and offered from

the floor. The reports are made to the House by giving

them to the Clerk, who enters them upon the journal,

but certain committees may report in the open House
at any time upon privileged matters.



CHAPTER IV

Order of Business. Privileged Business

Matters of business, as they are reported from com-

mittees, are referable according to their nature to some

one of three calendars. These are the calendar of the

Whole House on the State of the Union, commonly

called the ''Union Calendar," to which are referred

revenue and appropriation bills and all other bills

directly or indirectly appropriating money or property

;

the House calendar, where pubHc bills go which do not

raise revenue or appropriate money or property ; and

the calendar of the Committee of the Whole House, to

which are referred all bills of a private character. These

three calendars were first formally established in 1880,

although two of them had existed for many yesLVS, as a

matter of practical necessity in the transaction of busi-

ness. Formerly nearly all business was referred to the

Committee of the Whole House and the Committee of the

Whole House on the State of the Union. The practice

had been gradually developing which resulted in the cal-

endars for revenue and appropriation bills, for other

pubHc bills involving appropriations, and for private

bills, but before 1880 there was no calendar for bills of a

pubhc character, which did not raise revenue or appro-

priate money, and which had usually been considered

dm^ing the hour then allowed for maldng committee
61
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reports. On account of the increasing number of

these reports, it became necessary to estabUsh the

House calendar, for the primary purpose of relieving

the morning hour from the consideration of these bills,

so that the reports of committees might be made with

greater freedom. When bills are reported they are

referred to their appropriate calendars, as determined

bj^ the rule, the substance of which I have given. If

a bill is reported adversely, it is laid upon the table,

unless the committee at the time of making the re-

port, or any member within three days afterwards,

requests its reference to a calendar, in which case it

takes its place upon the proper calendar.

I have now outlined the course of proposed legisla-

tion, from the time of its introduction, until it is again

brought back by the committee, to which it was referred,

and finds its placeupon one of the calendars of the House

;

and we come to the order of business, which deals with

the selection of measures to be acted upon by the House,

and which, because of the necessity of passing over

many measures, in order that those that are the more
important may be considered, is perhaps more generally

misunderstood than any other part of the procedure

of the House. With sixty different committees, of

which more than twentj^ are active, reporting bills, it

will be seen that there will soon grow an accumulation

of business upon the calendars, all of which it will not

be possible for the House, in the time at its disposal,

to debate fully Or even to vote upon. Obviously, there-

fore, there must be some method of sifting out measures

and of limiting debate. We occasionally have delight-

fully portrayed to us a mythical assembly, each one of
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whose four hundred members may take the floor at any

moment and proclaim to a curious country his views upon
some great pubHc question, or may call up for action any
measure, that he may think of concern to his own con-

stituency or to the nation at large. It is hardly neces-

sary to say that such an assembly, as the legislative

organ of a great nation like our own, can have no exis-

tence save in the imagination. It scarcely follows,

because we happen to live in what is called a free

country, that everybody is at liberty to do as he

chooses. We should be anything but free, if the indi-

vidual were not required to respect the rights of others

and of society as a whole; and in a House of four

hundred equal members in this or any other country,

the rights of the individual member must be strictly

subordinated to the rights of the House as a whole,

secured by just rules which are adapted, as above all

other things they should be, to subserve the interests

of the whole country. There should be no aristocracy

of members, but there must of necessity be an aristoc-

racy of measm*es. Those most vital to the country

should have priority, or what is called privilege. Let

us see what sort of process for sifting out measures

has been developed.

Privilege among measures has been slowly evolved.

It would naturally apply first to questions, relating

to the procedure of the House itself and to the method

by which it transacted its business ; and, therefore, the

highest privilege attaches to reports from the Committee

on Rules, which may be made and called up at any

time, if they relate to procedure ; and during the con-

sideration of a report from this committee dilatory pro-
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ceedings are prohibited, and only one motion to adjourn

may be entertained. After orders relating to the pro-

cesses of the House, naturally come questions which

concern its membership, such as the right of a member
to a seat, or those which involve the privileges of the

House as a whole, or of some individual member. The
raising of money for the support of the government and

the appropriations for maintaining the different arms

of the national service are also matters that enjoy a

high privilege. Then there is a class of resolutions

calling upon the different executive departments for

information, which must be reported back by the com-

niittee within a week from the time of their introduction,

and, if not so reported, a motion may be made in open

House to discharge the committee from further con-

sideration and to proceed to immediate action. Infor-

mation thus obtained may be of vital importance for

purposes of legislation. A further reason for this

privilege is found in the inquisitorial power of the

House, which should exercise a constant supervision

over the workings of all the departments of the govern-

ment. The head of a department is liable to be called

upon at any time, if the House so votes, to transmit

information concerning the administration of any

matter under his jurisdiction, and it is not within the

power of any committee to suppress such an inquiry

by failing to make a report upon it.

The Committee on Enrolled Bills has a privilege

only second to that of the Committee on Rules, because,

having charge of a measure in its last stage before enact-

ment,— when it represents the results of the previous

deliberations of the House,— it becomes a matter of high
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privilege for the House to take the final step. The
Committee on Ways and Means, upon Elections, and

upon Appropriations have the privilege of reporting

at any time on account of the nature of their jurisdiction.

In order to meet the expenses of the government, money
must be raised by taxation, and hence revenue bills

are privileged. The judges and other officers of the

courts, the members and employees of the executive

departments and our soldiers and sailors must be paid

or the wheels of government will stop, and there-

fore appropriation bills must have the right of way.*

The most superficial survey of the operations of our

government will disclose certain indispensable things

our legislature must do, and hence the right of the in-

dividual member to talk when he will and to assume

direction of the House, when he wishes to call up a bill

of his own, must give way to those things, which of

necessity must be done in the general public interest.

It is a fine thing to declaim about,— that right of the

individual member and the tyranny of the order which

keeps him down, — but it would be a trifle inconven-

ient to the country to permit him to range in his native

freedom unfettered by any rule, for, notwithstanding the

noble provisions of our Constitution, we might be left

without any lawful or orderly government.

The right of a committee to report at any time is

not in itself of much consequence under the present

* " The appropriation bills, with their yearly burden of a

thousand millions of dollars, are a great portion of the work

of this House. They may be said to carry in themselves the

security, order, and civilization of the United States."— Mr.

Speaker Cannon, Jan. 16, 1911.
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practice of the House, although in former times the

difficulty of making reports was sometimes very mate-

rial, and this privilege was then important. But strictly

the privilege would now be of little importance, except

that it has been long established that it carries with

it the right of consideration ; and that is a vital matter

in the transaction of the business of the House. The
right of reporting at any time, rather than the mere

priority in the making of a report, gives a measure its

right of way. The bills privileged to consideration

are found upon the calendars of the two Committees

of the Whole.

The rule provides that the order of business after

the prayer by the Chaplain shall be the reading and

approval of the journal; the correction of reference

of committee bills; disposal of bills on the Speaker's

table, including reference of messages of the President

;

reports from heads of departments, and other communi-

cations, and bills, resolutions, and messages from the

Senate ; the unfinished business, which is the business

upon which the House was engaged at the time of ad-

journment, except certain matters which have special

periods assigned to them and become unfinished busi-

ness in their periods only ; then the morning hour, and
then motions to go into Committee of the Whole. The
general order of business provided by this rule made it

a matter of great difficulty to reach important measures,

and it has been much modified in practice and by other

rules. The most important change is made by a section

of rule sixteen which provides that at any time after

the journal is read it shall be in order, by direction of

the committee having the business in charge, to move
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to go into the Committee of the Whole House on the

State of the Union to consider revenue or general appro-

priation bills. The importance of yielding priority to

bills of this character had become evident in the time

of Mr. John Quincy Adams, and for nearly three-

quarters of a century it has been in substance the

procedure of the House. The business of Congress

has increased so enormously since this practice was

adopted that no one would now question its necessity.

The present order of business represents the result of

a long development. The rules of the First Congress

did not provide any order of business at all. There was

ample time in those days for the transaction of all

business that was offered, and it was not necessary for

the House to discriminate between measures. But as

the business increased, so that it could not all be trans-

acted at a given session, discrimination became neces-

sary. At first members would present petitions, and

the committees would report upon them as they were

recognized by the Speaker, and the business would be

considered in the order in which it came before the

House. Propositions for giving one class of measures

priority over another class were not received with

favor. The practice grew up of devoting the first

hour to the presentation of petitions. This custom was

incorporated in a rule in 1811, which provided that

after the reading of the journal the members should

be called by the Speaker for the presentation of peti-

tions, and after these had been presented and disposed

of, reports of committees were in order ; and it was pro-

vided that these two classes of business should not be

in order at any other time of the day, the remainder of
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which was devoted chiefly to what w^ere termed orders

of the day.

The hour allowed for the presentation of business was

insufficient by 1832, and the rule was enlarged. So

many petitions were not acted upon by the House, that

complaint Was made that the right of petition was

denied. In 1842 petitions had so multiplied that upon

motion of Mr. John Quincy Adams the plan was adopted

of having them given to the Clerk for entry in the

journal and for reference as indicated by the member.

Ultimately the introduction of bills and of reports was
solved in the same way, which resulted in saving

much of the time of the House.

The abolition of the morning hour for reports in 1890

still further simplified the method of getting business

upon the calendars. While to-day privileged reports

are made in open house, they are relatively few in

number, although their consideration consumes a great

part of the time of the House. Practically no time is

now wasted in the reporting of bills.

The third calendar, commonly called the House calen-

dar, was formerly termed 'Hhe legislative graveyard."

When a measure upon that calendar had been called

up for consideration by a committee during the morn-
ing hour, it was subject to displacement, unless passed

in two successive morning hours ; and even if a large

majority of the House wished to pass it, it could easily

be defeated by a small but determined group of mem-
bers, who were opposed to it and could consume the

allotted time in debate. Mr. Speaker Reed did away
with this obstruction by devising a rule which made
the morning hour of indefinite length. Occasionally
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bills are taken from the House calendar and brought
before the House for action by a special order reported

from the Committee on Rules and passed by the

House; otherwise the bills upon this calendar are

taken up under what is termed the call of committees

during the morning hour. After the unfinished busi-

ness has been disposed of, the committees are called

by the Speaker, and each committee when named may
call up any bill previously reported by it which is on
the House calendar. The morning hour has changed

greatly in meaning at different times in the history

of the House, and it is now practically a misnomer.

It is not an hour of sixty minutes, but continues

indefinitely, unless a motion is adopted which brings

it to an end, or unless it is interrupted by a motion

to go into Committee of the Whole, or by a priv-

ileged report. At the end of this morning hour, the

business that is under consideration and unfinished is

in order at the next call of committees, and it remains

in order for future morning hours until it shall finally be

disposed of. The change in the rule I have referred

to, which formerly displaced a measure not passed in two

consecutive morning hours, greatly improved the stand-

ing of the House calendar, for when a measure is once

taken up, it remains the unfinished business until the

House comes to a final vote upon it. But after a given

committee has consumed two consecutive morning

hours, and the last bill which it calls up for action

has been disposed of, the next committee upon the list

is entitled to the call. All questions relating to priority

of business are voted upon by the House without

debate, and the important motion to go into Commit-

tee of the Whole is not debatable.
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The regular order of business is much interrupted by

the transaction of business by unanimous consent.

At times when partisanship is not active in the House,

measures of purely local interest and often important

measures of a general character are considered by unan-

imous consent and passed. When a request is made
for unanimous consent to consider a bill, it is the

custom for some member to take the floor and, reserving

the right to object, to demand an explanation of the

measure. This is given, and if it appears to be a proper

measure, objection is not made, and the House im-

mediately acts upon it.*

The chief exceptions to the general order of business,

other than those to which I have referred, are that

every Friday is set aside for private business and the

second and fourth Mondays of each month for business

relating to the District of Columbia, of which Congress

is the local legislature ; and the first and third Mondays
of each month are suspension days. Upon the first

Monday it is in order for the Speaker to recognize any

individual member to move a suspension of the rules,

and it has been held that, if recognized, a member might

move to bring up a matter that had not been referred

to a committee or reported upon by it. On the third

Monday of the month it is in order to move to suspend

the rules and pass such measures, reported by commit-

tees, as the committees should have authorized the

members having the business in charge to call up in

* The practice in the passage of bills by unanimous consent has

been much modified by a rule of the Sixty-first Congress establish-

ing a " unanimous consent calendar " which is called upon suspen-

sion days after the approval of the journal.
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that manner. A motion to suspend the rules must
receive a two-thirds vote, and, if it prevails, it sus-

pends all rules, even the rule relating to reconsidera-

tion, and the measure at once passes its several stages

at a single vote.

When the time required for private business, for legis-

lation relating to the District of Columbia, for suspen-

sion of the rules, for the appropriation bills, and for

other privileged business is considered, it will be seen

that only a very limited amount of the time of the

House can be devoted to what is called the House

calendar or to the Union calendar, excepting such bills

as may be taken up out of their order by a privileged

motion. But the House is not a slave to its own order

of business, and questions of consideration may be

raised upon any measure that is called up in the

House, even in its order on any of the calendars. Under
the rule, any member may demand that the question

be put on the proposition offered, "Will the House now
consider it?" and it is within the power of a majority

of the House to vote either to consider or not to con-

sider. This is an ancient practice of the House. In

the earlier Congresses, in the absence of any rule

upon the subject, it became the practice for the

Speaker to put the question of consideration without

any motion by a member. Mr. John Randolph, in

1808, in secret session, offered two resolutions upon

which the question of consideration was put, and the

House refused to consider them. This led to a charac-

teristic demonstration on the part of Mr. Randolph,

and he declared that the proceeding was "an engine

of oppression" in the hands of a majority, and he
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proposed a rule that the question of consideration should

not come up to prevent debate. His proposed rule

was not passed. Again, four years later, Mr. Randolph

attacked the practice of taking a vote upon considera-

tion, but Mr. Henry Clay, who was then Speaker, said

that, while he had entertained doubts as to the propriety

of the practice, he had become convinced of its wisdom.

The ruling gave rise to a controversy, and Mr. Clay

wrote a letter to the press, sajdng ''that the right of one

or two members to compel a body to consider a proposi-

tion, which on account of the time or its character they

do not think proper to deliberate upon, can only be

maintained by a reversal of the rule that the plurality

of the members is to govern, and would, as to that

particular object, make the mover and his second supe-

rior to the whole body."

Mr. King, of Massachusetts, brought the matter

before the House in 1814 by a resolution against the

practice, but the House very decisively voted not to give

his resolution consideration. The rule appears shortly

after to have attained its present form, that the ques-

tion "Will the House now consider it ? " shall not be put,

unless demanded by a member or unless the Speaker

shall deem it necessary. The question must be de-

manded, however, before the debate has been begun,

and if the House votes not to consider a measure, it is

not an adverse vote upon it, but it may again be brought

before the House. The question can be raised even

against what has been held to be a question of the

highest privilege — the right of a member to his seat.

It cannot be raised against a class of business coming

under a special order or a rule, but when the class of
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business is being considered, it may be raised against

each separate bill in the class. The recent decisions

are to the effect that the question of consideration can-

not be raised against the report of the Committee on
Rules with regard to the order of considering bills.

With these slight limitations, it will be seen that it is

within the power of any member to demand a vote of the

House upon the consideration of any measure however
high its privilege, and that the decision of the question,

whether a bill or resolution shall be taken up, rests

with the majority of the House.



CHAPTER V

The Committee of the Whole. The Quorum

The Committee of the Whole House, as its name im-

phes, is simply the same body in another form. Mr.

Reed traces the origin of this committee to the time

when the Speaker was often the tool of the sovereign

and reported to his master what the members were

doing. By adopting the device of going into Com-
mittee of the Wliole to discuss supply bills, the Com-
mons chose their own chairman, and for the time being

were rid of the Speaker and could speak and act with

freedom. The Speaker of our House by authority

conferred in the rules names the chairman of the

Committee of the Whole. There is no report of the

proceedings, except the stenographic report in the Con-

gressional Record, other than that made by the

chairman of the Committee to the House when the

Committee rises, and when that report is made, it is

spread upon the records of the House. A vote by
yeas and nays cannot be taken in Committee of the

Whole. ''Whereby," says Mr. Reed, "the original

purpose of the Committee is in a measure subserved,

and the doings of the members and parties sometimes

escape the notice of the modern sovereign, the people."

Very much important business is transacted in Com-
74
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mittee of the Whole, and its sessions occupy the greater

part of the time of the House. There are two Com-
mittees of the Whole, technically, one the ''Committee

of the Whole House on the State of the Union" and the

other the ''Committee of the Wliole House." In the

latter committee, bills of a private nature are considered,

and it deals generally with the private calendar. The
Committee of the Wliole House on the State of the Union
is the really important Committee, and its calendar in-

cludes revenue bills and the public bills which require an

appropriation of money or property of the government,

and it is commonly called the "Union" calendar. The
Committee of the Whole was derived from the House
of Commons and was an institution of the Continental

Congress. It was also used by the framers of the Con-

stitution in their convention. It is provided in that

instrument that the President should "from time to

time give to the Congress information on the state of

the Union," and one of the first rules ever adopted by

the House was that it should be "a standing order of

the day throughout the session for the House to resolve

itself into a Committee of the Wliole House on the

State of the Union," and it also provided for "reference

of bills to a Committee of the Whole House," thus

showing at the outset the dual character of the Com-
mittee of the Whole.

In the earlier practice, matters were brought up in

Committee of the Wliole House on the State of the

Union which had not been referred to that Committee

by the House, but for a long time neither Committee

of the Whole has considered subjects not formally

referred to it. In some cases measures have been
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originally referred to the Committee of the Whole,

instead of to a standing committee of the House.

A quorum of each Committee of the Whole is one

hundred members, which is slightly more than one-half

as large as the constitutional quorum of the House
itself. Prior to 1890 the quorum was the same as that

of the House, a majority of the whole membership, and

it was often with difficulty that a quorum was secured.

Bills are read in this Committee by paragraphs, and

are subject to amendment. Debate upon amendment
proceeds under the five-minute rule ; that is, a member
offering the proposition may have five minutes, and then

it may be opposed for the same length of time by an-

other member, and the discussion may be continued

indefinitely by the offering of pro forma amendments
until the Committee votes to stop it. The five-minute

debate in Committee of the Whole affords the best

debate that takes place in the House of Representatives.

The speeches are upon a definite subject-matter and

not upon general political topics or matters alien to that

before the House. Members are frequently permitted

by unanimous consent to proceed for more than five

minutes, but only in rare cases are they permitted to

speak upon subjects outside that immediately before

the House. The divisions are taken by rising vote or

by tellers, but the yeas and nays are not called.

The appropriation bills are perfected in Committee
of the Whole House on the State of the Union. There

is great freedom of amendment. Appropriations may
be increased or decreased, or stricken out altogether,

and new appropriations, which are not out of order

under the rules, may be proposed and voted upon. The

I.
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rules do not favor "riders," or changes of existing law,

upon appropriation bills. The Speaker does not pre-

side in Committee of the Whole, and when he passes

the gavel to the chairman, whom he has designated,

the mace, standing upon the column at the right

of his desk, which is the symbol of the authority

of the House, is taken down. The proceedings in

Committee are somewhat free and informal. If a

member persists in disorder, the Committee rises, the

mace is restored to its place, the Speaker resumes the

chair, and the offender is dealt with under the rules,

after which the Conmiittee resumes its sessions. It is

very rarely necessary, however, for the Committee to

rise simply for the purpose of securing order. After

the consideration of a measure has been completed in

Committee of the Whole, it votes to rise, the Speaker

resumes the chair, and the chairman of the Committee

reports to the Speaker the action of the Committee upon

the bill, with any amendments which it may have

recommended. The House must act upon the report

of the Committee to make it effective, and a separate

vote in the House may be demanded upon each of the

amendments recommended by the Committee. If a

separate vote is demanded upon a limited number of

amendments, the other amendments are acted upon in

a single vote. It is also in order after the Committee

has reported a bill to the House, although it is rarely

done, to offer additional amendments, unless the right

of amendment is cut off by the previous question.

The House sometimes sits as in Committee of the

Whole, but this must be done by unanimous consent,

or by a special rule. Under this proceeding debate is
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usually not general, but is conducted under the five-

minute rule. The previous question may be ordered,

which cannot be done in Committee of the Whole.

Order may be enforced upon the floor without having

the body rise, as is the case in the Committee of the

Whole, and the vote may be taken by yeas and nays.

The body can also receive communications from the

other House and entertain motions to adjourn.

The Constitution provides that a majority of each

House shall constitute a quorum. In the absence of

a quorum nothing can be done except to have a call

of the House, to compel the attendance of absent

members or to adjourn ; and other business cannot be

transacted even by unanimous consent. Prior to

1860 the decisions in both Houses appear to have

been uniform that a quorum consisted of a majority

of all members who might have been chosen, that is, of

the full legal membership of each House ; but at the be-

ginning of the Civil War a large number of constituencies

refused to elect, and it was practically impossible to

secure the attendance of a majority of all possible

members. The practice then obtained of holding that

a quorum consisted of a majority of those chosen. This

again was modified by subsequent precedent, and in

the first year of the Civil War it was held in the Senate

by a majority— Reverdy Johnson, a leading Demo-
cratic Senator being among them— that a majority of

the members chosen and living was the true quorum.

The Senate has finally decided that a quorum consists

of a majority of those duly chosen and sworn, and the

most recent ruling in the House — that of April 16,

1906 — is to the effect that after the House is once
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organized ''a quorum consists of a majority of those

members chosen, sworn and living, whose membership
has not been terminated by resignation or by action

of U^e House."

It must be borne in mind, however, that these prac-

tices of the two Houses have not been upheld by the

courts. It is not competent for either House to do
business in contravention of the provisions of the Con-
stitution, and it would be within the jurisdiction of the

courts to pass upon the question whether the journal

of either House showed less than a constitutional quo-

rum at the time a bill was passed. The present practice,

however, as to the size of the quorum is well established,

so far as the parliamentary procedure is concerned.

Our quorum is very large, and it has sometimes been

very difficult to maintain it, especially when the mi-

nority party has resorted to filibustering and has

refused to vote. The quorum of the British House of

Commons, which is nearly twice as large as our House
of Representatives, is only forty members, while that

of the House of Lords is but three members.

Under the practice which was in force down to 1890,

the presence of a quorum was ascertained by the roll-

call upon any given measure. A member might be

present, but, if he did not respond upon the call of his

name, he was not counted as present for the purpose of

making a quorum. This appears to have been prac-

tically the uniform procedure, with some few exceptions

which do not seem to have been well considered. So

effective and easy a method of blocking legislation, as

this practice offered, was sure to be employed by

minorities for filibustering purposes, and during the
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period following the Civil War it was very frequently

resorted to. In 1860 the chairman of the Committee

of the Whole declared that "it had been repeatedly

held in House and in Committee that the Chair could

not determine officially that a quorum was not present

without a division of the House or of the Committee."

In 1875 dilatory proceedings arose upon a bill, relating

to the invasion of States and maintaining the security

of elections, and many members declined to vote, so

that no quorum actually voted. Mr. Butler, of Mas-

sachusetts, made the point that a quorum was present,

and asked the Chair to note the presence of Mr. Ran-

dall, of Pennsylvania, who had not voted. The
Speaker, Mr. Blaine, declined to act on the suggestion

of Mr. Butler. Mr. Coburn formally made the point

that there were two ways of making a record of the

presence of a member. One was for him to answer

upon roll-call, and the other was to have another

member rise in his place and announce the presence of

the member, who had not answered to his name, ''men-

tioning his name to the House and asking that it be

recorded." In that way a record would be made. Mr.

Speaker Blaine said, ''The chair never heard of that

being done. . . . There can be no record like the call

of the yeas and nays, and from that there can be no

appeal. The moment you clothe your Speaker with

power to go behind your roll-call and assume that

there is a quorum in the hall, why, gentlemen, you
stand upon the very brink of a volcano." Unless a

measure had a large majority of members in its favor,

the refusal to vote on the part of those opposed to it

would often have the effect of defeating it ; for the
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usual number of those who were absent, added to those

who were opposed, would amount to a majority of the

whole House. It is true that those who were present

could compel the attendance of absent members, but

they could not compel them to vote after their pres-

ence had been secured ; and for the practical purpose of

making a quorum and transacting business a member
might as well be absent as present and not voting.

The celebrated ruling of Mr. Speaker Reed during

his first Speakership in 1890 was revolutionary in its

character, only when read in the light of the precedents

of a hundred years, for it was based upon principles

of sound common sense, as well as upon sound constitu-

tional grounds, and was afterwards sustained by the

Supreme Court. On the 29th of January, 1890, Mr.
Dalzell called up the contested election case of Smith

against Jackson, which involved essentially a partisan

question and the strengthening of the slender Republi-

can majority in the House. The question of consider-

ation was at once raised by Mr. Crisp. Upon the roll-

call it was shown that one hundred and sixty-two

members had voted and one hundred and sixty-six

had refrained from voting, so that less than a majority

of all the members had responded to their names, and

under the ancient practice a quorum was not present.

Mr. Speaker Reed thereupon directed the Clerk to note

upon the journal as present the names of forty-one

members, who were in the hall when their names were

called, but who had not voted, and declared that a

quorum was actually present and that the House had

voted to consider. The Speaker at the same time sub-

mitted a lengthy opinion discussing the question and
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finding some authority for his position, especially in the

proceedings of state legislatures as well as in the practice

of the British Parliament. He declared "'that it is a

question simply of the actual presence of a quorum, and
the determination of that is entrusted to the presiding

officer in almost all instances. There is a provision in the

Constitution which declares that the House may estab-

lish rules for compelling the attendance of members.

If members can be present and refuse to exercise their

functions and cannot be counted as a quorum, that

provision would seem to be entirely nugatory. Inas-

much as the Constitution provides for their attendance

only, that attendance is enough. If more was needed,

the Constitution would have provided for more."

Probably no ruling ever made in the House of Repre-

sentatives was received with such manifestations of

hostility. The Speaker was denounced from the floor

in terms that were very far from parliamentary. He
continued, however, during the remainder of that

Congress to follow the ruling when occasion required.

At the next election, the Democratic party carried the

House of Representatives by a very large majority and

proceeded to reverse the practice inaugurated by Mr.

Reed and restored the ancient method of ascertaining

the presence of a quorum. It continued this method

in force in the next succeeding House, which it also con-

trolled. During that Congress, however, Mr. Reed, who
was then the minority leader, made a determined attack

upon the position of his adversaries. He found that so

many members of the majority party were absent in

making their canvasses for reelection and upon other

business, that, notwithstanding their majority was nearly
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one hundred in the whole House, a sufficient number of

them were not present to make a quorum. He resorted

to the expedient of demanding the yeas and nays oacli

day upon the approval of the journal. The roll would

be called, and the members of his party under his lead

would refrain from voting, although present, and the

vote as announced would show that a majority of all

members were not present. Under the rule a call of

the House would then be taken to ascertain whether

a quorum were present. The members of IVIr. Reed's

party would answer to their names upon this call, and

it would be found that a quorum was present. That

fact having been determined, the question would again

recur upon approving the journal, and the Republican

members would again refrain from voting, and a ma-

jority of the whole House not answering, a call of the

House would again be in order. This proceeding con-

tinued for weeks, and the majority party was unable to

approve the journal or to transact any other business.

Finally it was compelled to bring in a rule providing

for the counting of members who were present, but did

not vote, in order to make up a quorum. It is true that

the device of having the count made by tellers rather

than by the Speaker was adopted, but the principle of

a present, instead of a voting, quorum was accepted by

his political adversaries, and the principle which INIr.

Speaker Reed established, by what appeared to be his

revolutionary ruling, was recognized and has ever since

remained a part of the law of the House.

This ruling of Mr. Speaker Reed came before the

Supreme Court in connection with the revenue law of

1890, commonly known as the McKinley law. The
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journal of the House showed that less than a quorum
had voted upon the bill and that enough members were

announced by the Speaker as present and not voting,

if they were taken with those who had voted, to disclose

the presence of a quorum. The Court held that the

journal of the House showed that a quorum was pres-

ent and that the House could transact business. Mr.
Reed's ruling, ratified as it subsequently was by his

adversaries, effectually did away with the most formi-

dable sort of filibustering. Other kinds, however, had
been practised which led to modifications of the rules,

and perhaps it will be pertinent in this connection to

speak more broadly of obstruction and to mention some
of the more common methods of putting it in force.



CHAPTER VI

Obstruction

Obstruction is undoubtedly a legitimate weapon in

the hands of a minority, but, like all effective weapons,

it must be employed with skill and judgment or it may
be productive of more harm than good, and especially

it may cause the majority in self-defense to invade and
limit the rights of minorities. It proceeds on the

theory that the majority is bound to overcome every

species of friction that can be made to attend the work-

ing of the legislative machine, not merely without any
contribution from the minority, but against the exercise

of every power which the latter has under the rules.

In this country the breaking of a quorum has been a

favorite method of obstruction,— a method which is

of no importance in Great Britain, on account of the

extremely small quorum required in the two Houses of

Parliament. Debate purely for the purpose of "kill-

ing time," the taking of divisions upon all possible

questions, the motion to adjourn, to take a recess, and

other dilatory motions have been employed with effect,

both here and in England.

Obstruction usually has one of two objects — the

delay in the enactment of a given measure with the

hope either of ultimately defeating it or of bringing

it forcibly to the attention of the country, or the pre-
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venting of legislation of every kind until some de-

mand of the minority shall have been complied with.

Obstruction of the first sort has had among its prac-

titioners men no less distinguished than Edmund Burke

in Parliament and John Quincy Adams in Congress.

The former called for twenty-three divisions at a single

sitting and gloried in it afterwards, while the latter

refused to vote, from conscientious motives, as he

declared at the time, a reason that is only very broadly

consistent with the confession, found in his diary, that

he regretted that five more of his party had not re-

frained from voting so as to break a quorum.

Obstruction of the second kind is much more modern.

It seems first to have been persistently practised by
Charles Stewart Parnell, who was perhaps as dauntless

and as skilful an obstructionist as ever lived. He put

obstruction in force, not merely to defeat the passage

of particular bills, but for the purpose of paralyzing the

Parliament of Great Britain and of compelling it, as the

price of regaining its power of action, to grant home rule

to Ireland. He brought about a condition of things in

Parliament where, under the ancient procedure, which

was so favorable to the rights of the minority member,

the transaction of business by the majority became
an impossibility. His attack was successful not only

against the ancient procedure, but, as it came out,

against the right of the individual member also, for he

could not sanely have hoped that it would avail to

destroy the power of the majority of Parliament and to

sacrifice the Constitution of Great Britain to a rule of

legislative action. The inevitable result in a great organ

of government, like the House of Commons, was the
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bringing in of a new method of procedure. "It is the

first condition of parhamentary existence, for which we
are now struggling," declared Mr. Gladstone. As in

our own House of Representatives in 1890, Mr. Speaker

Brand, afterwards Viscount Hampden, of the British

House, made a ruling which destroyed the force of tech-

nicalities and brought the measure before the House

immediately to a vote, and this course was followed by

drastic rules. The most obvious result of the extreme

obstruction, practised by Mr. Parnell, was not to

establish home rule for Ireland, but cloture for the

British Parliament and the limitation of the rights of

minorities.

Although that era witnessed the first establishment

of cloture in the orders of the House of Commons,

there had been, almost from time immemorial, a form of

cloture effective for all ordinary purposes. Whenever

the House did not wish to hear a speaker, or had heard

him enough, it would give unmistakable evidence of its

feeling by the noises of which Henry Clay spoke and

which practically denied the member a hearing. At

least one of the greatest of parliamentary orators, ]\Ir.

Disraeli, very early in his career had this form of cloture

put in force against him, and he forcibly made the pre-

diction, which was afterwards verified, that the time

would come when the House would hear him.

The present Speaker of the House of Commons
recently referred to a dictum of a former Speaker who,

when appealed to for order, said, '-'I can call upon you

to speak, but I cannot compel the House to hear you."

The present Speaker dissented from this dictum.

There can be no doubt, however, if we are to credit
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contemporary reports upon high authority, that the

former Speaker correctly represented the custom of

the House in his time. Since the establishment of

cloture, when the House can by formal vote protect

itself from speeches which it does not wish to hear, the

position of the present Speaker is very likely correct.

The modifications of the rules of the House of Repre-

sentatives, in the direction of limitation upon amend-
ment and debate, have been brought about in large

measure as a result of filibustering. The minority

at different times in our history, by a misuse or by
an extreme exercise of its powers, has compelled the

House to restrict them. Speeches, ranging in length

from twenty-four hours down and made for the obvious

purpose of ''killing time," aided in the development

of the previous question. In the same way technical

amendments presented to consume time in the disposal

of them, the breaking of the quorum by the refusal to

vote, dilatory motions to take a recess or to adjourn,

and calls for the yeas and nays upon measures of triv-

ial importance have driven the House from time to

time to administer the proper remedies for these abuses.

An effective way of dealing with formidable obstruc-

tion has sometimes been found to lie in a temporary

increase of the power of the Speaker. During the

first session of the Sixtieth Congress, the accomplished

Democratic leader, Mr. Williams, adopted the policy

of obstruction, and for a purpose somewhat similar to

that for which Mr. Parnell had employed it. He did

not undertake it, as had usually been done in this

country, simply to delay the passage of a particular

measure, but he avowed the purpose of forcing the
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majority to pass certain bills which he desired enacted.

He threatened that, until the House should pass bills

relative to publicity of campaign expenses, limiting the

use of injunction, putting print paper on the free list,

and some other measures, he would, in every possible

way under the rules, delay the other business of the

House. This delay he accomplished chiefly through

unnecessary roll-calls. When general appropriation

bills are returned from the Senate with a multitude of

amendments, such as they often have, it is possible to

have an almost endless succession of roll-calls. The
ordinary methods of filibustering, which had com-

monly been resorted to in the past, had been rendered

comparatively ineffective by the general rules, but

the Constitution gives to one-fifth of the members pres-

ent the right to demand the yeas and nays upon any

division. That is a right which no rule can take

away. But rules can be devised, which would much
limit the number of parliamentary questions before the

House, and thus minimize the effect of the obstruction.

Mr. Williams, supported b}^ his party, was able under

the general procedure of the House to demand so many
roll-calls as to make progress exceedingly slow. His

tactics were met by special orders, reported from the

Committee on Rules and adopted by the House, aimed

at reducing the number of divisions that could be called

for. This was done by putting the question, "Will

the House disagree with the Senate amendments

en bloc and request a conference?'' The motion for

a recess was declared to be a privileged motion, so that

the legislative day might be continuous, thereby avoid-

ing the necessity of a daily reading of the journal, with
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the consequent divisions on its correction and approval.

The general course of an appropriation bill through the

House was fixed by a rule conferring upon the Speaker

the power to declare the House in Committee of the

Whole, and giving the chairman of the Committee of

the Whole from time to time authority to declare the

Committee in recess. A rule w^as passed, making it in

order during the remainder of that session, to pass any

of the general appropriation bills under suspension of

the rules by a majority vote, and, finally, every remain-

ing day was declared to be a ''suspension day" on

which the motion to suspend the rules might pass by a

majority, instead of by a two-thirds vote. This greatly

augmented for the time being the Speaker's preroga-

tive of recognition and gave him practically the initia-

tive over all legislation.* Incidentally, also, it afforded

another illustration of the abuse of freedom leading

to autocracy.

Expedients such as these were demanded, in order to

avoid the necessity of compelling the majority to choose

between the alternatives of abdicating to the minority,

or of being powerless to work the legislative machine.

It was inevitable that, after much waste of time, reme-

dies should be applied so that the House might perform

its chief constitutional function, for no more easily in

the House of Representatives than in the House of

* A rule very similar to this was adopted in the House on Feb. 20,

1911, by a majority, the size of which may be inferred from the fact

that its opponents could not command votes enough for tellers or to

demand the yeas and nays. This proceeding in a House which

in its earlier days had voted to curtail the power of the Speaker,

strikingly shows the necessity upon occasion for a hfghly centralized

parliamentary power.
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Commons would what Mr. Gladstone called "tlic first

condition of parliamentary existence" be abandoned.
The extreme assertion, therefore, by Mr. Williams of

the rights of the minority under the rules, led to a cur-

tailment of those rights by a further change of the rules.

And that is apt to be the common fate which follows

extreme filibustering, conducted not for the purpose of

delaying or defeating an obnoxious measure, but for the

purpose of compelling the majority to surrender and
permit the minority to dictate a general program of

legislation.

The rule formerly requued members to vote unless

excused on motion made before the division, and the

abuse of this motion to excuse gave an ideal opportunity

for filibustering. For instance, in 1850, upon a resolu-

tion concerning the admission of California to the

Union, a member from Florida moved that he be ex-

cused from voting. The question was put, the yeas and

nays ordered, and a member from Mississippi moved
that he be excused from voting on the motion to excuse

the member from Florida. The latter motion was

objected to, as it would multiply divisions and prevent

the transaction of business, but Mr. Speaker Cobb held

the motion in order and said that the Chair could not

do otherwise than entertain it. Then an appeal was

taken, and a motion was made that the appeal lie upon

the table, and there was an intricate series of motions

of this character, with motions interspersed excusing

various members from voting upon them. During that

legislative day there were thirty-one roll-calls, and

practically no business was transacted. Again in 1854

there were one hundred and one roll-calls upon a single
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legislative day, upon motions similar to those made
upon the California resolution. This easy method of

filibustering was done away with under Mr. Reed's

first Speakership when the motion to excuse was
stricken from the rules.



CHAPTER VII

The Previous Question, Debate and Amendment

Obstruction, through speeches made and amend-
ments offered for the simple purpose of consuming time,

has had much to do with hastening the development

of the previous question, but the gradual increase in

the number of members and in the amount of business

has also contributed very materially to bring about

that result. Something may be seen of the extent to

which both causes have contributed to the develop-

ment of the previous question in what I shall say

regarding debate and amendment.

The previous question, as the device is called, by

which debate and amendment may be cut off, is one

of the most important features in the procedm*e of the

House. The term is an ancient one, although the mean-

ing it now has is quite modern. In the British Parlia-

ment the previous question was used to remove a ques-

tion from consideration, which the majority did not wish

to discuss further or to act upon, and it appears to have

been employed for the same purpose in our Continental

Congress. The old form of the previous question that

''The main question be not now put ? " was changed in

the first Congress by omitting the ''not" and was put

in the form "Shall the main question be now put?"

Why this amendment was made does not appear. It
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evidently was not intended to afford a means of closing

debate. At least, if it were so intended, the intention

was soon forgotten. The rules of that Congress re-

quired that it should be demanded by five members.

It was debatable, although no member could speak

upon it more than once without leave. If the House

ordered the previous question, there could still be

further discussion on the merits of the main question

;

but if the House refused to order it, it would then con-

sider other business. The use of the rule, however, was

very rarely resorted to on account of the small mem-
bership and the lack of real necessity for it.

In 1805 the rule was changed so that, when the pre-

vious question was demanded, there should be no debate

on whether it should be ordered. The rule, however,

did not limit debate upon the main question, even when
the previous question had been ordered. Mr. Ran-
dolph, of Vu'ginia, appealed from a decision of the

Chair to the contrary effect and the Speaker was over-

ruled by an overwhelming vote. The result of this

action of the House, in confirming the old practice of

giving an opposite interpretation to the rule from what
it really appeared to mean, was to continue unrestricted

debate, and it was very difficult to obtain a vote upon

measures where there was a wide difference of opinion.

In 1811 in a discussion of a bill interdicting commer-

cial intercourse with Great Britain and France and

their dependencies, after the previous question had

been ordered, a member from New York, with well-

known capacity for consuming time, took the floor.

The same Speaker, who had held that the previous

question shut off debate upon the main question and
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who had been so overwhelmingly overruled l)y tlio

House, in deference to the former action of the House,

held that it was in order to discuss the main question.

Thereupon, the House reversed its previous action

upon appeal and overruled the Speaker. Thus the

previous question was established as a cloture.

An attempt was made in 1816 to abolish the previous

question, in which John Randolph came into conflict with

Henry Clay. The former denounced it as a gag law,

and the latter declared that abuses of debate had made
it expedient and called to mind the fact that a member,

for filibustering purposes, had spoken continuously

twenty-four hours. Mr. Clay said that there was supe-

rior feeling for debate in our House to that which existed

in the British House of Commons, for there debate

could not be protracted beyond the rising of the House,

and they often stopped a member from speaking by

making noises so that he could not be heard. The

number required to second the demand for the previous

question was gradually increased until it required a

majority of the House. The provision requiring a

second, however, was stricken from the rules in 1880.

The ancient previous question was not an effective

device. If it were ordered, it could only be invoked

to bring up the main question, and could not be de-

manded on an amendment. The rulings were very

contradictory. It became the practice to hold that the

previous question cut off pending amendments and

brought the House to a vote on the bill. This incon-

venient practice continued for nearly twenty-five

years, and in 1836 the Committee on Rules made an

effort to have the previous question operate to secure
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a vote on pending amendments as well as on the main
question, but the House refused to adopt the rule,

and again a year later it rejected the same recommenda-

tion. But in 1840, upon motion of Mr. John Quincy

Adams, the House adopted the rule that the passing of

the motion for the previous question put an end to de-

bate and brought ''the House to a direct vote upon

amendments reported by a committee, if any; upon

pending amendments, and then upon the main ques-

tion." A few years subsequently the effect of an affir-

mative decision was enlarged, so that it would apply to

a motion to commit, but there were still motions per-

missible after the ordering of the previous question

which might give rise to endless debate. A negative

decision of the House also produced inconvenient

results. For many years it was held that a failure to

pass the motion removed the main question from before

the House, so that it would have to come up again upon

a subsequent day. This rule was followed until the

revision of 1860, when the principle was finally estab-

lished that a negative decision left the main question

the same as if the previous question had not been

demanded.

As at present perfected, the previous question is

certainly very efficient in its operation. It cannot be

put into effect until a majority of the House has decided

in its favor, and it proceeds entirely upon the principle

that after a question has been debated, much or little,

it shall be for the majority to say whether it desires to

hear more debate. Undoubtedly it has sometimes been

applied to prevent a sufficient discussion, and especially

to prevent the minority from being heard. It has also
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prevented some good oratory and permitted a good
deal of bad oratory. The House in its impatience at

long speeches is quite apt to decide in favor of the

motion. That is the abuse to which the proccethiig

is subject. But that abuse is not comparable with tlio

abuses, which would exist in the employment of un-

limited debate, which in a large body like the House of

Representatives would make the transaction of much
important business impossible, except by a consent

which would be practically unanimous.

The motion for the previous question may not fix

a time for a vote in the future, but it must take effect

immediately. The time for a vote in the future, how-
ever, is sometimes fixed by unanimous consent of the

House. While it is the custom to recognize the right

of a member in charge of a matter of business to move
the previous question, yet, if he fails to make the

motion, any other member will be recognized for that

purpose.

For the purpose of preventing the complete stifling

of debate, the rule provides that when the previous

question shall be ordered, before there has been any

discussion, forty minutes of debate shall afterwards be

permitted. The very faulty practice has growm up

of holding that, if there has been even a question and

an answer, such a proceeding constitutes debate within

the meaning of this provision, and sometimes, though

very rarely unless during periods of notorious obstruc-

tion, this slight formality is indulged in by members

who desire to cut off discussion.

Another very important result of ordering the pre-

vious question is that further amendments cannot be
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offered and that the House proceeds to a vote upon
the measure and pending amendments, unless it shall

vote to recommit with or without instructions.

The ultimate object of legislation is to attain results,

and these are accomplished by voting, but the im-

portance of results has sometimes been exaggerated

compared with the importance of the steps, which

should properly precede action and make it wise when
finally reached. No action at all is preferable to ill-

considered action, and calm and deliberate argument

is an important safeguard against motion in the wrong
direction. A legislature, just as an individual, may be

the victim of impulsiveness, if action precedes reflection.

The right of debate in the abstract is one of the funda-

mental things in the constitution of parliamentary

bodies. In our system of government the making and
the enforcement of laws, the reaching of verdicts of

juries, and the decisions of the courts are based upon
discussion as an important step. But, like all other

rights, and in a greater degree than most of them,

that of debate is easily abused. Far too little talking

in legislative bodies is really debate. To shine in

speech is an inborn ambition and a very noble one

if properly directed. But it has certain prerequisites.

There must be some natural aptitude for it, and it

should be safeguarded by general and special prepara-

tion and by restraint. One should not rely too much
upon the possession of a golden mouth or a silver tongue.

Not every one is able to reason and really to influence

the judgments of those who listen, even when he does

the best he is able to do ; but it is more easy to get

an immediate response by appealing to prejudice and
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passion, and the temptation to reason, even where one
has the faculty for it, is an easy temptation to resist.

There is necessarily in a large legislative body, and
for that matter in one that is not large, a groat deal of

empty speech-making— speech-making which, instead

of shedding light upon the question at issue, throws it

in eclipse— that uselessly consumes time and often com-
mands no attention even at the moment. Mr. Speaker
Reed had a contempt for the unnecessary exercise of

the organs of speech. When he spoke, he would usually

speak briefly. He w^ould occupy the time of the House
only for five or ten minutes, and during that time he

would direct his formidable talent to the vital point

of the issue and w^ould illuminate the subject he was
discussing. He did not regard with favor long dis-

cussions held under what is termed ''general debate,"

when the House is operating under an order or agree-

ment, providing that the pending question shall be

open to long speeches for a given length of time, before

it shall be debated under the five-minute rule. The
almost invariable result of such an order is to give

members notice that no business will be transacted

during its continuance, and the chamber is left un-

tenanted. It is a dreary scene that one witnesses on

such an occasion, w^hen he enters the chamber and sees

a member delivering himself of impassioned periods

before an audience composed chiefly of pages and door-

keepers. The remedy for all this lay in an unsparing

use of the previous question ; and the disposition to

resort to it resulted, not merely from lack of sufficient

time, but from a belief in the futility of a good deal

of general debate. It is undeniable that during the
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last twenty-five years discussion has been too much
restrained in the House of Representatives. It has

been Hmited altogether more than was necessary for

the transaction of public business, and it has been limited

also too much to secure the fair results of debate. But
the limitations have always been by sanction of a ma-
jority vote of the members in each case.

When a member takes part in debate, the rule re-

quires him to address himself to Mr. Speaker, and on

being recognized he may speak to the House from any
place on the floor or from the Clerk's desk. For a

member to speak from the Clerk's desk is almost un-

known. In General Butler's day he was once called

to order by a member, who accused him of addressing

the galleries. Thereupon, with characteristic audacity,

he took his place at the Clerk's desk and proceeded

with his speech. He was called to order for doing this,

but the Speaker held that he was in order, as of course

the rule made his right entirely clear.

The Speaker's right under the rules to discriminate

with regard to recognition would appear to be con-

fined to those cases, where two or more members rise

at the same time, and in such a case he would have the

right to name the member who was first to speak. A
member may not speak in the House more than once

upon any question without the consent of the House, un-

less he be a ''Mover, proposer, or introducer of the mat-

ter pending, in which case he shall be permitted also to

speak in reply when every other member wishing to

speak shall have spoken." No member may address

the House for more than an hour without special leave.

Upon really important occasions leave is quite likely
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to be granted when it is asked. Under the anr-iont

practice, no limit was imposed upon the time which a
member might occupy, and speeches of great length

were often made. IVIr. Gardenicr, of New York, ap-

pears easily to have surpassed all other members and
to have held the palm for the length of continuous

performance. He is said to have addressed the House
continuously for twenty-four hours. John Randolph,

in the latter days of his service, was a frequent offender

;

and a long speech which he dehvered upon the Missouri

question was the occasion of an effort to restrict the

right of a member to speak as long as he wished. The
limitation of an hour was first imposed temporarily in

1841, and six years later it was definitely adopted in

the rules. Mr. Benton, in his ''Thirty Years in the

United States Senate," laments in the most dramatic

fashion the introduction of the hour rule in the House.

The rule, however, was a necessity, for, even when
members were innocent of any intention merely to

consume time, it was found impossible in the increased

membership of the House of Representatives to trans-

act the necessary business without some limit upon

debate.

Before a debate is entered upon, the exact question

is stated to the House by the Speaker in the form

required by the rules. If the subject under considera-

tion is in the form of a bill or joint resolution, a rule,

which in substance dates from the First Congress, re-

quires it to take three readings. The first reading is

simply by title ; the second is in full for the offering of

amendments, and the first question put to the House

upon the main bill or resolution is, "Shall it be engrossed
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and read a third time? " If the vote on this question

is an affirmative one, it is read by title only, unless, as

is rarely done, a member demand that it be read in

full. After the engrossment of the bill or resolution,

the next question is upon its passage. It is usual to

have debate only upon the question of ordering to a

third reading, although if the previous question has

not been ordered, debate may also be had upon the

passage.

The usual course of debate in practice is for the

member of the committee, having the pending business

in charge, to address the House, and then for some
member of the committee representing the opposite

contention to follow him, and then for members of the

committee for and against the report to speak al-

ternately in preference to the other members of the

House. When no member of the Committee is ready

to proceed for or against the report, then any other

member may be recognized. Upon important bills it is

usual for the House, by unanimous consent or by a

special order at the beginning of the debate, to fix the

time during which general debate upon the whole bill

is to run before it is taken up for amendment. If there

is great interest in the subject, the time agreed upon
is usually too short to enable every member who desires

to speak to do so, although sometimes members have
little difficulty in securing the necessary time. It

is a common procedure for the member in charge of

the business, after the debate has been in progress for

some time, to move the previous question. The debate

would run on without limit under the hour rule if some
one did not move, and the House did not vote, the
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previous question, so that it will be seen that the House
in any given case is responsible for cutting off debate.

An adverse vote by the House upon the motion for

the previous question, made by the member in charge of

the measure, takes the control of it away from liiin

and gives it to the member leading for the opposite

contention, but as a rule a majority of the members
are intolerant of debate, and it is quite unusual for

the motion to be voted down. Sometimes by agree-

ment the time for general debate is equally divided

between the majority and the minority, the lca(hng

member of the committee upon each side having

charge of half of the entire time and yielding such

portions of it as he may choose to members sup-

porting his contention. It is quite a common practice

for a member, having charge of a bill, upon being rec-

ognized by the Speaker, to yield portions of the time

which belongs to him under the rule to different mem-
bers, and before the expiration of his hour to demand

the previous question. While he usually yields to

members opposed to his position, it is entirely within

his discretion not to do so, and thus measures of con-

siderable importance are sometimes, although rarely,

considered without opportunity for a word of debate

in opposition. This illustrates the most questionable

procedure which may be followed in the House so far

as debate is concerned. The word "debate" implies

that the contentions for and against a proposition shall

be presented, and the rules of any deliberative body

where debate is an estabhshed institution should pro-

vide that there should always be a portion of time

which might be consumed of right by members opposed
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to a pending proposition, at least if any time were per-

mitted to be used in favor of it. It must be said, how-

ever, in fairness to the House, that it would be likely

to vote down the previous question, if the opposition

had been denied a hearing.

The really effective debate in the House is that

under the five-minute rule in Committee of the Whole,

where clear-cut speeches are made to a definite point and

where the interest in the controversy helps maintain

order upon the floor, so that the members gathered to-

gether in the center of the chamber can as a rule hear

with little difficulty. But it should not be inferred that

the long speeches are uniformly uninteresting. Upon
a really important occasion when the ablest of the

members are addressing the House, general debate is

sometimes full of animation and dramatic interest.

In the discussion upon the income tax amendment

to the Wilson tariff bill in 1894, Mr. Cochran, of

New York, made a long speech of great eloquence in

opposition to the proposal, and he was immediately fol-

lowed by Mr. Bryan in reply. On the closing day

of general debate upon the same bill, Mr. Reed made
the argument in opposition to the measure in prob-

ably the longest speech, and certainly one of the

ablest, that he ever delivered, and the case for the bill

was closed by Speaker Crisp, who was a strong and in-

cisive debater, and by William L. Wilson, one of the

most fascinating orators who have ever served in either

House of Congress. The rules of the House limit

very strictly the right to entrance upon the floor and do

not permit the Speaker to put a request for unani-

mous consent to have the rule departed from, but upon
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this occasion by general acquiescence the House wiis

open to the families and friends of the members, and
the floor and the galleries were packed with a great

concourse of men and women who heard one of the

most notable debates of the present generation.

The conditions of debate in the Senate are much more
favorable than in the House. There are not nearly so

manymembers, and the disorder is therefore correspond-

ingly less, while the chamber itself is much smaller,

and it is rarely difficult for one to hear who really de-

sires to know what is going on. The custom does not

prevail in the Senate of allotting a fixed time for general

debate, so that notice is not given that a considerable

time in the future will be devoted exclusively to long

speeches, — a notice that would result in the flight of

the quorum. There is, however, ample opportunity for

lack of attention when it is apparent that a speech,

which is formidable chiefly for its length, is about to

be made. Upon such occasions the same drearj^ scene

is witnessed in the Senate which the House often pre-

sents in general debate.

But as I have said, the really important debate in the

House is usually under the five-minute rule in Com-

mittee of the Whole. Sometimes the House adopts an

order imposing a limitation upon debate before it re-

solves itself into Committee of the Whole, but as a rule

it does not. There is very great freedom of debate in

Conmiittee, and it requires very httle enterprise upon

the part of a member to secure recognition for five

minutes, and frequently this is extended by consent of

the Committee to ten minutes, and occasionally to a

longer period. The rule requiring debate to be con-
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fined to the question at issue is pretty strictly enforced

in Committee, and the short time allowed for a speech

imposes the necessity of directness and a restraint in

the use of language upon those who are capable of

exercising it.

Sometimes debate is protracted upon a particular

paragraph and amendments which are proposed to it,

and in such a case the Committee may vote that further

debate upon the paragraph and amendments shall be

limited to a certain time, so that while it has discussion,

it is also able to make progress in the transaction of

its business. Interruptions are very common in de-

bate, but the rule does not permit them unless the

member speaking gives his consent through the Chair.

While a member who is recognized to address the House
for an hour may yield a portion or all of his time to

other members, a member may not without consent

yield his time during the five-minute debate in Com-
mittee of the Whole.

It is not in order in speaking in the House to refer

to what has occurred in committee, unless the commit-

tee has formally reported its proceedings to the House.

The House concerns itself only with the result of a

committee's action and with the evidence that may
have been taken and reported. The particular pro-

ceedings in committee that are obnoxious to the rule are

those which relate to the personal attitude of members.

If one member were at liberty to quote what another

member had said, or to attribute to him some position

upon a matter in controversy, personal differences would

be endless.

Disrespectful allusions to the President are also for-
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bidden, although it is necessarily in order to refer to

him or to his opinions and to approve or criticize them,

if the reference is pertinent to the subject under dis-

cussion. The practice is now much more liberal in this

respect than it was in former times. When Mr. Macon
was Speaker, he called a member to order for using the

name of the President. The growth of liberality may
be shown by a ruling of Mr. Colfax in 18(38. ]\Ir.

Washburn was called to order for denouncing a mes-

sage of President Johnson as a disgrace to the country

and to the Chief Magistrate who had sent it. Mr.

Colfax ruled that "this being a country of free speech,

the Chair thinks that members who have been elected

to represent the people of the United States have a

right to criticize the conduct of those who are clothed

with public trust, provided that it is done in language

not indecorous or personally offensive." The same

Speaker, however, had previously ruled out a scarcely

more offensive remark concerning President Johnson

made by a member in debate upon the impeachment

proposition.

It is also out of order for a member in either

House to refer to the proceedings in the other House.

The rule is not enforced with great strictness, bul

sometimes action is taken in a flagrant case. The

House of Representatives, in 1890, passed a resolution

expressing its disapproval of a disrespectful reference

to the Senate made in the speech of a member, and

ordered that it be excluded from the permanent rec-

ord. It is not in order for a member to mention

another member byname or to indulge in personality,

and this rule is enforced with greater strictness than
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was the case prior to 1860. In former times there was

a great deal of bravado, of "hurling back" insinua-

tions into the teeth of the men making them, and

much other brave talk of the same kind, but to-day

that sort of practice, perhaps on account of the im-

provement in manners, is very little indulged in.

When a member has violated the rules of order in de-

bate, his words are taken down, and sometimes the

House votes that he proceed in order, and sometimes

it refuses to give him leave to proceed at all. In cases

of extreme provocation the House censures the offender.

There is one circumstance which contributes towards

making long speeches in the House as a rule not the

most entertaining of performances, and that is the

enormous size of the hall. It has nearly three times

the floor area of the British House of Commons and is

easily the largest of all the legislative chambers in the

world. When there is a fair attendance of members,

it is with difficulty that a member of ordinary voice

can make himself heard throughout the whole chamber,

even with the best of order. It does not always happen
that a powerful mind and a powerful voice are com-

bined in the same individual, and often the member
with the real message cannot be heard, while the member
with nothing to say has no difficulty in filling the

chamber with sound. To contend with the vast spaces

of the hall ordinarily requires an unusual physical

effort on the part of the orator— an effort which is

apt to be at a sacrifice of the due operation of the

mind. This condition tends to develop a manner of

speaking that is gladiatorial and declamatory, and it

is not at all favorable to the conversational style so
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suited to argument. The result is that the normal
scene in a well-attended House, when long speeches are

being made, is one of extreme disorder, and, except on
occasions much too rare, the House does not strike the

spectator in the gallery as an impressive body.

In addition to the size of the hall there is another
circumstance that invites inattention to speaking
when one does not particularly care to listen. The
seat of each member is provided with a desk, and those

who are not especially interested in the proceedings

are very apt to engage in correspondence, and sometimes
in franking documents and in the transaction of business

of a routine character not related to the question be-

fore the House. All this serv^es to increase the dis-

order and imparts to the hall the appearance of a

vast business ofhce with its multitude of clerks, rather

than of a legislative chamber of a great nation. At-

tempts have been made at different times to remedy
this condition of things by removing the desks antl

by reducing the size of the hall, but thus far such

efforts have not been crowned with success. During

the past year there has been completed near the Capitol

a great office building where each member is provided

with a room in which he may have his secretary,

conduct his correspondence, and transact business of

a routine character. The result of this will be to render

inexcusable the retention of desks in the hall of the

House, and, with those removed, it will be easily pos-

sible to reduce the size of the chamber. This is some-

thing very vital to the efficiency of the House of Repre-

sentatives, and it is not improbable that this step will

be taken in the near future. At the first session of the
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present Congress the House voted a sum of money for

the preparation of plans for reducing the size of the

hall.*

The House may accept or reject a measure in the

precise form in which it is brought before it, or it may
make changes of the most radical character. The
process by which it perfects or changes the various

legislative propositions is known as amendment. For

the use of this process there is theoretically a very

great freedom in the rules. It is in order to offer an

amendment in the House to a pending proposition,

and an amendment may be offered to this amendment
and a further amendment in the way of substitute, to

which an amendment may also be offered ; that is, four

motions to amend may theoretically be pending at

the same time. These amendments, however, must all

be germane. But, extremely liberal as the rule is, there

are important limitations put upon offering amend-

ments by the practice of the House and by the invok-

ing of its other rules. There are grave practical

difficulties in the way of proposing amendments which

make the rule far less generous than it would

seem. It is difficult often to secure the floor.

The previous question, which is so frequently re-

sorted to, has the effect of cutting off amendments,

so that the right to offer an amendment in the

House is of very little practical consequence, except

* This intolerable condition is about to be remedied. A law
has been passed and the sum of $375,000 has been appropriated

for rebuilding and refurnishing the hall. The floor area is to be
reduced fully one-third and the cubical contents more than one-

third. The desks of necessity must be removed.
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to those members who are actuully in coiilri)! of a

pending measure. A member in charge of a bill in the

House may yield a portion of his time for i)urposcs of

debate, and, if he reserves the remainder of his time,

he may again resume the floor. But if he yields to a

member for the purpose of offering an amendment he

loses the right to the floor. In Committee of the \Miole,

however, there is very great freedom of amendment, and,

as the far greater number of public bills contemplate

an appropriation or a charge upon the treasury directly

or indirectly, they are considered in Conuniltee of

the Whole. There it is in order for any member to

offer an amendment and to debate it. It is com-

mon, however, for the House to restrict the ofTering

of amendments upon exceptionally important measures

in Committee of the Whole, often hmiting the right

to those which may be proposed by the committee

having the bill in charge. The limitation of amend-

ment sometimes has for its object the saving of time,

but often it is considered politically wise to have

the House either accept or reject a measure substan-

tially as a whole. This feature in the procedure of the

House has at times been subjected to severe criticism,

and the common view perhaps is represented by ]\Ir.

Harmis Taylor in an article which appeared in the

North American Review. He instanced the Wilson tariff

bill in 1894 and the Dingley tariff bill in 1897 as

illustrating the rigor and the vicious nature of the

House procedure as compared v;ith the beneficent pro-

cedure of the Senate where the right of amendment is

unlimited. Upon the Wilson bill there were some six

hundred and forty amendments made by the Senate,
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and upon the Dingley bill there was an almost equal

number. These two instances by no means demon-
strate the superiority in point of practical results of

the Senate procedure. It will be remembered that the

Wilson bill was passed by a Democratic House, and
the multitude of Senate amendments so transformed

the character of the legislation from that of a bill for

revenue only to a bill for protection, that President

Cleveland denounced it as a measure of party perfidy

and party dishonor, and when the House was j&nally

compelled to accept all the Senate amendments or

have no legislation, Mr. Cleveland refused to sign the

bill. And with regard to the Dingley bill, the duties

in the House were round ones as a rule, but they were

not so high that in some important particulars the

amendments in the Senate did not make them still

higher.*

A general tariff bill in this country is not merely

an economic measure, but it is also a political measure.

The usual course of things in the House is to refer the

subject to the Committee on Ways and Means, which is

charged with the duty of making an investigation and

reporting a bill. This committee is preeminently the

political committee of the House and that has been its

standing ever since the organization of the govern-

ment. The tariff bill is prepared in the first instance

by the majority members alone, wdth the assistance

of such experts and speciahsts as they may see fit to

* A similar result was witnessed in the Payne tariff bill of

1909. The Senate increased many duties over those fixed by
the House and destroyed some of the most popular features of

the bill.
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employ. The measure, when it is finally brought into

the House, is precisely analogous in character to a
government bill of the very first consequence in Great
Britain. It includes the most important substance

of the budget, but the budget is only an annual affair,

while with us a general revenue revision occurs j)er-

haps once in a decade and is almost invariably the

outcome of a general election. Within slight limits the

work of the committee in the framing of such a bill

is ordinarily acted upon as a whole. A general revision

of the tariff, containing as it does a multitude of duties

sweeping through the whole range of industry and
production, would be peculiarly liable to vicious amend-
ment if complete freedom of amendment were per-

mitted. There would be a likelihood of a combi-

nation of disaffected interests. An important interest

in a given locality might command the votes of the

majority members of that locahty, and these, combined

with the votes of the minority members, might graft

amendments upon the bill, and thus by a series of at-

tacks on the part of the minority and a small portion

of the majority it might be amended beyond recog-

nition. This was well illustrated in 1868 when Mr.

Schenck of Ohio brought in a revenue bill covering a

great number of pages. It was repeatedly amended

on the floor of the House, and its character was so

radically changed that it represented the position of

no individual or party and Mr. Schenck was comiK'lled

to move to recommit it to the Committee on Ways

and Means.

A similar Hmitation of amendment upon government

bills exists in effect in England, and it is certainly within
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the proper function of a special rule to limit the right

of amendment upon a bill of that important political

character, affecting so many private interests and vital

from the standpoint of national revenue. The un-

limited right of amendment to such bills in the Senate

is a valuable one to the special interests, especially

where the Senate is somewhat evenly divided between

two parties. In such cases it comes within the power
of a very small minority of the Senators to insist on

the recognition of the interests of their respective States,

often out of all proportion to their just deserts and in

disregard of the common interest; and the bill loses

its due proportion, and instead of being a well-rounded

measure, drawn upon national lines, it becomes a medley

of special interests in which almost anything is reflected

except a regard for the general welfare.

Revenue and appropriation bills are read in Com-
mittee of theWhole by paragraphs, and at the conclusion

of the reading of each paragraph amendments are in

order, but no amendment can be offered to a general

appropriation bill, whether ordinarily it might be ger-

mane to the bill or not, unless it is for an expenditure

authorized by law, except in cases where it is a con-

tinuation of former appropriations and of objects such

as are already in progress ; nor is any amendment chang-

ing existing law in order upon any general appropriation

bill. These prohibitions likewise govern the commit-

tee in preparing the bill. The object of the prohibi-

tion is to prevent the practice once existing of putting

''riders" upon the money bills. These bills provide

for the support of the government for a given fiscal

year, or for deficiencies in expenditures for previous
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years, and it is their essential purpose to provide nu^ney

for keeping the governmental machinery in motion.

Amendments germane to these bills, dealing as they do
with all details of government, might propose changes

in the greater portion of the laws of the United States.

If it were only necessary for an amendment to he

germane, in the consideration of the Army and Navy
appropriation bills, conditions might be imposed upon
the use of those two arms of the service which might

afifect the whole foreign policy of the government.

The departments of the civil service generally would

be liable to a complete reconstruction every year, and

even private claims might be pressed for payment upon

general money bills.

The rules contemplate that changes in general laws

shall be made by bills introduced for that purpose,

referred to the appropriate committees, and considered

on their merits in the House. Legislation of a general

character, either by w^ay of changing existing laws or

by adding new laws to them, would be likely to be

crude and unscientific, if added to supply bills, and it

would have the effect, also, of impeding the passage

of those necessary measures. There is no analogy

between conditions with us and under those systems

where, in former times, parliaments voted money to

the king, only on condition that he should grant

something to the people. In such a case the condi-

tional grant was used to wTing from the sovereign some

of the privileges of a free constitution and an exten-

sion of popular rights. But with us the President

himself holds office for a limited term, and under the

same sanctions as do members of Congress; and he
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may be retired at the next election and a successor

chosen. The army and navy and the civil service do

not belong to him but to the nation. And for Con-

gress to attempt to coerce a coordinate branch of the

government, by threatening to starve the departments

and to stop the governmental machine by refusing to

vote necessary supplies, savors very much of revolution.

The points of order are reserved when appropriation

bills are referred to the Committee of the Whole, and

by formally making the points at the proper time any

provisions of general legislation, not admissible under

the rules, may be thrown out in the Committee. In

the same way, if amendments obnoxious to the rule

are offered on the floor, they are excluded on points

of order. Rulings upon what are or are not public

works and objects already in progress are somewhat
contradictory. By public works and objects in progress

are meant tangible things, such as buildings, roads, and

actual structures, and not the duties of executive offi-

cers. A work in extension of a submarine cable

already completed is held not to be a continuation of

a public work, while an appropriation to continue

marking a boundary line is in continuation of a public

work. A different practice applies with regard to

building new ships and to increasing the enlisted force

of the navy, and it is held that appropriations for such

purposes are in order on the naval bill.^

Sometimes general legislation is enacted upon ap-

propriation bills by what amounts to unanimous con-

sent ; that is, no member makes the obvious point of

order necessary to exclude it, and the Committee votes

in favor of the proposition. After the Committee
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of the Whole has concluded the reading of a Mil by
paragraphs, it votes to rise and report the hill witli

the amendments, if any, to the House, which takes

such action as it may deem proper.

And perhaps at this point as well as at any other I

may refer to the manner of voting. After the consider-

ation of an amendment or a bill is concluded, and the

House or the Committee of the Whole voles upon it,

the division is usually taken first by the sound of voices,

and the Speaker, or the Chairman, decides whether the

ayes or noes appear to have it. If any member is dis-

satisfied, he may demand a division, which is had by
rising, and the Speaker, or Chau'man, counts and de-

clares the result. This may be verified by a vote by
tellers which may be ordered both in the House and in

Committee of the \A'liole by one-fifth of a quorum.

In the vote by tellers one member is appointed from the

majority and one from the minority— commonly the

member leading for each contention. They take then*

places in front of the desk, and the members in favor

first pass between the tellers and are counted, and those

opposed follow them. The result is declared by the

tellers and announced by the Chair, and then, when

the proceedings are in the House, if one-fifth of the

members present second the demand, the yeas and

nays may be ordered. The names of members are

called by the Clerk, and those who fail to respond

upon the first call are again called, and after that no

member may vote except when a call of the House is

in progress. Sometimes the yeas and nays are de-

manded before any or all of the other methods of

voting have been employed and, if they are ordered,
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the vote is at once taken in that way. A member is

permitted to change his vote, but not to withdraw it

unless the House gives him leave. The rule requires

all members to vote, but after repeated attempts to

compel them to do so, when they have refused, such

attempts were finally abandoned nearly three-quarters

of a century ago. In 1832 the House refused to ex-

cuse John Quincy Adams from voting. His name
was called and called again, but he declined to answer.

After a long struggle the House abandoned its attempt

to censure him.

When a question is being considered in the House,

there are various motions which may be made in addi-

tion to those of which I have spoken. Among them
are the motions to adjourn, to lay on the table, to post-

pone to a day certain, to refer and to postpone indefi-

nitely. They have precedence in the order in which

I have named them, and the first two must be de-

cided without debate. These motions, with the excep-

tion of those to refer and to lay on the table, are often

employed for purposes purely obstructive. One method

of defeating measures is to vote to lay them upon the

table, and it is held that if an amendment to a pending

bill is laid on the table, the bill goes to the table also.

In some legislative bodies the table is a place where the

body puts measures which at the time it does not de-

sire to act upon, but from which they are taken on a later

day and are disposed of. But the table is in effect the

scrap basket of the House of Representatives, and

when the motion to table prevails, as a rule the propo-

sition is defeated. But, technically, a bill laid upon

the table is not always rejected, and a certain class of
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questions have been taken from the table and acted

upon, although such a proceeding is the rare exception.

Questions of high privilege such as those relating to

the seats of members, and a bill vetoed by tlu;

President and laid upon the table, have been taken uj)

subsequently and disposed of.

The motion to recommit, which is in order just

after the engrossment and third reading, is of great

importance. Sometimes ill-considered measures which

the House does not desire wholly to reject, but which

it does not wish to pass in the form in which they

happen to be, are sent back to a committee to be

remodeled. But the more common use of this mo-
tion is for the purpose of securing a record vote upon

a particular proposition. An amendment offered and

defeated in Committee of the Whole is not reported

to the House and a vote cannot be taken upon it. It

is a common practice to embody the substance of one

or more of such amendments in a motion to recommit

with instructions and, if the yeas and nays are ordered,

a record vote is secured. Occasionally members, who
have voted one way in the practical secrecy of the

Committee of the Whole where no record lingers, are

too timid to vote the same way on the yeas and nays,

and it has sometimes happened that thus the result

of a division has been changed.

The motion to reconsider is an important one upon

all questions which have been carried or lost by a close

vote. The motion may be made on the day on which

the vote to which it relates has been taken or on the next

succeeding day, and it enjoys a high privilege. If the

motion is not considered before the end of the succeed-
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ing day, any member may call it up, but during the last

six days of the session the motion must be disposed of

at the time it is made. The motion may be made by
any member who voted with the majority upon the

division, although it is usual for a member to make the

motion who was really against the contention of the

majority. When it is known before the announcing

of the vote what the result is to be, one of those voting

with the minority changes his vote so that he appears of

record with the majorit}^, and thus he becomes qualified

to make the motion to reconsider. Upon questions

upon which the vote was not close, the motion to re-

consider usually becomes merely a formal one. A
member voting with the majority moves to reconsider

and then moves to lay the motion upon the table with

the purpose of destroying the right of reconsideration.

The abstract technicality of the motions, which I have

just been discussing, and their relative precedence would

be of little general interest, but they are important

weapons employed in the parliamentary battle in the

House, and their skilful use often imparts intense

interest to the struggle.

^
^^



CHAPTER VIII

The Speaker

The central figure in the House of Representatives

is the Speaker. Having in mind, doubtless, the some-

what ambiguous relations of the ancient Speakership to

the Crown and to the House of Commons, the fram-

ers of our Constitution made that instrument dcchirc

that the House of Representatives ''shall chuse tlieir

speaker and other officers." There is no requirement

that the Speaker and other officers shall be members

of the House. The ''other officers" are invariably not

members of the House, and there appears no reason to

doubt that the House has no greater freedom of choice

with regard to them than it has with reference to its

Speaker; but no case has ever yet arisen where the

Speaker was not chosen from the membership, and there

is very Httle likelihood that there ever will be such an

instance. Our Speaker does not bow three times to the

chair which he is about to take, as does the English

Speaker, in order to express his sense of the dignity of his

office, but it is nevertheless a position not only of great

dignity, but of great power, and indeed it may be said

that its dignity would be greater if its power were less.

The power of the Speaker is chiefly derived from the

circumstance that he is the organ of the House for the

121
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performance of certain important functions. I shall

attempt to set forth with some detail the exact charac-

ter of these functions as they appear in the rules, il-

lustrated by the practice of the House. They will show

that the office is one of great power, but I fancy they

will also show the exaggeration in a commonly held

view, which was set forth in one of the national plat-

forms at the last presidential election, that the Speaker

"is more powerful than the entire body." I think it

will appear that he is not an autocrat, that when he

does not keep in line with a majority of the House he

is not even a leader, and that the nature and extent of

his power are very much misunderstood. The majority

of the members can overrule his decisions ; they can

refuse to pass orders emanating from the Committee

on Rules of which he is chairman and which have no

vitality without their action ; they can and they often

do emphatically vote down propositions which he is

known to favor, and they can remove him from his

office.

The distinction between the character of our Speaker-

ship and that of the British House of Commons is fun-

damental. The British Speaker has been for centuries

primarily a judicial officer, so far as the administra-

tion of parliamentary law is concerned. Although the

House chooses its Speaker, the choice must be approved

by the Sovereign. The power of disapproval, however,

has become in effect a mere fiction, and it has been more
than two hundred years since it was exercised. But in

former times it helped make the Speaker subservient to

the Crown. The House of Commons sometimes even

contended for the physical possession of the Speaker.
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The King once commanded that officer to adjourn I lie

House without putting an obnoxious motion. The
Commons refused to acknowledge this right in the King,

but the Speaker did not dare disobey him. Two mem-
bers thereupon seized the Speaker and held him in his

chair while the protest of the Commons was read.

In 1642 the Speaker assumed the role of servant of the

House, and such he has since almost invariably Ijcen.

He is usually a member of fairly respectable talent who
has not been commonl}^ known as a party leader, and,

although taken from the ranks of the party in control of

the House at the time of his first election, the almost

unvarying modern practice has been to accord him a

reelection, even though the opposite party may have

come into control. Only a single instance is recorded

in the last century where a Speaker was denied a re-

election on account of the changed politics of the major-

ity of the House. But even in that case it was only

asserted against him that he had not maintauaed his

aloofness from party pohtics outside of the House.

No charge was made that his action in the House had

been at all political. The election of a member of the

House of Commons to the Speakership makes his career

secure and relieves him from the temptation to enter

further political contests. He is given an official resi-

dence, an ample salary, and upon his retirement is

raised to the House of Lords with a large life pension.

His judicial attitude is further secured by a rule which

prohibits him from voting except in cases where there is

a tie, and he is not even requu-ed to vote in such a case.

In practice he casts his vote so that, if possible, it

may not involve final action, but may permit the House
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again to act upon the question. He is not permitted to

make political addresses to his own particular constitu-

ents, — in fact, he practically abdicates the lesser office

of member of ParUament which is merged in the greater

office of the Speakership. He has in some respects even

greater power than our own Speaker. The rulings

of the latter are always subject to appeal and may
be reversed by a majority of the House, but the rulings

of the British Speaker are final and cannot even be

discussed by the House.

The essentially judicial character of the British

Speakership had been well established at the time

our government M^as set in motion, but it is not probable

that the original conception of our own office was
derived entirely from the imported model. In point of

fact the authors of the Constitution were thoroughly

familiar wdth the Speakership in our different state and

colonial assembhes, and they knew that it could not be

considered as essentially a judicial office. They knew
that the colonial Speakers were in a high degree political

officers. They represented the assembly, the people as

against the King, and with men like Randolph and Otis

among these Speakers they scattered the seeds of revo-

lution. They were also familiar with the office of presi-

dent of the Continental Congress, who enjoyed great

prestige from the fact that he was the highest officer of

the government and was its regular agent in communi-
cating with the States, the army, and our diplomatic

officers abroad. But he exercised little authority as a

leader, and in his capacity as a presiding officer he

seems to have been a mere moderator. Thus when
the fathers established the Speakership they were ac-
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quainted with Speakers who were poHtical and Speakers

who were ceremonial and judicial.

But whatever their conception of the office, they

established a Speaker with no limitation upon his power,

and they left a freedom of development entirely with-

out restraint. The ofhce almost immediately assumed
features of a political character, and it entered upon a

very definite development in the direction of political

leadership. But it should be said that it was not then,

and it has never subsequently been, contemplated that

the Speaker was in the slightest degree emancipated

from the obligation to maintain impartiality while

presiding over the House.

As parties more definitely developed, the office gradu-

ally grew more and more political in character, and the

natural selection for it was one of the real leaders of his

party in the House. A scrutiny of the names of those

who have held the office will show clearly the idea which

soon became predominant in the selection of the

Speaker. As a rule, for nearly a century, they have

been among the most masterful men belonging to the

majority of the House. Sometimes there would be a

deadlock in the caucuses of the parties; sometimes

the strongest man could not command a majority, and

a compromise candidate would be chosen, but beginning

with the time of Henry Clay and tracing the names of

the holders of the office from that day, — among them

Polk, Winthrop, Cobb, Banks, Blaine, Randall, Car-

lisle, and Reed,— it will be seen that the choice has

usually fallen upon one of the foremost men of his

party in the House.

The cause of the development of the office in a politi-
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cal direction would not be difficult to discover, even if it

had been the primary intention to make it a judicial

office. Under the British Constitution the cabinet offi-

cers are members of one House or the other of Parlia-

ment. They include among them the leaders of the

dominant party in the House of Commons, the support

of which is necessary to the continuance of any ministry

in power. The men who conduct the government and

who have the responsible initiative and the leadership

in the House of Commons, being members of the Cabinet

from which the Speaker is excluded, there is no necessity,

and indeed no opportunity, for the growth of a political

Speakership. Such an institution would be out of

harmony with their cabinet system. But in America a

very different system prevails. The executive and the

legislative departments are entirely independent, ex-

cept in a few specified particulars. A member of either

House of Congress is prohibited by the Constitution from

holdingany other officeunder the United States, and can-

not, of course, be a member of the Cabinet. The execu-

tive power is vested in the President, and his cabinet

officers are merely his agents for the exercise of his con-

stitutional powers,— a species of splendid head clerks,

responsible to him, and acting primarily with a dele-

gated authority. In England the real executive power
is lodged, not in the Sovereign, but in the Cabinet;

in the United States it is lodged not in the Cabinet, but

in the President. If members of our Cabinet were per-

mitted to participate in the proceedings of the House,

it could be only for debating purposes, as they could

not vote, and they would not constitute the real execu-

tive, but only its agents upon the floor. While it may
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be doubted whether a union of a mere agency of the

President with the right of only talking would form an
impressive basis for the establishment here of a system
of modern cabinet government, the adoption of the ex-

periment would at least ha\e a deci.sive elTect ujjon the

character of our cabinet appointments. In recent years,

whatever may be said of their administrative talents,

they have not as a rule been men who could maintain

themselves as leaders in any important i)arliamentary

assembly.

Thus, since there was no executive officer upon the

floor of the House, and since there could be no leader

except the one chosen in one way or another by the

House itself, it was entirely natural that the leatler

should be the member who held the highest office, and

so it has come about that the selection of Speaker has

been particularly with an eye to political leadership.

Unlike the English Speaker, our Speaker's functions

as a representative are not swallowed up in his oflice, but

he retains, and upon occasion exercises, all the powers

vested in him as the representative of a particular con-

stituency. He not merely votes m the case of a tie, but

he votes often when there is no tie. In one recent

notable instance the Speaker, IMr. Reed, who was

absent and had designated another member to preside,

caused him to announce that the Speaker if i)resent

would vote against the resolution, at the time being

considered, for the annexation of the Sandwich Islands.

The rights of the Speaker as a private member were

perhaps exploited a trifle when Mr. Colfax, of Indiana,

left the chair and dramatically moved the expulsit)n

of a member from Ohio, which act he said he did from
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a sense of duty to his own constituency. But this

spectacular display of goodness and virtue was only

an extreme exercise of a Speaker's undoubted right.

He has the same right of speaking which belongs to

a member, but only when he leaves the chair and ad-

dresses the House from the floor. This right is exer-

cised far less frequently to-day than in the past. Henry
Clay, when Speaker, was very much addicted to the

habit of addressing the House. It is said that he made
thirteen speeches in a single session. Some of his suc-

cessors have imitated his example, although they do not

appear to have equaled him either in the volume or the

quality of his speaking. The Speaker, also, as a pri-

vate member introduces bills and petitions.

In one particular it may be said that the power of the

presiding officer is merged in that of the individual

member. Many measures are brought before the

House upon a request for unanimous consent for their

immediate consideration. The Speaker, when he sees

fit to do so, recognizes a member to make the request.

He is subject to a great deal of importunity for recog-

nition for this purpose, but for many years Speakers

have been disposed to base their refusal to accord such

recognition upon the ground that a given measure was

one which they themselves would object to as a private

member, and that they were in effect only exercising

their rights as representatives in refusing. Probably

they have been denounced more bitterly by their

fellow-members, and have won a larger measure of

unpopularity, on account of their failure to accord

this recognition than upon any other single ground.

In 1887 a member, who had been refused recognition
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to call up a bill for a public buildinj^ in liis district, is

said to have made, in front of the Speaker's desk, a
demonstration which lasted for two hours, and finally,

failing to secure recognition, to have torn up liis l)ill

and thrown its fragments at the Speaker's feet. It

may well be doubted whether this violent perfornuince

ever in fact occurred, but it has been gravely cited

by a very intelligent writer to demonstrate the auto-

cratic character of the power of the Speaker in the

time of Mr. Carlisle.* If a member were permitted to

take forcible possession of the House and secure recog-

nition in such a fashion, it scarcely becomes necessary

to ask what would become of the rights of other mem-
bers to have similar bills considered, or to call up
measures of general importance, the passage of which

might be necessary to maintain the government?

The House, indeed, would be a pitiful national a,s-

sembly, and sadly in need of an autocrat, if its order of

business could be fixed by such demonstrations.

In the Fifty-fourth Congress, under the Speakership

of Mr. Reed, a Populist member from Nebraska be-

came aggrieved at something in the proceedings of

the House, and he announced that he would object to

the consideration of any bills by unanimous consent.

The Speaker's room was thronged as usual the next day

by members requesting recognition, which in several in-

stances he consented to accord. When a member would

make the request and the Speaker would present it to

the House, the member from Nebraska in each case

would object and as effectually prevent the passage of

* " The Speaker," by M. P. Follett, p. 20,5.
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the bill, as if the Speaker himself had refused recognition.

The same proceedings in effect were enacted upon the

next day, and upon the next, and then, instead of the

suppliants for unanimous consent crowding into the

Speaker's room, they were seen surrounding the desk

of the member from Nebraska, asking him not to make
objections to their requests. The Populist member
had succeeded in establishing himself as the autocrat

of the House, and the importunity was transferred from

the Speaker to himself, and, as Mr. Dalzell remarked,

"The business of the House then proceeded under the

regular order established by the rules." Where unani-

mous consent is required in a legislative assembly,

obviously smy member can establish himself as an

autocrat. In that regard the presiding officer cer-

tainly has no monoply.

It should be said, however, that the Speaker usually

exercises much care in according recognition for re-

questing unanimous consent. The average member
commonly does not wish to object to the request. He
does not feel called upon to disturb the unanimity of a

large assembly and appear ungraciously to be preventing

the passage of a fellow-member's bill. But the Speaker,

with an initial responsibility placed upon him alone,

usually scrutinizes the bill and the committee's report

upon it, and in case of doubt he sometimes refers them to

a member, in whom he has confidence, for a more careful

examination than he himself has time to give. It would

naturally be supposed that legislation would be above

reproach which passed by unanimous consent. But, on

the other hand, very bad bills sometimes pass without

objection, when no one feels charged with a particular
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duty. And were it not for the Spoiikcr's caution, much
more vicious legislation would be enacted in this

manner.*

The Speaker has the ordinary powers that ^o witli the

office of president of an assembly. He takes tlu^ chair

at the moment of the assembling of the House, calls it to

order, and causes the journal of the jirevious session to be

read, having first examined and approved it. He has

the duty of preserving order, and may cause the galler-

ies to be cleared on account of disorderly conduct. He
signs acts, addresses, and resolutions passed by the

House, also warrants and subpoenas issued by its order,

and even certifies the monthly pay vouchers of the mem-
bers. He accords recognition to members desiring to

call up business, to make motions, or to address tiie

House. He decides all points of order subject to appeal,

puts all questions to the House and announces the

results, subject to a demand for verification upon a ris-

ing vote, or a vote by tellers, or by a call for the yea^s

and nays. He is paid according to the somewhat low

scale of salaries prevailing for important offices in this

* Since the above was spoken, the practice in recopnition for

unanimous consent has been changed. On March 1.'), 1900, the

House adopted a rule establishing a " calendar for unanimous

consent." After any bill, other than a private bill, has been favor-

ably reported and upon the House or Union calendar for thrc«o

days, it is put upon this special calendar upon notice by any

member. The unanimous consent calendar is called after tlio

reading of the journal upon suspension days, and, if any measure

when called is objected to, it is stricken from the calendar and may

not be put upon it again. This rule relieves the Speaker from

much importunity, but it has not been in force long enough to

indicate what eflfect it may have upon the character of legislation.

Many of the bills, which would otherwise be taken up by unani-

mous consent, are now reached under the call uf committees.
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country. He has no official residence, and he receives

twelve thousand dollars a year, which is about half the

salary of the British Speaker.

The most important prerogative which the rules

confer upon him is that of naming the committees of

the House.* While the exercise of this power, of course,

requires fairness, it is not a fairness of a purely judicial

quality, but has much that is essentially political in its

character. The committees are given a bi-partisan or-

ganization to correspond generally with the political

distribution of the membership of the House, and the

Speaker upon his responsibility as a party leader selects

the majorities which are to shape legislation upon the

important, as well as upon the unimportant, commit-

tees. This certainly is a great power, but it is exercised

in the presence of the House itself and almost imme-
diately after a majority of the House has chosen him as

Speaker, and, as he receives credit for good appoint-

ments, it is impossible for him to escape responsibility

for bad ones. As a rule, the committees, appointed as

they are under this sense of direct responsibility, fairly

represent both the majority and the minority. The
Speaker retains no coercive power. It should be re-

membered that a member is appointed to a committee

at the beginning of a Congress, and he remains upon it,

if he wishes, until the Congress comes to an end. The
fact that the Speaker appointed him may give the

former a claim upon his gratitude, but that is not

often an animating principle in politics, unless we
accept the definition sometimes given that it is a

* In the Sixty-second Congress the standing committees are to

be elected by the House.
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lively sense of favors to come. It has been charged,
although rarely, in past times that the Speaker ajv
pointed weak members of the minority upon the great

political committees, so as to put that party at a dis-

advantage with his own. It is doubtful whether there

was ever any fair foundation for this charge, but under
the practice inaugurated by the present Speaker, Mr.
Cannon, the minority members are in effect selected

by the minority leader. The Speaker requests the

member who is nominated by the minority as its can-

didate for Speaker, and who is its titular leader, to

make the nominations of the minority members to the

committee places, and almost invariably he has followed

the recommendations thus made. As a rule, the com-

mittees are fairly representative of both parties in the

House.

The exercise of a function, which deals so directly

with the ambitions and the personal claims of members,

will inevitably be followed by criticism and in some

cases by resentment. ^ATiere many men are seeking the

same position, not everybody can be satisfied, and in

some instances the Speaker doubtless incurs hostility on

account of the exercise of this power. It is doubtful

whether on the whole the power greatly augments his

influence with the members. The House at one time

adopted the method of electing its committees, but that

method was very speedily abandoned and has never

since been employed. The appointment of committees

is a function that can better be pei formed by a re-

sponsible single agent, acting in the presence of those

who have chosen him and who arc immediately con-

cerned. There can be an altogether better weighing of
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the fitness of an individual for a given place, a more
single view of the important questions likely to devolve

upon particular committees and the qualifications to

meet them, and a fairer balancing of the claims of differ-

ent States and sections. Much better results are likely

to follow from this open method, with a concentrated

responsibility, than would be possible through appoint-

ment by a committee, which has been so often proposed.

With a committee of the usual size sitting behind closed

doors, with responsibility dissipated among a dozen or

more members, each one of them distracted by personal

importunity and the demands of his own locality, which

he ordinarily could not resist, a result would be reached,

of which no single member of the committee would

I
be likely to approve. Combinations between members
and between groups of States would be inevitable. It

is true that in the Senate there is a committee for select-

'ing committees. But with the expiration of each House
there is no committee membership, and every one of the

nearly four hundred members has to be appointed. In

the Senate not more than one-third of the members, or

thirty-one at the most, can lose their places through

failure of reelection, and the problem of appointing

committees is far less complex and difficult than in the

case of the House. But even with the much simpler

problem, the results attained by the methods of the

Senate have been unsparingly criticized.*

* The recent action of the caucus of the democratic members-
elect foreshadows the resort to a committee on committees in the

Sixty-second Congress. Although the standing committees are

nominally to be chosen by the House, that action will be merely

formal as the lists are made up in the first instance by a committee
and ratified by a party caucus.
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By no means the least of llie Speaker's powers are

those in which he shares as chairman of the (oniniittee

on Rules, wliich is composed of five nicinhers. The
Speaker's two party associates are always men of

conspicuous standing in the House. The present

Republican members are i\Ir. Dalzell and Mr. Sherman.

Of the two Democrats the one is the leader of his i)arty

in the House, and the other is a prominent figure.

I have already spoken of the jurisdiction of that

committee. When any emergency arises in the conduct

of business, it is within its province to report at any time

and to call up for immediate action a special rule or

order which will deal with the situation. Its authority

in this regard, however, is limited to giving the House

an opportunity to adopt or to reject the proposed rule.

It may likew^ise bring in at any time orders giving the

right of way to particular measures, fixing the time and

conduct of debate, limiting the right of amondment, and,

in fact, dealing with any part of the procedure of the

House : but here again its propositions require the ap-

proval of a majority of the House, in order to become

effective,* and it must be'remembered that, important

as these powers are, they are for use in emergencies.

Sometimes for months in succession this committee

has been entirely inactive.

. The Speaker's prerogative of recognition is a very im-

portant one, although it by no means has the effect of

determining even in large measure the course of the

business of the House. The order of business is estab-

lished by the rules, and he has no discretion with regard

* By an amendment to the rules the Speaker is no lonpor elipiblo

to this committee. It is now elected by the House, and its mem-

bership has been increased to ten.
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to following them. The reasons for the establishment

of this order have been already given. When a mem-
ber, having it in charge, rises to call up one of the great

appropriation bills, and there is no matter of equal priv-

ilege before the House, the Speaker has no alternative

but to accord recognition and to put the motion to

go into Committee of the Whole. If the House votes

to go into Committee, the Speaker leaves the chair and
does not preside while the bill is being considered.

These bills, especially at the short session of Congress,

occupy more of the time of the House than all other

bills combined, and, with regard to the recognition of

a member to call them up, the Speaker has no discre-

tion. Then there are other bills of a privileged char-

acter upon which, whether he desires to do so or not,

he is compelled to accord recognition. After the privi-

leged bills come the bills upon the House calendar

which are entitled to consideration in the morning

hour. If there are no privileged bills, it becomes the

duty of the Speaker to call the committees alphabeti-

cally and the chairman of the committee called is

entitled to recognition.* In addition to that, there are

special days assigned for particular kinds of measures.

Upon every Friday the bills upon the private calendar

are in order, and upon every other Monday business

relating to the District of Columbia, and, unless ques-

tions of higher privilege are presented to the House, it

becomes the duty of the Speaker to accord recognition

to measures of that character. There is another class

of bills of a public nature imposing a charge upon the

* Under the rule of 1909 the committees must also be called on

every Wednesday unless two-thirds of the House vote otherwise.
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Treasury which are upon the Union calendar. At the

end of the morning hour, if u member makes a motion
to go into Committee of tlie Wliole for the consideration

of such bills, it is the duty of the Si)eaker to entertain

the motion. When a majority of the House is deter-

mined to pass a given bill, it is within its power to reach

it, in spite of all privileged matters with the ()i)j)ositi()n

of the Speaker added. Any member can object to

unanimous consent ; can raise the question of consid-

eration against any bill whether privileged or not,

and, backed by a majority of the House, can vote it

down ; can move to take a recess instead of adjourn-

ing, and thus retain the progress he has mado, and
can pursue this policy until the desired bill is reached.

Mr. Reed was a strong man with a strong will. No
Speaker ever liked better to have the business of the

House proceed on the lines he thought it should follow.

And yet the celebrated resolution annexing the Sand-

wich Islands, which was without privilege and had his

determined opposition, was forced to its passage.

The first and third Mondays of every month and the

last six days of every session are suspension days, when

the Speaker may recognize members to move to sus-

pend the rules and pass measures. These are the days

upon which he has the only really important discretion

in according recognition. Bills called up by this mo-

tion require a two-thirds vote in order to be passed.

It will thus be seen that the discretion of the Speaker,

with regard to recognition of a character which prac-

tically gives him the responsible initiative, is in con-

nection with a motion to suspend the rules, which can

be made only upon two days in a month and the lust
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six days of the session, and which requires a two-thirds

vote in order to pass. The famous letter, written by

Speaker CarUsle in 1887 to Mr. Randall and other mem-
bers of his party, has often been referred to as an exam-

ple of the autocratic character of the Speaker's power

of recognition. Mr. Randall and his associates had

asked Mr. Carlisle to recognize a Democrat to move to

suspend the rules and to permit the House to consider

the repeal of the internal-revenue tax upon tobacco,

and had expressed the opinion that a large majority of

the House would vote for the repeal. There w^as at the

time a large surplus revenue. Mr. Randall was a pro-

tectionist Democrat and wished to reduce the surplus

by repealing the internal-revenue taxes. Mr. Carlisle,

on the other hand, was a tariff reformer and wished to

make the necessary reduction by changing customs du-

ties. Mr. Carlisle took the ground in his letter that it

would not be proper for him to agree to a course which

would present to the House a bill to repeal the tobacco

taxes, to the exclusion of all other measures for the re-

duction of taxation. He also called attention to the

fact that Mr. Randall had not accepted the proposition

to submit the entire subject to a Democratic caucus.

Mr. Carlisle's reply was simply that of a party leader

in the Speakership, but as an illustration of the scope

of the prerogative of recognition it must be borne in

mind that the recognition asked for was only for a

motion to suspend the rules, of the limited application

of which I have just spoken.

The power of the Speaker to declare business in order

or out of order is always subject, as I have said, to appeal

and to reversal by a majority of the House. The criti-
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cism of the general procedure of tlie IIou.sc is often

directed against him, and he is held responsible for

a condition of things brought about by the rules.

Theoretically, each one of the three hundred and
ninety-one members of the House is the ecjual of every

other member, but if our system gave to any member
who should first rise in his seat the right of recognition

to call up a particular bill without reference to its

character, we should have a most haphazard system,

and it would be impossible to maintain the government

of the United States. The reasons for according privi-

lege to certain measures, I have given elsewhere.

There is a confusion in the general mind between the

power of the Speaker, as seen in the prerogatives of

his office, and the influence he exerts as a party leader.

This influence is personal and, of course, depends very

much upon the characteristics of the man. A weak

man in the Speaker's chair would not long conmiand tlie

support of his own party and would be regarded gener-

ally as anything but an autocrat. On the other hand, a

Speaker, who is a real leader of men, will exert a more

potent influence upon legislation by his personal quali-

ties than by the exercise of the powers of the Chair.

Such a man would wield a powerful influence upon the

floor, and our history is not without instances where

the real leader of the House was upon the floor, not-

withstanding the power of the Chair. The Speaker

will keep himself in touch with the President, with the

leading Senators and the heads of departments, and he

will aim to know whatever at the moment is necessary

to the eflEiciency of the government and vital to the

welfare of the country. He will be in conference con-
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stantly with the leaders of his party upon the floor,

and, largely as a result of his efforts, a unity of action

will be promoted among the different branches of the

government. His authority as a leader, joined with

the elevated character of his place, will contribute

strongly to secure some of the practical benefits of the

cabinet system.

There is a species of work in the nature of parliamen-

tary management, which is not exactly political leader-

ship and is very necessary to be done in the House.

This naturally falls to the Speaker under our system.

There are many appropriation bills to be passed each

year which are distributed among a half-dozen com-

mittees. These committees working independently

might not report their bills at times, which would har-

monize with a general scheme for the business of the

House during the session as a whole. By keeping in

touch with the different chairmen the Speaker aids to

bring about a concert of action, so that the reports upon

these bills may be properly distributed and sent to the

Senate in time for action before adjournment. It has

come about, also, that the general program of legisla-

tion is laid out by the Speaker, so that when many im-

portant measures must be acted upon there is always

some one of them ready to be considered by the House.

And almost invariably, also, he is consulted in advance

with regard to the calling up of business outside the

general routine. This important task of supervision,

of keeping the House occupied, and of proportioning

the work of the session has quite naturally fallen to the

Speaker.

Among the many curious criticisms of the Speaker
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is one to the effect that the custom of poinp; into Com-
mittee of the Whole enables him to influence legis-

lation in two waj's, because, during the consideration

of nearly all important measures, he leads his party

on the floor, and "at the same time that he is lead-

ing his party on the floor, the House is being guided

by the man he puts in the chair, presumably one

who will handle measures as he wishes." However
it might have been in Henry Clay's time, this criticism

strikes one familiar with the procedure of to-day as

very unreal. \Mien the House is in Committee, the

Speaker is usually not in the hall, and it is probal^ly

true that in a score of years he has not addressed the

Committee on an average once in each Congress. As

to the complaisant Chaii'man, he is usually guided by

the man w^ho guides the Speaker, the accomjilished

parliamentary clerk who stands at the right of his desk.

It may be that the powers of the office, aside from

those of a moderator, could be more safely and effec-

tively exercised in some other way. But that those

powers must be exercised by somebody, there can be

no doubt, and whoever he may be he will certainly

be visited with denunciation. So far as criticisms of

the Speaker are based upon the existence of the powers,

rather than upon the manner of their exercise, they in-

volve a species of parliamentary anarchy, for there is

no one of them which at critical times is not vital to

the efficiency of the House and to the transaction of

its business. The fact is that Speakers are by no means

always trying to shape the action of the House, and

when they do try to lead, they sometimes fall painfully

short of the success that one would expect of a dicta-
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tor. The present Speaker is from long habit rigidly-

sparing of the public money, and repeatedly when he

has been believed to be hostile to an appropriation, it

has been voted in the bill. General Henderson was a

strong and popular Speaker, and yet upon the Cuban
reciprocity bill, which was a leading administration

measure and one which he earnestly favored, he was
disastrously beaten, although his party had a very

considerable majority in the House. No Speaker, not

even Mr. Reed, could lead the House where it did not

wish to go.

Henry Clay, when Speaker, was charged with responsi-

bility for the War of 1812. If the charge were true, it

was probably due less to the use of the powers of his

office than to the employment of his talent for political

leadership, and in any event the power was not of a

very decisive character, because the war was carried by
only one majority. Clay would have been the leader

beyond question, whether in the chair or out of it,

unless during the Congresses of which Daniel Webster

was a member ; and the fact that he was Speaker did

not add greatly to his power in this respect. The
predominance of the House in the government of the

country during Johnson's administration resulted rather

from the leadership of Thaddeus Stevens upon the

floor than from the influence of Speaker Colfax. Like

Clay, Blaine, while Speaker, became the leader of his

party as well as of the House. He accomplished this

result largely through his brilliant personal qualities

combined with a clever use of the powers of the Chair.

He probably would have led the House from the floor,

although it required the use of all his resources, both
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personal and official, while in the chair, to niaiiuKc;

General Butler.

No greater Speaker ever held the office than Thoina.s

B. Reed. He added greatly to the efficiency of the

House by rulings which seemed at the time almost revo-

lutionary. Unhke Blaine or Clay, he had received a

thorough legal training and had established iiimsclf as

an able lawyer before he became a member of the House,

and he had little difficulty in mastering both the letter

and the philosophy of the law of the House. His rulings

are unsurpassed by those of any of his predecessors for

solidity and strength. His reversal of the jiractice

of a hundred years, in the ascertainment of a ciuorum

from the number present rather than from the

number answering on the roll-call, required courage

of the most heroic character, although his course was

hotly ascribed rather to partisanship than to courag(\

And it was a triumph such as rarely comes to a public

man when, only four years afterwards, he witnessed the

spectacle of his political foes formally accepting the

principle, for the establishment of which he had rocoivod

their unsparing denunciation. Except when dealing

with burning party questions, his ready wit served to

keep the House in good humor. He was a stickler for

the rules of order, and he was quite apt to be the more

severe to those who were his immediate friends. It is

doubtful whether, in any of his three Speakerships, he

ever addressed the House or the Commit tec of the

Whole as a private member. But he performed to the

full the duties of pohtical leadership which according

to tradition went with his office. It is perhaps a fair

criticism to say that, during his regime, debate and
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amendment were too much restricted by the use of the

previous question.

Much of the denunciation of Speakers is a part of the

stock rhetoric of minorities, and is passed on by one

minority to another. Of course there will always be a

few sensitive spirits whom it is impossible not to hurt

;

there will be others who take an exaggerated view of

the importance of their own pet measures or of their own
capacity, and who think they should have a freer hand

in directing the business of the House ; and undoubt-

edly there are also those whose really valuable work is

brought to naught in the hurly-burly of a great as-

sembly, and who have a genuine grievance ; but as a

whole it is open to question whether any juster system

could be adopted for managing the business of a great

body like the House. A managing committee has been

suggested, but it is as easy to criticize a committee as a

man, and much more difficult to locate responsibility.

The Committee on Rules, for its special intervention

upon occasions, is subject to even more rancorous abuse

than is leveled at the Speaker himself. Leadership is

something that cannot be put in commission ; it must

be centered in some individual who will act, bearing

the full burden of responsibility. That is the system in

every great parliamentary body in the world. Even
a directing Cabinet must have a leader. The political

power of the Speakership might be lodged in the chair-

man of the Committee on Ways and Means or in some
other member, but by whomsoever it may be exercised

it may be accepted as a certainty that he will not

escape vituperation. It is possible that time will dis-

close a wiser solution. But the result that we see
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to-day has come about from the steady growth of nearly
a century and a quarter of parhamentary experience,

and the slow growth and development of a political

institution must be reckoned witli, even by those who
beheve in the superior efficacy of theories and political

inventions.

At timeswhen partisanship rankles, the Speaker is the

central object of attack. At the end of the Fifty-first

Congress no Democrat w^ould offer the customary vote of

thanks to the Speaker on account of the irritation of the

members of that party over the ciuorum-counting inci-

dent ; and when the Republican floor leader, Mr. ^McKin-

ley, made the motion, the Democrats demanded the

yeas and nays and went on record against it. And yet

we have seen the necessity for the ruling of the Speaker,

and that it has since become a fundamental part of the

law of the House. And in a later Congress Mr. Reed

himself, then the minority leader, was unwilling to ofTer

the motion of thanks to Speaker Crisp on account of

an extraordinary personal reprimand which the latter

had administered to him, and when the motion wius

made by another Republican and a rising vote was

taken, Mr. Reed remained in his seat. Such incidents

are inevitable where political passions are aroused, and

the greatness of an office confers no immunity.

The Speaker, in point of political consequence, Is

the second officer under our system, and in the field of

legislation he ranks easily first. When he is a man of

political talent of the first order and of popular qualities,

he becomes a commanding figure in the country and

performs the salutary function of helping to preserve

the balance of power between Capitol Hill and the
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White House. The real power of the office, compared

with the ornamental character of the vice-presidency,

seems to explain, in part at least, the higher estima-

tion in which the Speakership is held by a practical

people. And it must be said that during a hundred

years the office has been generally representative, not

merely of a majority of the House, but of a majority

of the people.



CHAPTER IX

Special Procedure of the Senate. Conference
Committees

Filibustering has played little part in the develop-

ment of the rules of the Senate. That has not Ijocn

for the lack of filibustering of the most vicious charac-

ter, but because it has not been permitted to have the

legitimate effect which it should have upon the proce-

dure of any great legislative chamber in a representa-

tive government. The constitution of the Senate is so

undemocratic, there is such a grotesque disparity be-

tween the constituencies which exercise an equal voice

in the selection of its members, and again the choice

of these constituencies, such as the}^ are, is so vaguely

expressed in its filtration through the action of agents

selected chiefly for other purposes, that it is only in a

very remote sense a representative national assembly

at all. It is not, therefore, to be wondered at that, with

such a constitution, reverence for a majority should l)c

one of the least sacred of its inspirations ; and that, after

argument had been exhausted over antl over again, the

right of debate should often be irisisted upon l)y a minor-

ity, and sometimes an extremely small minority, for the

purely physical purpose of delay and to prevent a ma-

jority of the Senate itself from recording a verdict.

147
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In the early days the Senate sought to increase its

importance by enveloping its proceedings in an air of

mystery. It withdrew itself from the gaze of the popu-

lace and transacted its legislative as well as its execu-

tive business in secret sessions. Its members strutted

about in purple and sought to emphasize by their con-

duct and appearance the awful dignity of their office.

But these mummeries were soon dropped ; it was deter-

mined that its business, except that of an executive

character, should be carried on in public ; the members
demeaned themselves like ordinary mortals, and the

body acquired the real dignity to which the nature of

its functions and the character of its members entitled it.

The manual of Mr. Jefferson was prepared especially

for the Senate when, as Vice-President of the United

States, he was its presiding officer, and it has continued

to be a practical chart for its guidance. It is much
more relied upon in daily practice there than in the

House of Representatives. When the Senate meets at

the beginning of a new Congress, unlike the House, it is

already organized. In fact, it has maintained its organi-

zation continuously since the first Congress, with of

course a multitude of changes in its officers during the

intervening years. The quorum of the Senate, as of

the House, is fixed by the Constitution as a majority of

the membership. In the First Congress great difficulty

was met with in securing a quorum. Eight Senators

came together on the 4th of March, and, after waiting

for a week, they joined in a letter to the absent Senators,

requiring them to attend. In the Fifth Congress, instead

of directly writing to the absent members, those who
were present ordered the secretary to write requesting
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them to attend. The rule us it now exists is niuclj less

gentle, but it is not so summary as the corresponding
rule in the House. It provides that, when it shall l>c

ascertained that a quorum is not present, a majority of

the Senators present may direct the sergeant -at-arms

to request and, when necessary, to compel al)scnt mem-
bers to attend. The rule makes it in order also for a

Senator at any time to raise the question of the j)resenee

of a quorum, and a Senator is often internipted when
speaking in order that this point may be made. This

right is sometimes used for purposes of delay, hut

sometimes also for the purpose of forcibly securing an

audience.

The Vice-President of the United States is the pre-

siding officer of the Senate. He is not a memljer of tlic

body, and exercises as little authority under the rules

as the presiding officer of any legislative chamber in the

world. The source and extent of his powers have long

been a subject of controversy. In 182(3 Mr. C'allioun,

who was then Vice-President, expressed the opinion that

he had no authority to call a Senator to order for words

spoken in debate. The rules at that time in force had

not been changed since their adoption by the First Con-

gress. Mr. Calhoun's position led to a proposal to

change the rules, which was the subject of a long debate.

The leading Senators took the position that such power

as the Vice-President possessed he derived from the

rules of the Senate, and that, although the Constitution

made him the presiding officer, yet m conferring on the

Senate the authority to adopt rules, it left with that body

the power to determine the nature of the powers which

the Vice-President, as its presiding officer, should cxer-
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cise ; on the other hand, if the Vice-President had any

inherent power derived from the Constitution, he would

possess it free from any control by the Senate, and

would, therefore, be the exclusive judge without appeal

upon questions of order. Mr. Hayne, among others,

urged this position very strongly. The rules were

amended in 1828, recognizing that a Senator might be

called to order by the President of the Senate, or by a

Senator, and providing that every question of order

should be decided by the President without debate,

subject to an appeal to the Senate, and also that the

President might call for an expression of the opinion of

the Senate upon every question of order. But even with

the authority at least impliedly conferred upon the Presi-

dent to call a Senator to order, it does not seem to have

been generally accepted, and in 1850 we find the Presi-

dent expressing of his own motion a formal opinion

that the President had the right to call a Senator to

order for a violation of the rules.

The view that the Vice-President had any authority

over the Senate which he did not directly derive from

the rules of that body has never been received favorably

by the Senate. The House is presided over by one of its

own members, selected by itself, and the Senate by one

who is not a member, selected by an outside authority

;

and it is probably due to this circumstance that we have

at one end of the Capitol the most powerful, and at the

other end the least powerful, presiding officer in the

world. The Vice-President scarcely exercises the powers

of a moderator, and in no sense is he a political leader,

at least so far as the action of the body over which he

presides is concerned. He might, of course, be one
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of the leaders of his parly in tlie country. Since the

House chooses its Speaker, we ha\e seen how uhnost

inevitably it selects one of the strongest men of the

majority to preside ; but as the Senate is not consulted

in the choice of its presiding ofhcer, he maj^ or he may
not, have qualifications of leadership. Wliilc some

great men have held the oflice of Vice-President, some

also have held it who would not be caj)abl(» of exerci.sing

political leadership in any legislative body.

Ordinary business, so far as parliamentary questions

are concerned, runs very smoothly in the Senate, and the

chief qualifications of its presiding officer are the ability

to occupy the chair with dignity, and a readiness in the

transaction of the routine w^ork of the body. If points of

order are raised upon important or doubtful (juestions,

they are quite apt to be submitted to the Senators for

their decision. The prime quality of a Vice-President is

the ability to represent the dignity of the body over

which he presides.

An important difference between the Senate procedure

and that of the House consists in the fact that the former

body retains its morning hour, and, when tlic hour was

found to be too short in 1888, it adopted a resolution,

formally declaring that until otherwise ordered the

''morning hour shall terminate at the expiration of

two hours after the meeting of the Senate." This hour

of one hundred and twenty minutes is sufficiently long

for the transaction of a great deal of business. During

that time the presiding officer lays before the body

messages from the President, communications ad-

dressed to the Senate, bills and resolutions, and mes-

sages from the House of Representatives. Petitions
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and memorials are presented in open Senate during

this elongated morning hour, reports of committees are

made, and bills and resolutions are introduced. But a

recent amendment of the rule permits petitions and

memorials and bills of a private character to be intro-

duced, as measures are generally introduced in the

House, by delivering them to the Secretary of the

Senate, and much time is saved by this simple procedure.

Business is also transacted during the morning hour by

unanimous consent. At the conclusion of the morning

business the Senate takes up its calendar of bills and

considers until two o'clock such bills and resolutions

as are not objected to, in the order in which they appear

upon the calendar, and any Senator is entitled to speak

once and for five minutes upon any question. A motion

for consideration made during the morning hour is de-

termined without debate.

The Senate meets at noon, and at two o'clock or

earlier, if the one hundred and twenty minute hour

expires earlier through failure of business, the calendar

of ''general orders," so-called, is taken up, and matters

of business are considered in their order, with the ex-

ception that various motions maybe made, two of which,

if passed by the Senate, would confer a privilege— first,

a motion to take up an appropriation bill ; second, a

motion to consider any other bill on the calendar.

There is no general privilege conferred upon certain

kinds of bills, as is the case in the House, except that

a motion is first in order to take up an appropriation

bill.

As in the House, the rules of the Senate require that

every bill and joint resolution shall receive three read-
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ings before its passage, l)ut two of these readings arc

merely nominal, and are had before the bill or resolution

is referred to a committee. The third reading is a real

one, and is for the purpose of amendment. Upon the

passage no amendment can be offered except by unani-

mous consent. The chief specific restrictions imposed

upon amendments relate to appropriation bills and

prohibit general legislation by anuMKhncnt to a general

appropriation bill or anything that is not germane or

relevant to the subject ; and also any amendment i.s

prohibited which provides for the payment of a private

claim, except to carry out the provisions of existing law

or treaty.

The Senate considers not merely revenue bills and

bills involving a charge upon the treasury, but all bills,

in Committee of the Whole ; but, although the journal

may show that the Senate formally goes into Committee

of the Whole and again rises, the practice is entirely

automatic. The bill reaches the stage of amendment,

and the presiding officer declares the Senate in Conmiit-

tee of the ^Vhole and still retains the chair, and he is ad-

dressed, while nominally in Committee of the \\'liole, as

''Mr. President" and not as "Mr. Chairman." After

the bill is read, he declares that the bill is reported to the

Senate from the Committee of the Wliole with amend-

ments, and the Senate formally acts upon what it has

done while nominally in Committee of the 'Wliole.

In the regular consideration of bills and resolution.*^,

there is no limitation upon debate except that no Sen-

ator may speak more than twice upon a single question

upon the same day without leave of the Senate. a

limitation that would seem of very little practical nn-
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portance in a body, the membership of which has been

adorned with many men, who have not found it neces-

sary to speak twice in order to occupy a single day.

The freedom of amendment and debate in the Senate

are, as a rule, of much value when indulged in in good

faith. Doubtless very much unnecessary speaking is

permitted, but an opportunity is also given for necessary

speeches to be made. It is inevitable, however, that

such a free system should be abused and that debate

should sometimes be employed, not with the object of

throwing light upon the subject, but for purposes of

delay. In 1900 a conference report on the Rivers and
Harbors bill, which had passed each House in a some-

what different form, was called up in the Senate upon
the day before the session of Congress was to come to

an end. A Senator, whose State had not received some
appropriation that was asked for, took the floor and

held it for twelve hours, and to a time so near the

end of the session, that it became evident that other

necessary business could not be transacted, unless the

Senate surrendered. The bill was thereupon withdrawn,

and as a result failed of passage.

In 1903 a Senator, very near the close of a session,

declared that he would keep the floor until the Congress

expired, so that important appropriation bills would fail

of passage, unless there should be included an item to

pay his State a claim which had been pending nearly

three-fourths of a century. The appropriations carried

in the bills were absolutely necessary for running the

machinery of the government, and, if they had failed, an

extraordinary session of Congress would have been

necessary. The conferees of both Houses, although
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reluctant to make the appropriation for (he chiim, were
practically compelled to do so, or submit t he government
to great inconvenient'c and loss. Otlicr illustrations

could easily be cited to show the abuse of the free riglit

of debate, and its employment, not for the exercise of

any process of reason, but to compel the majority to

yield to the minority and even to surrender to the

demand of an individual member.

The effect of unhmited debate is to require a consent

nearly unanimous for the passage of measures very

near the end of a session. It would appear tliat there

should be some form of cloture to be appUed upon busi-

ness which had already been debated, and especially

upon bills which in general had received favorable ac-

tion by both Houses of Congress, and that a major-

ity of the Senate should be permitted to determine

when it was ready for a vote. The j)resent un-

restrained freedom of debate in important instances

flagrantly violates the principle of majority rule, and

besides, as we have seen, it is sometimes very expensive

to the taxpayers.

It is doubtful whether the quality of speaking in the

Senate is any the better on account of the unlimited

freedom in which it may be indulged. If it were within

the power of the body under its rules to impose a

reasonable limitation, it might deliver itself from much

empty and irrelevant talking, and yet leave ample time

for legitimate discussion ; and it would also occasionally

prevent the thwarting of the v.il! of avery large majority,

by an employment of the forms of debate for the pur-

pose of consuming time and prev(Miting the taking of a

vote. But debate in the Senate is generally very well
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adapted to its purpose, not merely because of the abil-

ity of the members, but also for the reason that the

physical conditions for speaking are excellent. The
number of the members is not so great as to make
difficult the maintenance of order, and the small size

of the hall compared with that of the House renders

it possible easily to hear.

The Senate originally had the ancient form of the

previous question which prevailed in the House, but

after the development of that motion in the latter body
so that it became effective, the Senate struck even the

inefficient provision which it had out of the rules, and it

has never since favored measures looking to limitation

of debate.

The standing and select committees of the Senate are

about equal in number to those of the House, and the

important committees usually have the same designa-

tion and practically the same jurisdiction. The body
appoints the chairmen and other members by ballot,

but as a matter of practice they are first made up by an

unofficial ''steering committee," and the report of this

committee is ratified by the Senate, so that practically

the appointment is by committee instead of by the

Senate itself.

When the House exercises its constitutional powers of

impeachment, the Senate is the court before which the

charges must be made good. The managers on the

part of the House appear at the bar of the Senate, and

sometimes, as in the case of the impeachment of Presi-

dent Johnson, the members of the House of Represen-

tatives follow the managers in procession and attend

upon the trial. The Senate, as the high court of im-
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peachment, has established rules of i^roccdure. Wljcii

the President or Vice-President of the United States in

the defendant, the Chief Justice presitles, but in other
cases the presiding ofhcer of the Senate keeps lii.s place.

Each Senator takes a special oath to "do impartial

justice according to the Constitution and laws." The
course of the trial is generally the same as that of a
court. The person impeached is summoned to answer
the articles, and he may be represented by counsel.

The Constitution provides that the votes of two-

thirds of the Senators voting shall be necessary for a

conviction.

A great portion of the time of the Seriate is consumed
in the exercise of its executive functions, such as the

consideration of appointments for office and of treaties

made with foreign nations. These proceedings arc

secret, except in rare instances where the Senate orders

that they shall be conducted in public. The nature of

the functions is ordinarily such as to make secrecy ju-

dicious. If charges are made against a person nomi-

nated for office, he is given notice of them, but the

name of the person making the charges is kept secret.

The rules make the disclosure of secret or confidential

business ground for the expulsion of a Senator and the

dismissal from the Senate of any of its officers, who shall

be guilty of violating its confidence.

The necessity of securing the vote of two-thirds of the

Senate to ratify a treaty, and of a majority to confirm

nominations to office, goes far towards placing the Presi-

dent at the mercy of that body in the exercise of two

of his most important prerogatives, and notably so of

that relating to appointments to office. The result is
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witnessed in the practical control which the Senators

of the majority party exercise in the selections to office

made from their respective States. The custom has

grown up of permitting the Senators practically to dic-

tate the nominations from their respective States in the

first instance, and then by something which is called

senatorial courtesy, to decide the question whether or

not they shall be confirmed. This distribution of the

patronage may fairly be said to represent the most

highly prized, if not the most important, function of a

Senator, as indeed it is responsible for the most dis-

tracting cares of the office.

If a bill or resolution has passed the two Houses in

identical form, it at once goes to the President for his

approval. But it is a very common practice for one of

the Houses to make amendments in measures sent to it

by the other. Sometimes very many amendments are

proposed, and the character of the legislation may be

radically changed. One House or the other must recec^e,

or both must yield something, so that they may meet
upon common ground. A complicated procedure has

thus grown up between the two Houses in order to bring

them to an agreement. If the House which originated

the bill accepts all of the amendments, which are pro-

posed by the other House, it goes at once to the Presi-

dent, but if it refuses to concur, and the other House
does not recede from its amendments, but insists upon
them, it is the common practice for conference com-
mittees to be appointed. In cases, frequent in the

early practice, but exceptional in later usage, where

there have been differences over amendments, the

Houses have come together even without the appoint-

ment of committees of conference.
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Requests for a conference come from the House
which is in poswesj^ion of tlie 1)111 and the i)ap(TsrelutinK

to it. Conferences are not confined to (lisa>;r('cm('nts

over amendments, but they have been held upon such
subjects as questions of prerogative, the counting of the

electoral vote, what titles it \V(nild be proper to give

to the President and Vice-PresitU'nt, and ui)on other

subjects of a general character. The conferences arc

usually held at the Senate end of the Capitol, and
behind closed doors, although in some ca.ses members
and others have been permitted to make arguments

before the committees.

The House frequently instructs its conferees, although

it does not inform the Senate of the fact, but the prac-

tice of the Senate is against instruction. The Senate

insists upon free conferences, and, in some cases, when it

has been informed that the Plouse had given iiLst ruc-

tions, Senators have protested against the practice.

In the event of failure of the managers first appointed to

agree, sometimes other managers are appointed in tlieir

stead, and there have been frequent instances of jiro-

tracted conferences, and in some cases important bills

have finally failed of passage through disagreement.

The subjects submitted to the conference are only

those in disagreement between the two Houses, and it Is

not in order for the managers to include matters which

are not in dispute. Oftentimes amendments may be

proposed by the conferees to the amendments in con-

troversy, but they must be germane to them and cannot

involve new matter, and they must also be confined

within the extreme positions taken by the two Houses.

Sometimes differences between the Houses arc very
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radical, as in the case where one House has struck out

of a bill sent to it all after the enacting clause and

substituted a bill of its own, sometimes upon an entirely

different subject. In such a case the jurisdiction of

the managers is very wide, and their function becomes

a highly responsible one. The most important bills

are usually in conference near the close of a session

when there is an impatience among the membership

of the Houses to finish the transaction of the public

business before adjournment. This circumstance in-

creases the responsibility which the managers are

under, for their action is apt to escape the critical

scrutiny which it would receive at any other time, and

it is pretty sure to be adopted.^

Reports of the conference committees are highly privi-

leged, especially in the House of Representatives,

where they are in order except during the reading of the

journal, or while the roll is being called, or while the

House is dividing upon any question. In the earlier

practice it was not necessary that conference reports

should be signed, but for a long time it has been the rule

for the conferees to sign them and for them to appear in

the journal. After the conferees have reached a final

agreement, it is necessary for the Houses separately to

adopt the report. After they have voted in its favor,

the action becomes final so far as Congress is con-

cerned, except in case of veto by the President.

The common form of disagreement between the

Senate and House does not relate to any question of

prerogative, but involves provisions of bills or resolu-

tions equally within the power of both Houses to pass.

The traditional and important ground of difference
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grows out of the sole right of the House, wiiich the Con-
stitution confers, to originate all bills raising revenue.

The controversy over the extent of this prerogative

arose very early in the history of Congress, and it is

still unsettled. The early position of the House wa«
that the Senate had no power to amend a money hill

by changing its objects or altering the (luantum. On
the other hand, the position was taken by the Senate

that the special prerogative of the House extended only

to bills increasing revenue and that the Senate could

originate a bill reducing revenue. In 1830 ^Mr. Benton, of

Missouri, introduced in the Senate a bill for the abolition

of unnecessary duties, which he subsequently withdrew.

Again the following year he asked leave to introduce a

bill for the gradual abolition of duties, but leave to intro-

duce was refused.

In 1833 the same controversy again recurred, the

Senate having originated a revenue bill and the House

one to the same effect. The bill with the House number

was finally passed. In 1859 the Senate added a tax

amendment to an appropriation bill, and the House de-

clined to proceed further with the bill. In 1SG4 on

motion of Mr. Thaddeus Stevens, of Pennsylvania, the

House adopted a resolution that a Senate amendment,

providing for a tax on incomes, on a bill which was not

a revenue bill, infringed upon the constitutional pn^

rogative of the House. The Senate reconsidered and

passed the bill, striking out the obnoxious amendm(>nt.

In 1871 the House adopted a resolution taking ex-

ception to a Senate bill which repealed the income

tax. The Senate asserted the right, in the conference

which followed, to originate bills repealing a law or a
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portion of a law imposing taxes, duties, and imposts,

even if such repeal rendered necessary the imposition

of other taxes. Mr. Roscoe Conkling was a member
of the Senate Conference committee, and, although he

represented the most populous state in the Union, which

would relatively lose by giving increased power to the

Senate, in which the small States had the same repre-

sentation as the large States, he contended for the posi-

tion, which would enlarge the power of the body of

which he was a member, by decreasing the power of the

individual citizen of the State he represented. The
House conferees refused to assent to the position of the

Senate and pointed out that the "right to originate not

only tax and tariff bills, but also appropriation bills"

was conceded to the House of Representatives until

1832, when the right of repealing duties, was unsuc-

cessfully asserted by the Senate, and again in 1833 the

same thing was attempted, but without success. The
committee dealt with citations of law where taxation

provisions had originated in the Senate, but asserted

that those provisions had apparently not been brought

clearly to the attention of the House, and that waivers

of such a character could not be considered as a sur-

render of a great constitutional privilege. The resolu-

tion recommended by the House conferees was adopted

by the House after debate.

In 1872 a resolution presented by Mr. Dawes, of

Massachusetts, questioned the right of the Senate to

substitute a bill to repeal duties on tea and coffee

for a House bill to reduce other taxes. The resolution

was supported by Mr. Garfield and was passed by an

almost unanimous vote. Mr. John Sherman declared
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in the Senate that it was the first time that the power
of that body to propose amendments to reveiuie l>ill.s

had been questioned. The Senate committee in it«

extended report admitted tliat the Senate could not

originate a bill reducing any existing tax, l)ut contended
that it could originate a bill entirely repealing the tax,

because such a bill would not be one for "raising

revenue." In 1878 the Senate amended a House bill

relating to post routes by adding revenue amendments.
The House passed a resolution returning the bill and
amendments to the Senate. Neither House receded

from its position.

In 1903 Senator Hoar, of Massachusetts, said : "The
greatest constitutional authority in this country, save

Marshall, as we all agree on both sides— Mr. Webster
— declared in the Senate that, whatever might })e the

opinion of the Senate on this question, it was in tin-

nature of the case absolutely clear that it was a matter

which must be settled always by the sole opinion of

the House of Representatives, and that, whatever the

Senate might think, the House was the sole constitu-

tional judge of the extent, meaning, and scope of that

constitutional provision. A careful reflection will show

that Mr. Webster was clearly right." In tlie same

debate. Senator Spooner said, "I have a conviction

that it is not in the power of the constitution of the

Senate to originate a bill which increases a tarifT rate

or reduces a tariff rate or removes a tariff rate."

In 1905 the Senate added a revenue amendment to an

appropriation bill, and the House thereujwn returned

the bill to the Senate ; the latter body reconsidered and

struck out the amendment. Leading Senators, however.
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asserted the right of the Senate to make the amend-

ment, although so great a lawyer as Senator Spooner

again dissented from his colleagues and conceded the

soundness of the position of the House. Mr. Spooner

said that the Constitution used the word "raising" in

the clause giving the House authority to originate all

bills ''raising revenue," in a generic sense. ''I do not

think that it means simply raising duties. Oftentimes

revenue is raised by lowering duties. I think it means

in a strict sense ' concerning revenue.' The Constitution

does certainly confer upon the House by that clause an

exclusive right so far as this class of measures is con-

cerned." Quite obviously the expression ''all bills for

raising revenue," meant all bills relating to taxation,

or "concerning revenue," as Senator Spooner declared.

To say that the prerogative of the House was intended

to apply only to such bills as increased taxation savors

strongly of hair-splitting and quibbling. It would

appear to be a narrow and technical construction,

even if applied to a criminal statute, and wholly out of

place in construing the organic law of the land. The
House has sometimes been lax in the assertion of its

prerogative. It has sometimes yielded to the partisan

desire of the majority of the moment, but when the

issue has been fairly brought to its attention, it has

usually maintained its prerogative by emphatic majori-

ties. In practice the general appropriation bills are

now in a sense treated as ''money bills," and their

formation, as well as the formation of those relating to

taxation, is given over to the House.



CHAPTER X

The Joint Convention. Miscellaneous

The two Houses perform a very important ami im-

pressive function in joint convention. The twelfth

amendment to the Constitution provides that the Presi-

dent of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate

and the House of Representatives, open the certificates

of the electoral votes and that the votes shall then he

counted. On a day in February, immediately following

a presidential election, the two Houses assemble in the

hall of the House of Representatives, with the President

of the Senate in the chair and the Speaker at his right.

Four tellers are appointed who canvass the electoral

vote and declare the result. The importance of the

transaction is so great that the two Houses are prac-

tically made the canvassing board. In case no one of

the candidates has received a majority of all the elec-

toral votes, the House of Representatives proceeds im-

mediately to elect a President by ballot from the three

highest on the list of those who have received electoral

votes. In the event of an election in the House, each

State is entitled to cast only one vote=

The House as well as the Senate may sit in secret

session, and in former times it occasionally did so, but

it has been many years since it held a session which was

not public. In 1811 the House passed a joint resolution

1G5
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relating to the Southern boundary, and this was thought

of sufficient importance to justify a secret session. The
resolution was sent by a committee of two members to

the Senate, which received them in secret session and

passed the resolution with an amendment which was
concurred in by the House, again behind closed doors,

and a confidential message announcing the fact was
sent to the Senate. This secrecy was continued to the

point even of receiving in secret the message of the Pres-

ident announcing his approval of the resolution. This

illustrates how theoretically there may be ground for a

secret session of the House, but it is of greater value to

show the difference between that time and the present.

If such a proceeding were attempted to-day, the resolu-

tion would no sooner be introduced than it would be re-

ported by some enterprising newspaper correspondent,

and, if its exact terms were not known, there would be

such an exaggeration of its import that publicity would

at once be required in order to allay popular apprehen-

sion or, if by any chance the secret should be kept until

the resolution had passed the House, some member of

the secret committee would be likely to be interviewed

on his way to the Senate. Secret sessions of Congress

to-day are in effect impossible. Executive sessions of

the Senate are, as we have seen, held in secret, but, al-

though that body is much smaller than the House, the

proceedings of these sessions upon any matter of general

public concern are usually known before the doors are

opened. Three-quarters of a century ago the Senate

and the House used to exchange confidential messages,

but this practice has long been abandoned, and for

many years their negotiations have been carried on in
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the cold light of publicity. In IS 13 IVcsidoiit Tyler
sent a confidential message to the House which wan
not entered upon the journal, but since that time the

House has received no secret communications from the

President, and the pubhc now has the opportunity, no
longer rare, of reading messages that proceed from tlie

Executive.

There occasionally arise difTcrences between the

Houses and the President. So far as they relate to

vetoes of proposed legislation, they are entirely normal

and in line with the Constitution, and involve merely

differences of opinion as to the expediency of enacting

particular bills. The veto in the early history of the

government was rarely used, but during the last half

century it has been very often employed. A vetoed bill

is put upon its passage, and the vote must be taken by

yeas and nays. If it receives a two-thirds vote of both

Houses, it thereupon becomes a la\v, and if it does not

receive such a vote it finally fails. Sometimes, how-

ever, differences have occurred, where the Houses have

resented some action upon the part of the Executive

as an infringement upon their prerogative. President

Tyler, in 1842, sent a message to the House protesting

against the report of a House conamittee which criticized

one of his messages. The House thereupon resolved

that while "it is and ever will be ready to receive from

the President all such messages and communicatii)ns

as the Constitution and laws and tlie usual course of

public business authorize him to transmit to it, yet it

cannot recognize any right in him to make a formal

protest against votes and proceedings of this sort." On

March 28, 1834, the Senate passed a resolution practi-
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cally accusing the President of usurpation, and on

April 17 President Jackson sent to the Senate a protest

against the resolution. The Senate subsequently passed

the resolution of which the House resolution to which

I have just referred is in effect a copy. This action

by the Senate gave rise to the famous controversy which

culminated in the passage of the expunging resolution.

In 1868 the House voted to lay an obnoxious message

of President Johnson upon the table.

At the opening of the present session* the President

sent his regular annual message to the two Houses,

which contained a passage reflecting upon the motives

of members of Congress in voting upon a proposition,

relating to the employment of the secret service men
connected with the Treasury Department. A special

committee was created by the House to consider the

portion of the message referred to, and, after an in-

vestigation and the passage of a resolution to which

the President replied by a further message, the House
voted that the obnoxious portions of the message be

laid upon the table, which is the legislative way of

consigning a document to the waste-basket. The
Senate also adopted an order for an investigation, but

its committee has not yet made a formal report.

Collisions of this sort are fortunately very rare.

The Constitution makes each House the final judge of
j

the election, qualifications, and returns of its members,!

and as a result of such broad powers exercised by bodies!

under partisan control, the precedents sometimes show!

questionable decisions. These precedents are not uni-j

* December, 1908.
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formly of value to the student of the hiw of eh'ctions.
During the period of reconstruction the decisions of
committees were based upon com! it ions, far from
normal, and the law was stretched in the attempt
to meet a very exceptional situation. But as a rule
the law governing contested cases is now fairly api)lic(l.

The election committees of b(jth Houses are usually
composed of able lawyers and for nearly two decades
it has been rather the exception for contests to be
decided upon purely party lines. Conditions wouM
probably be improved somewhat, if a special oath
v/ere administered to the members of the conunittees

to try the cases upon the law and the evidence.

Members of both Houses are prohibited from holding

any other office under the United States during their

continuance in the office of member. In the early days

of Congress a member from New York joined a militia

company in the District of Columbia and was elected

as one of its officers. At the most, the office wa.s nom-
inal, with few emoluments or duties. He accepted,

and it was held that he thereby resigned his position as

a member of the House. The precedent estai)lish(Ml in

that case has been almost invariably followed in time

of peace. In time of war, the constitutional rule has

not been so strictly enforced. During the Spanish War,

the Judiciary Committee of the House found that four

members of the House had accepted commissions in

the army and had thereby vacated their seats as Rep-

resentatives, and it reported a resolution declaring the

seats vacant. The House avoided passing upon the res-

olution by declining to consider it, and the membrrs,

although acting clearly in defiance of the constitutional
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provision, were permitted to retain their seats. It is

held that visitors to military and naval academies,

regents and directors of public institutions appointed

under the law from the Senate and House, are not

officers within the meaning of the Constitution.

The proceedings of the Houses are supposed to be

published verbatim in the Congressional Record. The
debates for the first thirty-five years were printed in a

condensed form in the Annals of Congress. At the

end of that time a system was inaugurated which in

the course of time resulted in finally establishing the

present system of having, or at least appearing to have,

the debates reported verbatim. The Record, however,

does not show with entire exactness the proceedings

of the House. Sometimes speeches are printed under

special leave given by the House, which were never deliv-

ered upon the floor ; and sometimes members edit

their remarks in such a way as radically to change

their character. Strictly, it is not in order to do this,

and in some instances the attention of the House has

been called to the matter, and it has ordered the

stenographic report inserted, especially when any other

member had been in any way affected by the change.

According to the spirit of the rule, the record should

show the proceedings of the House with a fair latitude

to members to correct any inaccuracies of fact or verbal

errors, and it has been a common practice in the case

of personal controversies to permit language to be

modified with the consent of the members especially

concerned, if no change were made affecting anything

spoken by another member. The official stenographers

are not permitted to report anything beyond the pro-
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ceedings of the House, and when ii candichito for the
presidential nomination who had formerly been a
member of the House came upon tlie floor, and wa,s

applauded upon his side, and the Uecord uynm the

next day contained a statement of tlic fact, the ref-

erence to the affair was ordered to be expunKcd.

Sometimes magazine articles and even entire books

have been pubhshed in the Record under leave to

print. More than one effort has been made to re-

strict the Record to the actual reporting of the debates

and to the transaction of the business of the two Houses.

The Senate does not give its members leave to print

speeches, but it is very liberal in permitting them to

print extracts from books, documents, and other j)ub-

lications which have not been read in debate. It has

especially attempted to prohibit the printing of speeches

not actually delivered, and once passed a resolution to

that effect, but it w^as never acted upon by the House.

In addition to their work in connection with com-

mittees and the various processes of legislation, tlic

members of both Houses are called upon to do a great

variety of work in attempting to meet the personal

wishes of individual constituents, and they are made

the agents for performing various offices the farthest

from legislative in character. They are certain to be

invited to secure better postal accommodations, to at-

tempt to expedite the action of the Pension Commis-

sioner upon applications for pensions under the general

law, to investigate the action of departments, especially

so far as it may affect the business of constituents,

and to give them information upon a wide range of

subjects. They also appoint cadets to the national
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military and naval academies. They are sure to be

called upon to indorse constituents for any office in

the gift of the government. In addition to these and

other departmental duties, they are made the distribu-

tors of public documents which are assigned in certain

numbers to members of both Houses, and it becomes

their duty to distribute these documents to the public

and usually among their constituents. Then a custom

has grown up of making a large appropriation each year

to purchase seeds, which are allotted to the members,

and each of them is called upon to send out thousands

of packages.

A Senator or member of the House is the only officer

of the national government at Washington with whom
the people usually come in personal contact, and as

a result there is illustrated, especially in what they are

called upon to do, the paternalism of government. An
association in a member's district desires to hear the

President or the Secretary of State speak, and the

member is given the opportunity to secure him. One

member was asked by a constituent w^ho was engaged

in the laudable work of improving live stock to secure

for him some young pigs of a certain breed. Another

was called upon to advise upon the best way to bring

up children. By a very questionable custom the mem-
ber is called upon by the Post Office department, if he

agrees with the politics of the administration, to rec-

ommend candidates for the post-offices in his district

;

and occasionally very enterprising constituents ask

his help to secure for them government contracts, al-

though at that point the line is usually drawn. This

"chore" work of members is by no means a new thing.
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nor is it peculiarly an American in.stitutit)n. It hiw

existed not merely ever since the founilation of our

own government, but, even in the time of Eihnunii

Burke, it seems to have been a wcll-sctllcd attriljutc

of a member of the House of Commons. Mr. Hurke

said that ''in the private business of m}- constituents

I have done very near as much as those who have

nothing else to do. ... I was not only your roj)n'-

sentative as a body ; I was the agent, the solicitor of

individuals ; I ran about wherever your affairs could

call me ; and in acting for you I often appeared rather

as a ship-broker, than as a member of parliament.

There was nothing too laborious, or too low for me to

undertake." And then followed a touch of rhetoric

which very likely appeared true to one of Burke's

powerful imagination, ''The meanness of the bu.'^inc.ss

was raised by the dignity of the object." Each

member is allow^ed a private secretary who is paiil a

respectable salary by the government, and it is only

with his assistance that the member is now able to do

all the work of the character to which I ha\-e just been

referring.

The rule requires that a member shall not vote upon

a measure in which he has a direct pecuniary intcn'st.

In this respect it only enjoins that which a proper

dehcacy would require him to do, regardless of any

rule, for there never was a sounder maxim than that

a man should not be a judge in his own case. It has

been held that the rule did riot dlsciualify one wlio

owned stock in a national bank from voting upon a

bill relating to banks, but that his interest sliould be

more du-ect, and not merely that of one of a class. It
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is not so easy, as might at first appear, to decide as

a practical question, where the hne should be drawn, at

which a member should not be permitted to vote, or

should refrain from voting, and it scarcely seems possi-

ble to draw any hard and fast rule. The interest

doubtless should be material. If the position were

taken that one should not vote where the result might

be to affect in the slightest degree the value of what

he had, it would be practically impossible to have a

member of either House who could vote upon some of

the measures brought before Congress, unless he were

qualified to take the poor debtor's oath. A general

revision of our tariff laws includes by name or by

general classification more than four thousand different

articles. They comprehend not merely the output of

mills and furnaces and shops, but the product of the

farm, the mine, and in fact they sweep through the whole

range of the commerce and industry of the United

States. They involve also the interests of men not

directly concerned in the tariff at all, except as they are

consumers. The product of the railroad, for instance,

which is transportation, cannot be the subject of pro-

tection by a tariff tax, but the railroads are vitally

concerned in the duty upon rails, and upon the other

articles which they purchase in great quantities. Of

the $110,000,000,000 of values which the country con-

tains to-day, there is scarcely a dollar which might not

theoretically be affected by imposing or raising some

duties or by lowering or taking off others. It is diffi-

cult to imagine a member so destitute that he might

not have some possible financial interest in a general

tariff bill, and if all such members were excluded from
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voting, there would be no Congress left to legislate.

But any honest man of the least good sense is not at

all likely to get upon doubtful ground. He will know
when he is in any danger of becoming, or of appearing

to become, an advocate of his own special concerns.

It was not the notion of the founders of our goNcrn-

ment that those who directed its operation should liave

no financial interests, and financial interests will inev-

itably be affected by governmental action. Tlu'v chose

as their first President George Washington, who was the

richest American of his time and probably owned nearly

as great a percentage of the wealth of the country as

does any American of our own day. They chose men

of substance to both Houses of Congress, and some

of the States imposed property qualifications upon

their highest officers. In Great Britain the constitu-

encies are so made up that interests are represented

as interests. Many districts are inevitably repre-

sented by working-men. The landed interests have

their representatives, as have the seats of learning and

the financial and commercial classes. And one thing,

it seems to me, may fairly be said in favor of this

system. It adds to the representative character and

efficiency of the British House of Commons, as well

as to the stability of the British government. If, in

America, we could have the same broad representa-

tion ; if we could have industrial and financial captains

like Morgan and Carnegie, labor leaders like Gompers

and Mitchell, railroad builders like Hill and Harriman,

with a sprinkling of men chosen by the universities as

in England— our Congress would certainly not be a

weaker body, and it would perhaps more fully epitomize
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the nation, represent its industrial and social life, and

we should have representative government in even a

truer sense than that in which it now exists. Where
all classes are directly represented, the whole circle of

fact will be known, and one class will not be so likely

to fatten upon the others.

To one who can see nothing but graft above the

horizon of our politics, it will doubtless appear wrong

that a man holding a responsible government office

should have property, because he may seek to use the

governmental machine to make his interest greater.

Oftentimes members have not only refrained from vot-

ing where their financial interests might be affected,

but have even voted against their interests. If we are

to proceed upon the theory, in which I certainly do not

believe, that financial self-interest will be the dominat-

ing motive in determining the action of public repre-

sentatives, the man who has nothing is as likely to vote

to improve his condition as the man who has some-

thing. The representation in that case should not be

made up from the single non-property-owning class, but

should be taken in due proportion from all classes, so

that the warfare of society should be reflected in legis-

lative bodies and fought out there. It would be a

policy of very doubtful wisdom to make the member-
ship innocent of any personal stake in the great in-

dustrial and financial affairs of the country or in its

prosperity, and in that respect the membership of the

two Houses is to a fair degree representative. Both
Houses contain men of wealth, but it is quite the ex-

ception to have a member who is enormously rich.

The greater number of the members are in moderate
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circumstances and not a few of them are poor. They
are a part of the mdustrial and social fal)ric which

they represent. As a rule, legislation which would In?

detrimental to the mass would be detrimental to them,

and legislation which would improve the condition of

the country would correspondingly benefit them.

Two things in the British system have tended strongly

to impart an aristocratic character to the structure of the

House of Commons. The members receive no salary,

and, except in cases where they represent some particular

interest which contributes to their support, it is neces-

sary for them to have independent means. The (jthcr

circumstance that tends to the same end, and is akin

to the cause I have just indicated, is the great cost of

an election which, according to a recent parliamentary

return, has averaged at a general election more than

$10,000 for each seat. With us the annual salary of

$7500, while not sufficient to maintain any degree of

state, will enable the average member to Wvv resjwct-

ably, supplemented as it is by the use of an oflice, a

liberal allowance for stationery and travel, and the

payment of a secretary. The average expense of an

election relatively to that in England is very small.

Except in rare instances, where some rich man attempts

to buy a seat, or in a few locahties where there are ex-

orbitant assessments for the local campaign chests, it

is probable that the average cost of an election to a

member of the House of Representatives does not ex-

ceed $1500. And in making the comparison it must

be borne in mind that the average constituency here

is very much larger than in Groat Brit am.

It might be supposed, in view of this difTerence
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between the two systems, that we should have a House
both pohtically and socially more representative of

the American people, than is the British House of

Commons of the British people, but it is quite certain

that such a conclusion would not be correct. Using

the term ''classes" as synonymous only with divisions

of population, there are large classes that have few or

none of their members in our representation. With
twelve millions of negroes, who are not merely inhabit-

ants but citizens, there is not one in either Senate or

House. With large armies of working-men there are

very few in Congress, although the House of Commons
has a considerable party of them. The English sys-

tem, as we have seen, secures representation to classes

by the diverse character and size of constituencies. It

would probably add to the efficiency of our House of

Representatives if it were not made up so largely of a

membership of a single tone. The profession of the

law is apt to give the kind of reputation, which most

often results in an election to Congress, and a large

proportion of the membership of the two Houses is

made up of lawyers. If there were more farmers,

more important business men, more artisans and mem-
bers of labor organizations, more railroad builders, the

vast interests of the American people would have a

more intelligent and a broader representation.

The work of electioneering is undoubtedly more
arduous here than in England. Our population is

much more scattered and some single congressional

districts comprehend many thousand square miles of

territory. Our campaigns are much longer, and the

endurance of candidates is often taxed to the utmost.

!
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Our peculiar conditions sometimes invite mcthotls mom
or less spectacular and, as it is usually the except iunul

that gives the hostile critic his basis for generalization,

sweeping deductions from isolated cases liave at times

been made against us. But every free nation, I sup-

pose, has its own characteristic faults or excesses in

politics, and if we do not recognize our own, and often

whether we do or not, we may be sure some good friend

of ours in another country, with the smugness that

good friends often show, will point them out for us.

This process is not always agreeable, and it easily

provokes reprisals. A very British writer, in a lively

study of our politics which he recently made, reached

the conclusion that they were decidedly vulgar. I

imagine we should readily grant that in many things

we are behind our brethren across the sea. But, to

illustrate the ease with which reprisals may be made,

we may admit that we have not yet doveloi)ed that

finished and delicate system, under which political

meetings are broken up by women throwing carrots

and cabbages at the heads of the speakers, and retain-

ing possession of a captured hall by chaining the scats

to their fair persons. Quite likely there is some room

for improvement in both countries.



CHAPTER XI

Results

And now having outlined the general processes and

the working of the legislative machine, we come to con-

sider some of the results. If we are concerned chiefly

about the right of free-speech, as so many critics are,

it will comfort us to know that the Fifty-ninth Con-

gress, which is the last completed Congress, produced

in the speech-making line enough to fill some 14,000

of the large pages of its Record. About one hundred

ordinary volumes, therefore, would measure the magni-

tude of the gifts of that single Congress to the literature

of eloquence, of which it would probably be optimistic

to say that a single volume would for one generation

survive the assaults of envious time. But, instead of

considering the utterances of individual members, let

us turn to the joint expressions of the two Houses

which are seen in the formal enactments of law.

Here also, considering now simply the mass, and not the

quality, of its output, one fails to find any evidence of

inefficiency in the working of the legislative machine.

To express the result in terms of numbers and bulk, the

Congress to which I have referred, in its two brief years

of life, gave to the country seven hundred and fifty

public laws and some six thousand more of a private

180
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character. The public laws alone fill a groat volume,
sufficient in size to contain the laws necessary for the
regulation of the whole universe, according to the
notions prevailing a century ago. Wlicn wc bear in

mind that each Congress is even more diligent at law-
making than its predecessor, we may get some notion of

the rapidity with which we are drifting. And not
merely the great legislative mill at Washington, but the

lesser mills at Albany and Boston and at more than forty

other capitals are grinding out laws. The shelves of

our libraries are already groaning under the burden of

statutes, and the product of a few decades of our present

activity will be so enormous as easily to surpiuss one's

ability to comprehend it. We are a great manufacturing

people, and we delight to express our industrial achieve-

ments in terms that dazzle the unagination. But wo
easily lead the w^orld not only in the quantity of iron

and other material things we produce ; we lead it also in

the bulk of our law^s. Many of these laws, state and

national, are of a penal character, with penalties often

of great severity, and in some instances, with their arti-

ficial standards, conscience affords no guide to one who
is ignorant of their provisions. Only the very few can

be familiar with the multitude of these statutes, and the

mass of men necessarily know httle or nothing about

them. The crimes they create would in some cosqh be

the natural expressions of a benevolent heart, and law-

breaking becomes unavoidable even among those who

are best disposed. The aspiiation to multijily penal

laws is a characteristic trait of a free and inventive

people. With the ingenuity to devise legislative nos-

trums to cure the supposed defects in the work of na-
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ture, and the freedom to prescribe them, man's natural

powers are more and more restramed by statute. He
is endowed with statutory virtues, and finally the puny,

statute-made creature ceases to stand in the image of

God, whose place as Creator the law-making agency has

attempted to usurp. We have reached that temper,

for the moment only, let it be hoped, when nothing

seems so galling as real freedom, and when society must

have its fetters, even if they are self-imposed. If the

books of the Sibyl were law books, one can well under-

stand how their value increased as their number dimin-

ished. And unless we shall speedily come to realize

the truth of what Burke said, that repeal is more

blessed than enactment, we shall, by the chains that we
are constantly forging, reduce ourselves to a state of

slavery, or at least reach a condition where government

takes the place, not merely of the father and mother,

but of the Deity, also. There is one characteristic of our

national penal statutes to be noted, and that is the sever-

ity of the penalties, which as a rule are greater than

those of our more intelligent States. In some instances

where the offense may be merely technical, and in cases

of possible ignorance without any moral turpitude, the

minimum sentence the court is permitted to impose

is a long term in prison.

In looking at the results of the work of Congress, there

is another feature deserving of attention, and that is the

facility with which it has recently spent money. To
the social reformer, zealously seeking to manipulate the

legislative machinery to accomplish his ends, the subject

of governmental finance is indeed vulgar. And yet a

scrupulous care for finance underlies the foundation,
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not merely of an honest character in iiulividiuils, Ijut

of honest and efficient governineiit. A disregard of it

has scattered distress and want, caused rebellions, and
led to the destruction of great nations. Lord Roscbcry

never uttered a truer word than that thrift lay at the;

bottom of most of the great fortunes of the world, and
that care and prudence in money matters had gone to

the making of great empires. Thrift has ahnost invari-

ably been a prime quality of statesmen of the lirst rank,

of rulers like Washington and Frederick and Napoleon.

The appropriations of money by Congress now reach

a total of something more than a billion dollars each

year. In making a comparison between the budgets of

this and of foreign nations, to get a basis for per capita

expenditures, it is important to bear in mind the im-

portant part in government performed by our States

and municipalities. These impose ui)on themselves

the taxes necessary to support the public schools, to

build and maintain the streets and highways of the

country, to support the courts which try the great

mass of civil and criminal cases, to maintain the police,

to secure protection against fire, to provide playgrounds

and parks, and to perform generally the far greater

number of the functions usually discharged by govern-

ment. The national defense, which our strength and

our isolation should render a simple task, and the few

great common concerns, which cannot adequately be

cared for by the States, represent the jurisdiction that

properly belongs to the central authority. And to get

the money necessary to discharge these duties, the fe<I-

eral government is rapidly galloping through all the

available fields of revenue. Omitting the charge for
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pensions, which were chiefly the result of the Civil War,

and which should diminish as the war recedes from us

into the past, the expenses of our national government

have more than doubled in the last dozen years. We
are supposed to be free from the burdens of militarism,

and yet our military establishment costs vastly more

than that of any other nation. The military expense

is represented by pensions which are a burden entailed

by past wars, and the army and navy appropriations.

The pension bill has already passed the House carry-

ing more than $160,000,000; the naval bill carries

$135,000,000, an amount pretty sure to be increased

by amendments in the Senate ; and the army bill is to

follow with easily $100,000,000 more. Our total war

bill is now $400,000,000 each year.* France and

Germany, side by side, with a military rivalry stimu-

lated by almost innumerable past wars, and with then-

enormous standing armies, have long been held out to us

as representing the evils of militarism, and yet this repub-

lic, guarded and protected by the two great oceans, has

a larger war bill than both those countries combined.

It is quite the common thing to look with favor upon

projects which are far from governmental in their

character, and many of our expenses present an extrava-

gance which no prudent man would tolerate in his pri-

vate business. Popularity is purchased by a profuse

giving and spending, and those officers who have shown

an honorable parsimony concerning the public funds do

not as a rule commend themselves to the public favor.

Perhaps the most striking drift in our government is

* This was said of the last session of the Fifty-ninth Congress.
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seen in the tendency to concentrate iiutliority at Wash-
ington. This tendency is in jmrt a nat ural consequence

of the revolution in methods of communication and
transportation, and in part it is a stimulated and arti-

ficial tendency. These improved methods have greatly

enlarged the radius of action of the individual, and have

imposed a necessity of broadening to an extent the .scope

of uniform law. But this revolution has been accom-

plished, and the perfected results have been rcachccj,

under the stimulus and the regulation of state law.

The railroad and the telegraph are scarcely modern, and

the telephone in its effective form must be regarded as the

gift of the last century. The degree of centralization,

which we have recently attained, is in part the outcome

of spasmodic action and by no means wholly the result

of the pressure of changed conditions. A concentra-

tion of influence at Washington may lead to the ojxTa-

tion of a vast and far-reaching governmental machine,

and there is every temptation to the men who wish to

"do things" to set it in motion.

The conditions to which I have referred have been

used rather to force an ill-considered and unnecr.-.-an

invasion upon the ancient rights of the States, which

as a rule have been exercised with moderation, and yet

with results so beneficial upon progress and expan.»ion as

nowhere else to find a parallel. That progress and ex-

pansion have already been checked as the result of a

forced extension of federal authority. With the creation

of new industrial agencies of marvellous potency, the

quickening of enterprise, and the bewildering accunni-

lation of wealth, it was inevitable that abuses should

appear. But to maintain that these abuses were inci-
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dent to the system of state, rather than of federal

control, imposes a burden not lightly to be assumed.

One would need to forget the colossal grants of the

public lands, and, on the darker side, the Credit

Mobiher. There is seen this tendency to draw author-

ity to Washington, and, after it is drawn there, we see

the further tendency toward a dislocation of power as

between the executive and legislative departments of

the government. It must be admitted that there is

an efficiency to one-man power, if by efficiency is

meant quick action with or without deliberation. But
it is a truism to say that the first requisite of a good

government is not simply to move, but to move safely.

It is in politics as Horace said it was in letters
;
you

steer too broadly away from one vice and you run into

its opposite. Those who are impatient at the delayed,

even though matured, action of representative govern-

ment, who are looking wholly at celerity of action, lose

sight entirely of the fundamental evils of autocracy. A
President undeniably has power enough already, without

usurpation, to permit him to become dangerous to any

system of law, especially if Congress or the States shall

loosely hold any of the powers which our system con-

templates they should exercise.
]

Our history has repeatedly shown that the tremen-

dous power, that comes from the filling of offices, enables

the President practically to control the nominations

of his party under the caucus and convention system,

and that as a rule it is the more effective for this pur-

pose, the more unscrupulously it is employed. If we
add to this the power that may come from inquisition

into the business affairs of the private citizen through
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an extreme extension of the national insjKH-tor sy.stoin,

we put into the hands of a Prositient the infiilhhle

means of exercising supreme control of his party. The
two would ideally supplement each other, and we should

have both a system of rewards and a system of punish-

ment. With many loosely defined statutory crimes,

and a great enginery of prosecution in the hands of one
unscrupulous man, the petty pilfering of the ordinary

political grafter would soon become hisignificant.

Then would begin to dawn again the era of corruption

on a grand scale, when men would purchase imnuiiiity

by enormous campaign gifts and by political obsofpii-

ousness to a personal will, and we should have an ideal

system for levying political blackmail.

The world has been experimenting for many centuries

with systems of government, but the old issues con-

stantly recur between autocratic and representative gov-

ernment. An elected President is, of course, represen-

tative, but he is representative as an executive merely,

and as to the very limited participation which the Con-

stitution gives him in the work of legislation. The

question whether he shall strictly confine himself to

the exercise of those powers which are his according to

the spirit of the Constitution, or shall wield all doubtful

powers and, through the great authority of his office,

coerce or influence the members of the other depart-

ments to do his will, and disarrange the balance created

by the Constitution, raises the old issue between auto-

cratic personal government on the one hand and repre-

sentative constitutional government on the other.

The President is chosen by all the States and the

Senators and Representatives by separate States or
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constituencies. The claim of President Jackson that

the President was the direct representative of the whole

people is to-day very often heard. Webster denounced

the claim, at the time it was first put forth, as untrue

and dangerous, and said that there are ''no other direct

or immediate representatives of the people in this gov-

ernment than the members of the House of Representa-

tives." The President, however, is the only officer

chosen by the whole country, and it is implied that he

is the only officer representing the whole of it and with

a duty to the whole. But the high and sanctioned

view of the proper function of a member of either

House of Congress clearly is that he has a primary

duty to act for the interests of the whole country.

The first obligation of a member of Congress is not

to his immediate constituency. The picture of the

duty of a representative painted by Edmund Burke in

his speech to the electors of Bristol remains a true one

to this day. Speaking of his duty upon a certain

measure as between England and Ireland, he said, *'I

was bound tp serve both Kingdoms": and again:

''I did not obey your instructions ... I am to look

indeed to your opinions but to such opinions as you
and I must have five years hence. I was not to look

to the flash of the day. I knew that you chose me in

my place, along with others, to be a pillar of the State,

and not a weathercock on the top of the edifice, exalted

for my levity and versatility, and of no use but to in-

dicate the shiftings of every fashionable gale."

Undoubtedly this elevated ideal is not generally real-

ized in practice. No ideal of the performance of the

duties of a public office, even of the highest one, usually
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is realized. But Burke's ideal was the true one. In llio

framing of our tariff bills it is true that t ho Representa-
tive or the Senator is apt to consider too much the
particular interests of his State or constituency. ThLs
special representation is often carried to a fault. \ha
those measures are so much of a coni])roniise character

that the President usually receives them as a whole,

and no general tariff bill has ever been vetoed. But
with regard to the mass of important measures that

come before Congress, the members are practically un-

trammeled so far as local interests are concerned, and
their duty at least is clear that as to all measures they

should consider the whole country. But even if the

influence of local interests may prevent the individual

member from speaking for the whole country, after the

clashing of localities and sections and the balancing of

interests, the House as a whole speaks, and, more nearly

than any other organ of government, it utters the col-

lective voice of the Nation. In these times no one man
is great enough to do that.

Under a system of one-man power it would Ijc nuicii

easier for gentlemen desiring to have something done by

government to rush to Washington and have it done

quickly. As I have said at another time, were the gov-

ernment imaged in one man, it would be likely to reflect

all the extreme qualities of the man. It is much safer to

secure an average by having policies filtered through

some hundreds of representatives after a due amount

of dehberation. In the one case you will get the action

of a man; in the other case you are likely to get the

action of a nation. The experience of centuries has

worked out the parliamentary system in free govern-
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ment and has demonstrated its greater safety, both to

society as a whole and to individual freedom, than a sys-

tem of one-man government. Where enormous powers

are put in the hands of one, it is difficult to impose

practical limitations upon them. The power which is

concentrated and easily marshaled is more apt to in-

crease, than the power that is disseminated through a

vast machine, which cannot be at once set in motion.

Great ships should sail by the charts and not fantastic-

ally tack to catch every capful of wind. They should

leave that to the small craft of the sea. And a really

great nation can not move fitfully and by sudden

leaps, but, like civilization itself, it moves majestically

and resistlessly, bearing safely with it the interests with

which it is entrusted and accomplishing its high destiny.

The extension of the power of the Executive tends to

intensify a condition in our politics which is already too

much exaggerated. The enormous stake involved in the

election of a President tempts the parties to subordinate

all other considerations to that of availability alone. It

requires a great deal of advertising to impress an enor-

mous electorate like ours, and the man who can be the

most successfully advertised is the one likely to be nomi-

nated. This is seen in the frequency with which wej

have selected the military hero. In the civilized statesj

of Europe, statesmanship is thought to be an art which

requires special training, and an experience, more or less

successful as a soldier, is not considered the sole method
of demonstrating the fitness of a man to perform the

most responsible duties of the statesman. In England

no soldier has been chosen prime minister since the Duke
of Wellington, but in our country every successful
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candidate for the presidency, with a single exception,

from the time of the Civil War until the election held lu.st

November, was a miUtary hero; and when the people

could not find a great hero, they have sonietinies hccu

contented with a little one. We elected in November a

man with a distinguished experience in civil life, but our

stock of military heroes was running low. The neces-

sity for something spectacular, something that will ap-

peal to an enormous electorate, is one reason pcrhajxs

why the roll of Congress, bearing the names of humdrum
and plodding statesmen, is not, as Mr. Wilson says,

called when the candidate for the presidency is chosen.

A man who has done some "stunt," and who is at the

moment conspicuous or notorious, is the man ujjon

whom the choice is likely to fall, and fitness is strictly

subordinated to availability. Fitness is almost the last

quality looked for in choosing a candidate for Vice-

President, for he has sometimes been selected even to

give relief to the troubles of a party boss in some

great State.

The distribution of powers fixed by the Constitution

has demonstrated its value m securing the ends of gov-

ernment and in safeguarding individual freedom. And

notwithstanding the division into departments, we see as

a result of the workings of our institutions, not the dis-

cordant system which some critics have witnessed, but a

rational unity which falls much short, and should fall

much short, of the centralization of all power and respon-

sibility in a single organ of governm.ent. This unity

and harmony of action are only destroyed in those ca.<es

where different parties divide the control of difTeront

branches of the government, where, for example, the
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majority of one or both of the Houses of Congress are

chosen from one party, and the President is chosen from

another. But at a time of divided control, where a

matter really vital to the country arises, there has usu-

ally been found a majority, regardless of party, willing

to do the thing that the crisis demanded ; and as to the

so-called policies of parties and their proposed legisla-

tion, the country occasionally needs a rest from political

exploitation and thrives under it. The very fact that

there is a division in political control reflects a balanced

condition of public opinion upon the issues presented

to the people, and under any rational system of popular

government legislation should not be had until that

opinion should become pronounced.

And yet it would be well if the relations between the

executive and legislative departments could be made
more direct. The presidential message, established by
the Constitution has been very much overworked, and it

has fallen somewhat into disrepute, because it has been

used for purposes for which no state paper should ever

be employed. It has been not uncommonly used as a

method of making an appeal to the country under the

guise of a communication to Congress, and has even

been employed as a vehicle for delivering attacks upon
individual American citizens. If the immediate agents

of the Executive were upon the floor of one House or the

other to explain the details of proposals and were sub-

jected to questions, some of the evils of the present

system might vanish, and the relation between the two
departments might become more businesslike and efTec-

tive. At any rate, something would be gained if

friction should disappear, and if we should no longer
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have the Executive haranguing Congress and the hit tor

either replying in kind or treating messages with Hilent

contempt.

If a system could be devised, as has more than once
been proposed, which w^ould permit cabinet officors to

appear in both Houses of Congress, this unity might still

further be secured without the resulting concentration of

power ; but a scheme giving cabinet members a right to

vote in either House would not be possible under our

present constitutional system. A solution was proposed

in a bill introduced in the House of Representatives in

1865 by Mr. Pendleton, of Ohio, which was referred to

a select committee containing upon its membership

such notable men as Thaddeus Stevens, Justin S.

Morrill, Robert Mallory, and James G. Blaine. This

committee submitted a report which provided that

the heads of executive departments might occupy seats

upon the floor of the two Houses. The committee were

satisfied that Congress had the power to pass the bill.

The proposition was never called up in the House for

action. In the First Congress executive officers some-

times appeared upon the floor of one House or the other

and made statements of facts. The government of the

Confederate States was modeled after our National Cou-

stitution and was organized by men who had ))()rne a

conspicuous part in the government of theUnited States,

and the members of its Cabinet were admitted to take

part in the business of the Congress and might even be

members of it. The experiment is said to have worked

well, although the confederate government was so much

in the saddle that the project scarcely had a sufficient

trial.
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If the Cabinet were admitted to the two Houses, its

members should be the real executive officers of the

country, and not the mere agents of the President.

In that respect the system would have some decided

advantages. The headship of the state would be put

in a position of dignity, which it cannot entirely oc-

cupy if it has really to bear all responsibility for the

exercise of important political powers. It is impossible

to give to our President the immunity from criticism,

which ordinarily belongs to a king, and at the same

time the real power which is wielded by a prime min-

ister. In a popular government the exercise of power

must be subject to the freest criticism, and the greater

the power, the greater the freedom of criticism. So

long as the President is the real executive of the nation,

with a Cabinet whose members are not so much his

subordinates as his mere agents, there must be a

freedom of criticism greater than is consistent with

the dignity of the office. And then again, the duties

of the position are altogether too great and numerous
to be transacted by a single man. It would be better

if the Cabinet were to exercise more real executive

power, with the President having powers corresponding

to those of the President of the French republic. This

is the direction in which the American Constitution

would practically grow and develop from the very

necessity of the case ; either that, or in the direction

of autocracy. A Cabinet, strengthened at the expense

of the President, would not be so likely to exhibit

sensational or "yellow" government. More startling

effects can be produced where there is a concentration

of authority, more of a Homeric interest secured by
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having a single hero win the whole game, thuu by the
most perfect exhibition of team work.

Members of the Cabinet might under the Con><titulion

be admitted to the two Houses to take part in debate,

in the making of motions and in the general transac-

tion of business, without the power of voting. Such
privileges are now enjoyed by the territorial delegates

who have no constitutional status. Such a systcin

would in time be likely to result in the practical control

by them of the greater amount of the executive power,

and they might gradually acquhe an important influence

upon the course of business in the two Houses. At
least, it would secure a fuller exchange of confidence

between the executive and legislative dcjiartmcnts ; it

would tend to bring about a greater unity of action, and

when the House refused to sanction any given program

of the Cabinet, it would be after the fullest opportunity

for explanation. By the difference in our electoral

bodies— the House being chosen by constituencies by

a popular vote, the Senate by state legislatures, and

the President by the electoral college— our system

would still retain the checks against hasty or ill-con-

sidered action. It undoubtedly would result in an

improvement in our Cabinet. In England, a man, in

order to become a Cabinet oflBcer, unless he reaches the

position by the heredity route through the House of

Lords, must have been able to command the support

of a considerable portion of the people and have been

elected by a constituency to Parliament. It has almost

invariably been the case that he has had to maintain

himself at many successive elections in order to obtain

sufficient prominence to warrant his appointment to the
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Cabinet, except in the rare instances where the pos-

session of extraordinary parhamentary talents has been

at once displayed, as in the cases of Gladstone and Pitt.

But in this country there is now no need of such an

apprenticeship in the case of a cabinet officer. Under

the proposed system a cabinet officer would at least

need to be a man who possessed qualities to fit him

for leadership in a representative body, and he natur-

ally would be chosen from among those who had had

experience in either the House or the Senate, or who
had demonstrated in some other way the possession of

the kind of talent demanded.

The members of our Cabinet under the present system,

with their much narrower range of power, are quite often

taken from among men who have had no experience

whatever in the conduct of public affairs, or who have

never displayed any aptitude for them, and we have

had statesmen styled premiers and placed on a par with

members of the governing Cabinets of foreign countries,

who had never been even members of the legislatures

of their States nor been associated with the government

of their country. Such a system tends to the exploita-

tion of political parvenues ; and the mere "pusher," the

self-exploiter before a coterie of campaign managers,who
has put the party treasury under obligations, or who has

secured the personal favor of a President, has sometimes

found his way into these places. If the Cabinet became

a part of the parliamentary body, such appointments

as have sometimes been made would be impossible, and

we should be more likely to have a Cabinet composed of

men who had had parliamentary experience and a con-

nection with national affairs, and who also had talent
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for business administration. If the iitloriicx

for instance, were compelled to meet the la\ . : i

the House or the Senate concerning the method in

which he administered his office, or as a leader in the leg-

islation connected with it, the time would end when it

would be possible to have a second-rale lawyer put at

the head of the Department of Justice. There is one

obvious objection to the project which I have just

been considering. It would not work well where there

was a difference in politics between the President and

the majority in one or both of the Houses. The Presi-

dent, in case of hostile votes, would have no power to

order an election and secure a new Congress, and Con-

gress could not get rid of the Cabinet. The political

antagonism would continue until the end of the consti-

tutional term. The difference would be intensified

;

and the lot of a cabinet officer in a hostile IIou.se

would certainly not be a happy one.

The Senate has pow^ers of the very first order whieh

have been wielded by many of the greatest statesmen in

our history. It is a mighty conservative force in tlie

state. But in any determined struggle with another de-

partment, or branch of the government, it would be at

a great disadvantage because of its constitution. '\''>

give to the eighty thousand people of Nevaila the >anie

representation as to the nine millions of New York or

to the seven millions of Pennsylvania ; to give to one-

sixth of the population of the country the power to

choose the majority of the body, does such extreme

violence to any notion of political equality, a.s greatly

to impair its prestige in a democratic people and in the

most democratic era in the history of the world. And
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there is a vital defect in its procedure which tends to

make it scarcely as representative an institution as the

British House of Lords. Violence is done to the founda-

tion principle of our government, by putting it in the

power of a single member to bring about a paralysis of

all legislative functions and to prevent indefinitely the

other ninety-one members, and the House of Repre-

sentatives as well, from transacting the business of the

country. The two legislative organs of a great nation

must have a procedure which will permit a majority of

either in any crisis to assume the responsibility for per-

forming its great part in the necessary work of govern-

ment. Unless there shall be a rational reform in the

procedure of the Senate, that body is likely to face the

curtailment of the powers which it holds in trust for

the whole people, but which its present procedure ex-

poses to the grossest abuse.*

The Representatives are the only officers under the

national government directly chosen by the voters.

Their nearness to the people, the equality of their con-

stituencies, their control of the national purse if they

would but assert it, their very numbers, afford the ele-

ments to make of them a very great assembly, if not

the directing agency of the government. The House has

never lacked for men of capacity. It has not always

been conspicuous for men of courage. But from vari-

ous causes, and chiefly from lack of assertion and the

willingness of many of its members to become office

brokers soliciting favors from the President and at the

* The proceedings of the Senate during the last week of the

Sixty-first Congress demonstrate the necessity for a reform of

procedure.
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senatorial bar, it is to be regretted that it has too often

played a secondary part. More than once in (uir his-

tory, however, and notably in the Civil War period,

and in the years immediately following, it has shown

how naturally it could play a very great part in our

government. The House of Representatives is tlie

one organ of government, which by reason of its pop-

ular composition, its special powers, and the place

assigned it in the Constitution, is fitted to rescue the

country from the merciless tyranny of bureaus and

of some lawless President with whom Providence may
possibly afflict us, to save us from the spectacular rule

of some future autocrat, and to keep predominant in

our system the sway of representative governniont,

which is so necessary to the preservation of our national

safety, strength, and freedom.
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Note 1 (page 116).— The construction of the navy

is treated as a public work which has been undertaken

and the addition of one or more battleships is simply

in continuation of the work. This seems to be a

broad and an exceptional construction. It is held, for

instance, that an appropriation for a new lighthouse

tender is not in order, nor is an appropriation for a

new lighthouse or for a new naval dry-dock or for a

new armor-plate factory, even though on land already

owned by the government. Many years ago the

House established the practice of striking out of an

appropriation bill in Committee of the Whole such

portions as contained legislation other than appropria-

tions. Although it was held that a battleship may
be authorized on a general appropriation bill, it was

also held that a proposition to name one was out of

order, as the law already confided the power of naming

ships to the Secretary of the Navy. The River and

Harbor bill is not a general appropriation bill, and

therefore the prohibition of the rule is not against it.

Legislation which is germane may be proposed on a

River and Harbor bill.

The House may impose limitations on a general

appropriation bill which provide that no part of the

appropriation shall be used for certain specific pur-

poses. Such limitations, however, must be confined

to the money covered by the bill and not to moneys

to be appropriated by other acts. An amendment
that no part of the appropriation for the army shall

be available for an army over a certain size was held

to be a limitation and in order.
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Note 2 (page 160). — It was long ag(j insisted uix.n

that, where one House proposed an uniendment to :in

appropriation bill, which the other House firmly re-

sisted, the House proposing the anicndnicnt should

yield, on the ground that appropriations " in regard

to the propriety or extent of which the two Houses

find after deliberation that they still differ, should he

separate from those which both consider necessary to

the public service." This principle seems to be gen-

erally accepted. In 1896, Mr. Cannon declared that

the body proposing legislation should recede when the

other body will not assent ; and Senator Sherman, in a

discussion of the same report m the Senate, declared it

to be the custom of both Houses, when there was a

disagreement threatening to defeat an important appro-

priation bill, that the House proposing the amendment,

which was firmly resisted, ought to recede. In that

case, however, the Senate voted to insist on its amend-

ment and the House receded, the House preferring to

assent to the appropriations proposed by the Senate

rather than to risk the failure of the great Sundry

Civil appropriation bill.
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Government, Restraints found in

complex mechanism of. 20 ; pa-

ternalism of, 172 ; i.ssuea between
autocratic and representative, 187;

rational unity in workings of our,

191

Great Britain, National division in.

on questions of importance, 20

Habeas corpus, Suspension of writ of,

17

Hamilton, Alexander, on a treaty. 13

Hayne, R. Y., on power of Vice-

President in Senate. 150

Henderson, General. Cuban reciproc-

ity bill favored by. '!••'• •'•' '-^i

Hoar, Mr., on inv- >m-

mittees, 56; quot. r on

House prerogative, lt>3

Home Rule passed by CommonB
rejected by the Lords, 22

Home rule for Ireland the motive of

ParneU's tactics of obsfr; • • *'

House calendar. Bills ref« i

61, 62; order of busiii

the, 69 ; limited time for, 71

Uouse of Commons clashinR with

House of Lords. 22 ; not a govern-

ing body, 23 ;
governs the gov-

ernors, 25; historic procedure of
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introducing bills in the, 43 ; altera-

tion of Rules in, 53 ; adopted the

Committee of the Whole, 74;
quorum of, 79 ; new method of

procedure forced upon, by Parnell,

86, 87 ; cloture in, 87 ; dictum of

Speaker of, 87-88 ; made previous

question a cloture, 95 ; aristocratic

character of, 177 ; more represen-

tative than our House, 178
House of Lords antagonistic to

House of Commons, 22
House of Representatives on the Jay

treaty, 13-14; has sole power of

impeachment, 25 ; critical atti-

tude of, with reference to adminis-
tration, 25 ; conditional power of,

to elect a president, 26 ; must
originate all bills for revenue, 26

;

has partially resisted encroach-
ments of the Senate, 27-28

; pro-

cedure of, complicated and tech-

nical, 29 ; larger membership
of, imposed restraints on indi-

viduals, 29, 30 ; complexity of

practice of, 31 ; of First Congress
adopted rules, 31 ; each new, to

1860, adopted its own rules, 31

;

and since 1890, 32 ; an unorgan-
ized body when first session of a
Congress assembles, 33 ; term of

entire membership of, ends with
end of each Congress, 34 ;

pro-

cedure for organization of a new,
34-36 ; informs Senate, 36 ; joint

Committee sent to President, 36

;

objection to admission of members,
37 ; the Roberts case, 37-39

;

power of expulsion of a member,
39-40 ; not fully equipped till

committees are announced, 40

;

present practice of introducing
bills, 44-45 ; inquisitorial power of

the, 64 ; sometimes sits as Com-
mittee of the Whole, 77-78; size

of the hall of, forbids long speeches,

108 ; inattention to speakers in,

109 ; reduction in size of hall of,

109-10; conference committees,
158-60 ; controversies with Senate

over prerogatives, 161-64; Web-
ster on right of House to judge,
164 ; may sit in secret session,

165 ; refused to receive a protest
from President Tyler, 167; laid

message from President Johnson
on the table, 168 ; tabled portions
of a Roosevelt message, 168 ; not
representative of classes, 178

;

members of, only officers directly

chosen, 198 ; hopes from, 199
Hour rule, The, adopted, 100, 101

Ilbert, Sir Courtenay, on the business

of the House of Commons, 24-25,

26
Impeachment, Power of, rests in the

House, 25 ; trial for, belongs to the
Senate, 25

Income tax amendment to Wilson
tariff bill. Great speeches on the,

104
Individual, The, protected against

the government, 17 ; naeasurable

restraint upon, in departments, 24
;

must respect rights of others, 63
Individual freedom restrained in

House by large membership, 29-

30; retained in Senate, 30-31;
rights of, subordinated to rights of

House, 63, 65
Initiative, indi^-idual, Room for, 24
Inquisitorial power of the House, 64
Interest, Pecuniary, in measures, 173—

75, 176-77
Investigating committees, Mr. Hoar
on secret sessions of, 56

Jackson, Andrew, sent protest to

Senate against a resolution, 168
Jay, John, on a treaty, 13

Jay treaty. Controversy over the, 7

;

position taken by the House on
the, 13-14

Jefferson, Thomas, on procedure in

Parliament, 29 ; Parliamentary
manual of, 33 ; adopted by House,
33 ; prepared for the Senate, 148

Johnson, Andrew, Message from, laid

on table by the House, 168
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Johnson, Rcverdy, on question of
quorum, 78

Joint committees, Limited number
of, 55

Joint convention to canvass the
electoral vote, 165

Judicial appointments first consid-
ered by Senate Committee on
Judiciary, 55

Judiciary, Function of the, 3 ; inter-

prets the laws, 4 ; scope of judicial

power, 10

King, The, an ornamental figure-

head in England, 19
King, Mr., of Massachusetts, Reso-

lution of, against the question of

consideration, defeated, 72

Laws, how enacted, 2 ; two methods
of making, claimed, 7, 10 ; differ-

ent from treaties, 10 ; changes in

general, must be made directly,

115; bulk of, enacted, 180-82
Lawyers, Large number of, in Con-

gress, 178

Leaders of the House, Chairmen of

committees sometimes called, 46
Lee, Charles, on treaty superseding

law, 7

Legislation, Requisite, to give effect

to treaties, 16; object of, to obtain
results, 98

Legislative machine. Results of the,

180-84; in speech-making, 180;

in lawmaking, 180-82 ; in spend-
ing money, 182-84 ; in concen-

trating authority at Washington,
185-86

;
power of, from filling of

offices, 186-91

Legislative power, All, vested in

Congress, 5, 10, 16-17 ; compared
with the treaty-making power, 6-

10 ; restraint on, in a written

Constitution, 21 ; more direct

relations of, with executive desir-

able, 192
Life, liberty, and property not to be

taken without due process of law,

18

Limitation upon nmrndmrnt and
debate brouRht alxjui by filibmior-
ing. 88 ; of aiiicndincntfl, 1 1

1

Limitations imposed upon (\tuKT'-m
18

Macaulay on the English cabinet,
25

Mace, The, symlxil of authority, 77
McKinley, Win., moved voU- of

thanks to Speaker. 145
McLean, Justice, on noc(«dty for

lcKi.«lative sanction to a treaty
stipulation to pay money. 14

Majority, A, can pans a jfivon hill,

dcsjjite nppf).Kition, l.'{7

Marshall, Chief Ju.stice, on relation of

legislature to a treaty. 14

Measures, Inequality amonK. created
by rules, 24 ; aristocracy of, (VJ

Member, No, may speak more than
an hour without 1< uve. 10(>-i ;

must not refer to procccclinRSof tho

other House, 107 ; mu.sl not men-
tion another by name, 107-8;

any, can object to unanimous con-

sent, 137; other powers of. 137;

must not vote on njeiujurcH in

which he is pecuniarily interested,

173-75
; primary duty of. to whola

country, 188

Members, No aristocracy of, fi3

;

office building for, 109 ; excluded

from cabinet positions. 126; each

House the final judge of election

of its members. 168-69; pro-

hibited from holding any other

U. S. office during term. 169-70;

work of, for constituents, 171-7.'l

Membership, Questions concerning.

privileged, 64

Memorials, All, referred to stand-

ing committees, 45
Militarism, The burdens of, 1H4

Military hero. The, the candidate for

President, 191

Millennium, A statutorj', 21

Minorities compel limitation of their

rights by obstruction, M, N8

Minority members of committeoii.
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Rights of, to report, 59 ; selected

by the minority leader, 133

Money, Enormous appropriations of,

182-84

Morning hour, The, 66, 67; for

reports, abolished, 68 ; Speaker
Reed made, of indefinite length,

68-69 ; in the Senate, 151-52

Motion to adjourn, 118

Motion to excuse. Abuse of, 91

;

abolished, 92
Motion to lay on the table, 118

Motion to postpone, 118

Motion to recommit, Common use of,

119
Motion to reconsider. Importance of,

on a close vote, 119-20

Motion to refer, 118

Motions, Skilful use of, in parlia-

mentary contests, 120

Nation, How the, enacts laws, 2

;

House utters the voice of the, 189

National defense. Cost of the, 183-84

National inspector system. Results

of a, 187

National penal statutes. Severity of

our, 182

Navy bills in charge of Committee on
Navy Affairs, 49

Negroes, No, in Congress, 178

Obstruction, 85-92 ; by breaking a

quorum, 85 ; debate, di\asions and
other dilatory motions, 85 ; has

one of two objects, 85-86 ; Parnell

in Parliament, 86-87 ; forms of

cloture, 87-88 ; filibustering

checked by limitation upon amend-
ment and debate, 88 ; unnecessary
roll-calls, 89 ; met by special or-

ders, 89-90 ; led to curtailment of

rights of the minority, 90-91

;

fihbustering through motion to

excuse, 91-92
OflSces, Power that comes from filling,

186
One-man power. Efficiency of, 186

;

evils of, 187 ; action of a, 189

;

likely to increase, 190

Opinioos, Groups of, in United States,

20
Order cannot be enforced in Com-

mittee of the Whole, 77
Order of business, 61-73 ; necessity

for, 62-63 ; evolution of privilege,

63 ; how bestowed, 64-65 ; right

to report carries right of considera-

tion, 66 ; rule for, 32, 66-67 ; re-

sult of long development, 67

;

growth of the, 67-68 ; the morn-
ing hour, 66, 67, 68-69 ; under the

House calendar, 68-69 ; inter-

rupted by unanimous consent, 70
chief exceptions to general, 70-71

House not a slave to its own, 71

established by the rules, 135-36

Organs of government, State and
national, 11

Panama Canal under jurisdiction of

Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, 51

Parliament must vote money required

to carry out treaties, 16 ; conducted
on the committee system, 58

Parliamentary existence, the first

condition of, Mr. Gladstone on,

87, 91

Parliamentary law based on rules

and precedents, 29
Parliamentary struggle, Govern-
mental control often hangs on a,

23

Parnell, Charles S., as an obstruc-

tionist, 86 ; brought cloture into

Parliament, 87
Partisan struggle constant, 23-24

Partisanship should not govern con-

sideration of many public meas-
ures, 58

Party responsibility, Definite, neces-

sary, 2 ; brought about, 24
Paternalism of government, 172

Payne tariff bill changed by Senate,

112 n.

Pendleton, Mr., Bill of, giving seats

to Cabinet officers in both Houses,
193

Pensions, Cost of, 184
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Petition for redress of grievances,
Right of, not to be abridged,
17

Petitions, Presentation of, 67-68

;

received by the Clerk, 68; in the
Senate, 151-52

Philippine tariff bills, 48
Points of order reserved when appro-

priation bills are referred to Com-
mittee of the Whole, 116

Porto Rican tariff bill, 48
Post-office appointments under juris-

diction of Senate Post-office Com-
mittee, 55

Post-office bill in charge of Com-
mittee on Post-ofSces and Post-
roads, 49

Powers, Definite allotment of, among
departments, 25 ; critical, of Sen-
ate and House, 25-26

Powers, legislative and executive.

Exceptional distribution of, 19
partially blended in England, 19
exercised by the same men, 19

advantage of division of, 21 ; re-

moves dramatic interest from pro-

ceedings of Congress, 22
Precedents and customs the chief

law of both Houses, 33
President, Executive power vested

in the, 4, 5 ; and the Senate, 5

;

given power to make treaties, 6

;

way provided for, to communicate
with Congress, 18 ; power of veto

given to, 18 ; serves out his term,

23 ; may act with each House in a

constitutional way, 24 ; disre-

spectful allusions to, in debate,

forbidden, 106-7 ; Chief Justice

presides at trial of, for impeach-
ment, 157; at mercy of Senate,

157-58 ; has power enough al-

ready, 186 ; danger of increasing,

186-91 ; representative as an
executive 187 ; constitutional pow-
ers of, 187; not a direct representa-

tive of the whole people, 188 ; the

military hero, 191

President of Continental Congress
a mere moderator, 124

Press, Lawn abridKing fr«wlonj of ihf.
prohibited, 17

Prevcuting of lf»{i«lation. 86
Previous quefltion. not ordered io

Cominittoo of the Whole. 78;
development of the, HH. 03-00;
to remove a qucxtion fr^im mn-
sideratiou, 93; old r„rm of. VM

.

debatable in Contincntul Congrtiw!
on the main (|uc.ition, IH ; nlo
changed to no di'bnte on ord<nii({,

94; established as a cloture, m-
95; attempt to abolish the, n;,

.

not effective and contrndirtory
rulings, 95; rule of 1H40 ended
debate, 96; rule of 1860. 90;
present practice. 90-97; ruta off

further amendments. 97 98; a
remedy for general debate. 99

Private business, Every Friday aet
aside for, 70

Private calendar, Friday the day for

bills on the, 136
Privilege among meaauren. 63 ; hijth-

est, attaches to Committee on
Rules, 63-04 ; nexttoni ' -

'

64 ; to raising of mono\
priations, 64; to revolt

volving inquisitorial powers of

House, 64; to several commi tteea.

64-65 ; bills having, 66 ; must have
recognition, 136; no general, in

the Senate, 152

Privileges wrung from soveTcign by
conditional grant. 119

Problem of our government, The. 2

Procedure, 1-2 ; of House more com-
plicated than that of Senate, 29;

highest privilege to queationa of,

63; of Senate. 147-58

Public opinion in Great Britain. 19;

and in United States. 20

Public works in progress defined. 116

Pure foods and drugs, Meaaurea re-

lating to, 51

Quorum, Rule for counting a,

changed, 32 ; a majority of each

House a, 78 ;
practice during Civil

War, 78 ; latest ruling in the Houae.
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78-79 ; how presence of, is ascer-

tained, 79-80; Speaker Reed's
ruling on, 81-82, 143 ;

present but
not voting, 82-84 ; breaking of,

a favorite method of obstruction,

85, 88

Raising money a matter of high

privilege, 64
Randall-Carlisle controversy over

question of recognition, 138

Randolph, John, opposed the ques-

tion of consideration, 71-72 ; ap-

peal of, sustained, 94 ; in conflict

with Henry Clay over previous

question, 95
;
given to long speeches,

101

Readings, Three, of bill or joint reso-

lution required, 101-2, 152-53

Recess, Motion for a, made a pri\a-

leged question, 89 ; chairman of

Committee of the Whole may
declare a, 90

Reciprocity agreements under Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, 48

Recognition, Speaker's right regard-

ing, 100, 128-29, 135-36; on
suspension days, 137 ; Carlisle-

Randall letter on, 138

Record vote, how secured, 119

RedUch, Professor, on alteration of

Rules in House of Commons, 53
Reed, Mr., Populist, objected to

unanimous consent, 129-30

Reed, Speaker, lengthened the morn-
ing hour indefinitely, 68-69 ; on
Committee of the Whole, 74

;

ruling on counting a quorum, 81—

82 ; ratified by Supreme Court,

82-83 ; contempt of, for mere
speech-making, 99 ; able speech
of, on the income tax, 104

;
greatest

of Speakers, 143-44 ; Democrats
would not vote thanks to, 145

;

would not move vote of thanks to

Speaker Crisp, 145

Reforms, Quite enough crude, en-

tered upon, 22
Religion, Laws establishing or pro-

hibiting, forbidden, 17

Reports given to Clerk for entry, 68
Representation, Exaggerated notion

of, 4 ; broad, desirable, 175-77

;

in House of Commons, 175 ; classes

without, in Congress, 178
Representative, Qualifications of a, 39
Resolutions, All, referred to standing

committees, 45
Resolutions of inquiry have high

privilege, 64
Revenue bills. Sole power to originate,

given to representatives of the
people, 15

;
privileged, 65

Revolution, Chief cause of the, 4
Riders upon money bills forbidden,

114-15
Right of peaceable assembly not to

be abridged, 17

Right to report carries with it right

of consideration, 65-66
Roberts, Mr., Seating of, objected

to, as a polygamist, 37-39 ; not
admitted, 39

Roll-calls, Obstruction by, 89
Rules gi'V'ing right of way to govern-

ment business, 24 ; based on pro-

cedure of Parliament, 29 ; adopted
by the First Congress and each
subsequent, 31-32; gradual de-

velopment of, 32 ; revisions of, 32
;

evolution of precedents and cus-

toms, 32-33 ; of preceding House
adopted, 35-36

;
power of Com-

mittee on, 52-54

Salary of members, 177

Sandwich Islands, Resolution annex-
ing, forced to passage, 137

Scope of the work, 1-2

Secret sessions of Congress impos-
sible, 166

Senate has important executive

functions, 19 ; has judicial power
of trjang impeachments, 25 ; rati-

fies treaties and confirms appoint-

ments, 26 ; equality of State rep-

resentation in the, 26 ; claimed
right to amend revenue bills, 27

;

size of the, 29 ; indi\ddual free-

dom retained in Senate, 30-31

;
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traditional dignity of, affects pro-
cedure in, 31 ; decisioua of presid-
ing officer accepted as rule of
procedure, 31 ; an organized body,
when first session of a Congress
assembles, 33 ; has alwaj's a quorum
in office, 33-34

;
president pro

tempore chosen by, 34 ; awaits
organization of House before doing
legislati\'e business, 3G ; attempt
to exclude a senator from Utah, 40

;

I

committees of, appointed by Sen-
ate, 54, 15G ; their jurisdiction,

54-55
; action for special interests

in, 114; special procedure of the,

147-58 ; representative in a very
remote sense, 147 ; vicious fili-

bustering in the, 147 ; executive
sessions secret, 148 ; mj'stery
mummeries in the, 148 ; Jeffer-

son's Manual prepared for the,

148 ; organization of, constant,

148 ; quorum of, 148-49 ; Vice-

President presides in, 149 ; his

powers, 149-51 ; rule adopted, 150
;

morning hour in the, 151-52 ; no
general privilege in, 152 ; con-

siders all bills in Committee of the

Whole, 153 ; no limitation on de-

bate in, 153-56
;

previous ques-

tion in the, 156 ;
procedure in, as

Court of impeachment, 156-57

;

time consumed in executive func-

tions of, 157 ; President at mercy
of, 157-58; conference commit-
tees, 158-60 ; controversy with

House over prerogatives, 161-164;

great powers and great disadvan-

tage of the, 197 ;
procedure in,

should be radically changed, 198

Senators, Terms of one-tliird of the,

expire every two years, 33 ; ex-

pulsion of, 157 ; dictate nomina-
tions from their states, 158

Sherman, Mr., member of Committee
on Rules, 135

Sherman, John, on precedents and
customs, 33 ; supported right of

Senate to amend revenue bills,

162-63

Sniitii ftgainut .l,i. kw.h. !.i..u..n
ctise of, SI

Soldiers, (iuartfrinu of. iu time of
peace or war, IS

Spanish War, Four mcmbcni of IIuuso
accepting conmiiiuiiunii during ihr,
not unseated, 109

Spanish War revenue uct, IS
Speaker. I'ower of the, 1 ; flortion

of, business of the hJKli— ' • -•• •

lege, 34 ; procedure ci

35; administers oath t<i •.

35 ; task of, in naming cuuuiuiU'vs,
41-42; made niemlH-r of Coni-
mittee on Rules, 52; doe* not
preside in the C'omniitte.- of tho
Whole, 77 ; temporary increaiio in

power of the, ss ; tin- e.ntral

figure in the Hr)usf, 121 ; mmrco
of power of, 121-22 ; nmjorily can
overrule his derisions or rrmovo
him, 122; difference fnjm Hritiiih

Speaker, 122; colonial, a |K)lilicaJ

officer, 124; politicaHeadenthip of.

from the beginning, 125; rho«M-n

from the foremost men of hi«

party, 125; why a political |M)wrr.

126-27; retains all nienilHn>hip

powers, 127 ; may introduce hilla

and petitions, as a private mcnilxT.

128; power of refusing rfcogui-

tion, 128-29. 135-30, 137-38;

care of, in according, 130; haa

the ordinary powers of the pri-si-

dent of an assembly. 131 ; pay of,

132; names the conmiittecs, 132-

34 ;
great power of, as chturman

of Committee on Rules, 135; no
longer eligii)lc to tliis Conunitt««,

135 n. ; must follow order of busi-

ness, 135-36; recogniie privi-

leged bills, 136-37; recognition

by, on suspension days. 137-38;

subject to reversal by majority,

138-39; influence of, as a party

leader, pc-rsoQal, 139; may wield

great influence, 139-40; parlia-

mentary management, MO; i>ower

of, on the floor in Commit t*-** of

the Whole criticized, 141 ; criti-
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cisms of, 141 ; measures of, often

defeated, 141 ; Henry Clay as,

142; Blaine as, 142-43; Thomas
B. Reed as, 143-44 ; denunciation
of, by minorities, 144 ; central

object for partisan attack, 145

;

the second officer under our sys-

tem, 145 ; historic high record of,

146
Speech-making, Amount of, 180
Spooner, Senator, on meaning of

"raising revenues," 164

State and federal governments, Rela-
tive authority of, 12, 18

State judges bound by the Constitu-
tion, laws, and treaties, 13

States rights and rights of the people.

Compromise between, in the Con-
stitution, 15 ; unnecessary inva-

sion of, 185-86

Stevens, Thaddeus, Leadership of,

142 ; resolution of, against a Sen-
ate tax amendment, 161 ; mem-
ber of Committee on Cabinet
officers, 193

Supply bills under jurisdiction of

Committee on Appropriations, 48
;

would better come from a single

committee, 49 ; our system and
that of British Parliament in rela-

tion to, 50 ; no general legislation

can be added to, 115, 116
Suspension days, 70 ; increase in, 90

;

Speaker's power of recognition on,

137-38

Suspension of rules, Motion for, re-

quires a two-thirds vote, 71

Table, the scrap-basket of the House,
118; bills rarely taken from the,

118-19
Tarifif bUls under jurisdiction of

Committee on Ways and Means,
48, 112; political as well as eco-

nomic measures, 112; acted on as

a whole, 113; Senate amendments
for special interests, 114

Tawney, Mr., as chairman of Com-
mittee on Appropriations, 51

Taylor, Mr., of Ohio, objected to

seating of Mr. Roberts, as a
polygamist, 37

Taylor, Harmis, on House procedure,
111

Treaties, the law of the land, 6, 7;
Chief Justice Ellsworth on, 7

;

Jay and Hamilton on, 13 ; Con-
gress supplies legislation to give

effect to, 16 ; Parliament provides
appropriations for, 16

Treaty-making power. Claim asserted

for the, 5-8, 14, 15 ; true scope
of the, 6-10 ; laws made by,

claimed not subject to Constitu-
tion, 7 ; not a lawmaking agency,
10 ; relation of Congress to the,

15-16 ; rests with the sovereign
in Great Britain, 16

Treaty stipulation, A, to pay money,
requires legislative sanction, 14

Tyler, President, Confidential mes-
sage sent by, 167 ; protest sent to

House by, refused recognition, 167

Unanimous consent. Transaction of

business by, 70 ; recognition for,

128-29
; Populist member oppos-

ing, became autocrat of the House,
129-30 ; any member can object

to, 137
Unanimous consent calendar estab-

lished, 70 n., 131 n.

Union calendar. Bills referred to the,

61, 75 ; limited time for the, 71

Unity, Rational, in workings of our
institutions, 191 ; destroyed under
divided control, 191-92

Veto, The, 167
Vice-President, presiding officer of

the Senate, 34 ; powers of, as,

149-51
;

prime quality of, 151

;

in court of impeachment, 157

;

fitness not sought in candidate
for, 191

Voting, Manner of, 117-18

Washburn, Mr., called to order, for

denouncing a message from Presi-

dent Johnson, 107
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Washington, George, richest man of

his time, 175

Watch-dog of the Treasury, The, 49
Waterways, Artificial, in charge of

Committee on Rivers and Har-
bors, 51

Webster, Daniel, on right of House
to judge on its own prerogative,

164 ; on the President, 188

Wilkes case. The, in the British Par-

liament, 39
Williams, Mr., Policy of obstruction

of, 88-89; ondlewi rfill-<-«i]U. h'j

;

how defcttK-iJ. 8U-yO. \H

Wilson, Wm. L., a fiutcinatius orator,

10-1

Wilson Bill, AnicndmcntA to, in tho

Senate, 111; Cleveland'* refusal

to sign the, 112

Working-men, Few, ia CongrcM,
178

Yeas and nayn. First veto may bo

taken by, 117

C. Alex. Neu»on.
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language of the achievements in Science, Philosophy, and

Art, and indicating the present status of these subjects as concepts

of human knowledge, were delivered at Columbia University, during

the academic year 1907-1908, by various professors chosen to repre-

sent the several departments of instruction.

MATHEMATICS— By Cassius Jackson Keyser, Adrain Professor of

Mathematics.
PHYSICS— By Ernest Fox Nichols, Professor of Experimental Physics.

ASTRONOMY— By Harold Jacoby, Rutherfurd Professor of Astronomy.

GEOLOGY— By James Furman Kemp, Professor of Geology.

BIOLOGY— By Edmund B. Wilson, Professor of Zoology.

PHYSIOLOGY— By Frederic S. Lee, Professor of Physiology.

BOTANY— By Herbert Maule Richards, Professor of Botany.

ZOOLOGY— By Henry E. CR'VMPTON, Professor of Zoology.

ANTHROPOLOGY— By Fr.\nz Boas, Professor of Anthropology.

ARCHAEOLOGY— By J.ames Rignall Wheeler, Professor of Greek Ar-

chaeology and Art.

HISTORY— By J.ames Harvey Robinson, Professor of History.

ECONOMICS—-By Henry Rogers Se.ager, Professor of Political Economy.
POLITICS— By Ch.arles A. Be.ard, Adjunct Professor of PoHtics.

JURISPRUDENCE— By Munroe Smith, Professor of Roman Law and

Comparative Jurisprudence.

SOCIOLOGY— By Franklin Henry Giddings, Professor of Sociology.

PHILOSOPHY— By Nicholas Ml-rray Butler, President of the University.

PSYCHOLOGY— By Robert S. Woodworth, Adjunct Professor of Psy-

chology.

METAPHYSICS— By Frederick J. E. Woodbridge, Johnsonian Professor

of Philosophy.

ETHICS— By John Dewey, Professor of Philosophy.

PHILOLOGY— By A. V. W. Jackson, Professor of Indo-Iranian Languages.

LITERATURE— By Harry Thurston Peck, Anthon Professor of the Latin

Language and Literature.

These lectures are published by the Columbia University Press sep-

arately in pamphlet form, at the uniform price of twenty-five cents,

by mail twenty-eight cents. Orders will be taken for the separate

pamphlets, or for the whole series. Also to be had in one volume,

blue cloth, at $5.00 net ; by mail, $5.27.

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, Agents
30-32 W. 27th ST.. NEW YORK
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LECTURES

BLUMENTHAL LECTURES
POLITICAL PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT. By

Alhkkt Shaw, LL.D., Kditur of the J^tri/a- nf Revitncx. I2ui(>,

cloth, pp. vii + 268. Price, §1.50 net.

CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT IN T. J UNITED STATES.
By WooDKow Wilson, LL.D., President of Princftoii Uiiivensily.

12mo, cloth, pp. vii + 230. Trice, SI.50 net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF POLITICS FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF
THE AMERICAN CITIZEN. By Jeremiah W. Jenks, LL.D..

Professor of Political Economy and Politics in Coniell University.

12mo, cloth, pp. xviii + 187. Price, $1.50 net.

THE COST OF OUR NATIONAL GOVERNMENT. By Henuv
JoNES Ford, Professor of Politics in Princeton University. 12mo,

cloth, pp. XV + 144. Price, §1.50 net.

THE BUSINESS OF CONGRESS. By Hoy. Samuel W. McCall,
Member of Congress for Massachusetts. 12mo, cloth. Price,

%\.bQnet.

JULIUS BEER LECTURES

SOCIAL EVOLUTION AND POLITICAL THEORY. Br Leonaku
T. HoBHousE, Professor of Sociology in the University of Loudon.

12mo, cloth. Price, §1.50 net.

CARPENTIER LECTURES

THE NATURE AND SOURCES OF THE LAW. Bv John Cmii--

MAN Gray, LL.D., Royall Profes.sor of Law in llai-vard University.

12mo, cloth, pp, xii -|- 332. Price, -SI. 50 net.

WORLD ORGANIZATION AS AFFECTED BY THE NATURE
OF THE MODERN STATE. By Hon. David Jayne Hill,

American Ambassador to Germany. 12mo, cloth. Price, .?1. 50 wef.

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, Agents

30-32 West 27th Street, New York
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LECTURES

HEWITT LECTURES

THE PROBLEM OF MONOPOLY. By John Bates Clark, LL.D.,

Professor of Political Economy, Columbia Uuversity. 12mo,

cloth, pp. vi + 128. Price, $1.25 7iet.

POWER. By Charles Edward Lucke, Ph.D., Professor of Me-
chanical Engineering, Columbia University. 12mo, cloth, pp.

316. Illustrated. Price, $2.00 net.

THE DOCTRINE OF EVOLUTION. Its Basis and Scope. By Henry
Edward Crampton, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology, Columbia Uni-

versity. 12mo, cloth. Price, $1.50 net.

SOCIAL IDEALS IN MEDIEVAL STORY. By William Witherle
Lawrence, Associate Professor of English, Columbia University.

12mo, cloth. Price, §1.50 net.

JESUP LECTURES

LIGHT. By Richard C. Maclaurin, LL.D., Sc.D., President of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 12mo, cloth, pp. ix -|- 251.

Portrait and figures. Price, -$1.50 net.

LECTURES ON SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY, AND ART. A series

of twenty-one lectures descriptive in non-technical language of

the achievements in Science, Philosophy, and Art, and indicating

the present status of these subjects as concepts of human knowl-

edge, delivered at Columbia University during the academic year

1907-1908. 8vo, cloth. Price, S5.00 net.

LECTURES ON LITERATURE. A series of eighteen lectures on
literary art and on the great literatures of the world, ancient and
modem, delivered at Columbia University by Members of the

Faculty during the academic year 1909-1910. In one volume,

8vo, cloth, pp. 404. Price, $2.00 net. ^ f 1J

LEMCKE & BUECHNER, Agents

30-32 West 27th Street, New York
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